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Panel v~ices concern about Honor Code report 
by Chris Leonard 
contributing writer 
Taskforce and administration propose, panel members 
were eager to voice their opinions. 
students and the faculty's info rmal system of resolving 
academic misconduct, which violates both Honor System 
principles and Faculty Handbook requirements. 
A group of twenty students and faculty joined a panel 
of Honor Council members and Student Government 
Association senators Wednesday to express concern about 
proposed changes in the JMU Honor Code. 
"I think it speaks volumes about the administration," 
Rich Prisinzano, Honor Council in'tiiJtll~~~l:-'1~tru 
that the Taskforce was created to ~~~rDmtethline 
ACIOOl'l~i4'!:att\l Taskforce report, "The net result of 
IE:Jf)ticl is a weakening in ownership of, and 
"The forum came out of ongoing concern about the 
Honor System and the possibility that the system may be 
changed," said Terry Wessel, president of the JMU chapter 
of the American Association of University Professors. 
Prisinzano said his statements 
former Honor Council Investiptc:>t 
that Carrier overstepped his 
penalties he had previously anru~lrf"d 
dents. 
Sen. Moira McCalfrey added, 
son for the changes being 
administration's hide from the 
The Taskforce report lists wea 
current Honor Code and proposes a 
the Code. 
integrity at JMU." 
ae1!1deJmic integrity" of the JMU Honor 
orc>oosed several changes. 
suggested were the implernenta-
of a Honor Code mission statement, 
t:Ul~UI'IlUil of students and faculty on the Honor 
........ ................. "'ation the university adopt a multi-
'kl~i. meaning some academic misconduct 
res<>lved without a trial. 
"Many don't know what it [the Honor Code] 
The panel discussed a report released April 9 by the 
Taskforce on Academic Misconduct, created by JMU 
President Ronald Carrier in the fall of 1996, to review the 
current Honor SysteJm. The Taskforce consists of eight fac-
ulty and administrators and three student members, but 
none were present at the discussion. 
When asked by an audience member why s tudents 
appear to want an honor code that is more strict than the 
The report lists1weaknesses such as JMU faculty's lack 
of faith in the current Honor System's operation, low lev-
els of honor code violations reported by both faculty and 
is about or what the penalties are," Honor Council 
Investigator Leah Sansbury said. 
see HONOR page 2 
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Volunteers ~e time proud to be a member 
m Valley Mall; hail of the political claSs' goes to muscular 
dystrophy treatment 
by Laurie Butts 
staff writer · 
Charged with the crime of hav-
ing a big heart, Harrisonburg resi-
dents and business owners were 
arrested and sentenced to prison 
last Wednesday and Thursday. The 
prisoners' goal: to raise $1,000 bail 
each for the Greater Washington 
Area Muscu lar Dystrophy 
Association during their one hour 
locked up in Valley Mall. 
Jason Roberts, a senior, repre-
sen ted the Episcopal Campus 
Ministry and described life in the 
Valley Mall prison as "pretty 
rough." Prisoners were picked up at 
their places of business by a MDA 
volunteer police officer and trans-
ported to the Valley Mall. MDA fit-
ted the prisoners with prison 
s tripes and took souvenir mug 
shots. They were then sentenced to 
raise $1,000 in bail or whatever 
funds they could during their hour 
in prison. 
MDA locked up more than 160 
citizens in the ''prison" - located 
outside Belk department store -
for the annual spring fund raiser 
that has taken place in towns across 
Maryland and Virginia for at least 
five yea rs, according to Evelyn 
Spruill, MDA'S temporary project 
coordinator. 
Although MDA holds annual 
~~\PM'r¥fee the s tate, 
Aimsonourg is one of the largest 
contributors, according to Spruill. 
LAURA SOULARisttJior pltotogropl~t.,. 
(k ) Junior Nannette Boden, alumna Anne Rathbone and junior Dena Slate 
represent Chill's restaurant at Thursday's funckalslng effort. 
Most Jock-ups last for one day, but 
since Harrisonburg has such a large 
number of volunteers - "prison-
ers" - it lasts for two. 
Larry Wolbers, project coordina-
tor for GW AMDA, said as of noon 
Thursday the prisoners raised 
$19,346. Various bus inesses and 
individuals who couldn't partici-
pate in the lock-up also donated an 
additional $1,400. Wolbers believed 
funds raised th is year would be 
slightly higher than the $31,000 
raised last year. 
Yesterday, JMU's Kappa Alpha 
Order, one of the sponsors of the 
event, reported about $27,000 had 
been raised. However, this amount 
is unoffidal and does not i~~ 
additional donations from indivtcfu-
als and businesses. 
Most prisoners found it difficult 
to raise the full $1,000 bail within 
the hour, but some had already 
secured pledges from friends and 
co-workers before the event. 
Arletta C lutteur, a community 
events coord inator for 
Harrisonburg Wal-Mart, sa id s he 
raised $650 after 30 minutes in jail. 
She sa id s he was n't sure if she 
would make her bail money by the 
end of the hour, but, uanything we 
can get is a success." 
Linda Waggy, an employee a t 
Dayton Equipment, said she 
thought the program was a fun and 
interesting idea but would be more 
successful at a different time of year 
~.ftals and businesses 
see PHONE page 2 
by Maggie Welter 
senior writer 
Talk about the epitome of college fashion. Democratic poHt-
ical consultant James Carville showed up for an appearance 
on "Nightline" last January looking more like he was headed 
to a basketball game in his jeans, sweatshirt and tennis shoes. 
His press aide and the "Nightline" staff were able to convince 
him to change into a sport coat, buf the tennis shoes stayed, 
and Carville wasn't about to ~sSo his neck with a tie. 
So it was no surprise when, speaking before a crowd of 400 
in Grafton-Stovall Theatre Friday, Carville entered stage left in 
Nike's and jeans. The speech was sponsored by the College 
Democrats. 
Carville's laid-back style of dress mirrors his happy-go-
lucky personality and take-it-as-it-comes philosophy toward 
life and politics. " I'm basically a sneakers-and-jeans kind of 
person," Carville said "J don't believe in being uncomfort-
able." 
In his s peech, Carville, known in political circles as the 
"Ragin' Cajun," addressed a few recent trends that are mak-
ing him uncomfortable in America. Specifically, he noted the 
public's increasing animosity toward the political establish-
ment. 
"I'm tired of this constant assault on all things political in 
America," Carville declared. "I'm damn proud to be a mem-
ber of the political class." 
It's a good thing he's proud, because there's no denying his 
past and present political pull. • 
As the chief strategist for the 1992 Clinton/Gore campaign, 
Carville played an instrumental role in getting Bill Clinton 
elected. Carville currently serves as a senior politica] consul-
tant to the President and the Democratic National Committee. 
He has penned two books including a New York Times best 
seller titled We're Right, They're Wrong: A Handbook for Spirited 
Progressives. 
Politics infiltrates every aspect of Carville's life, including 
his marriage. Mary Matalin, his wife, is his political opposite. 
She managed George Bush's 1992 reelection bid. The couple 
frequently wages humorous political battles on public affairs 
u'th '§'" N M(Uit_ .' CZ!Jaid his 
see page2 
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In the April 14 issue of~ 
Breeu, the caption aa:ompa-
nying the photo at the bottom 
of page 16 should have read, 
"Freshman Anna Jartby 
strikes a pa;e." 
Thr BrteU regrets the error. 
Honor·~----~--~------~~~~ oortriled., -.11 
U d th H ,..,.,.._.tial.4..,."......., n.. ...... _Code. would be a more desirable n er e current onor r--· ~.u'tl ......... u.: 
s-tem, a student found guilty - we understand that a optioo at SOI1lit point" 
are short ol funds at lax time. 
Accorc:ijna tO a MDA press 
release, hinds raiaed during the 
lock-up benefit local children and 
adults alfect!d with In)' of 40 neu-
romuscular ailn1a. MDA funds 
research for muacu.lar dystrophy 
treatment and provtdes 
wheeJcba,ia, IUppOit poups, phys-
ical therapy ,ulcJ cUnical visits to 
Georgetown University Hospital 
and Child~ ~Oipital Medical 
Center. It alao helps fund a one-
1 ~ d The Senate resolution will be 
of an Honor Code violation change will be made, an we submitted to members of the 
receives an 'F' in the cbss of the want to voice our opinion 00 the t--.• and _..a_:_:_ ..... ti·nn and 
violatn'l, a 'W' in all other cJass.. chan " Prisinzano said rd\.u.&ty -.rnw~· _.., 
es for that semester and a sus- ~'committee presented its the resolution is not binding and 
pension for the following opinion oo the Taskforce report reflects the opinion oi SGA. 
in the fonn of a Senate resolu- .. [ think one of the hardest ~~-the Taskforce's pro- tion sponsored by committee things right now is we' ve 
posed system, students could members I H 0 n ° r Council] been 
receive penalties ranging from a~d Sen. "!think *L,., *L-. 
repeating an assignment or R a char: d '"'" lfU: trying to get in 
b d J k · d touch with Or. ~::a~~~ ation an ~~~~a~ Taskforr:e was create to [ Lin w 0 0 ~) 
While the changes might passed the . ~~.-L:- " Rose, [executive 
week summer ~~~am for 
"Jerry's Kids," hel in June at 
appear beneficial to s tudents, bill at its cover up Surr~uurtg. Yice p~identL 
panel members disagreed over T u e s d a y Rich ~ Wn:aoo and we re try-
Camp Maria in l.A!onanltown, Md. 
To plan the event, MDA con· 
tacts local chambers o1 commerce 
to get names ol~ area busi-
nesses and .,b these businesses 
foe potel!tial volunteer prisoners. 
the benefits. ~ HonorCooncil i~vesripaor ing to fan~ o~t 
-n-.ere i5 an inconsistency in .. w tie n • e~actly w at s 
these options because people we~ to~ the sena~ ~ going to happen (to changes to 
won't teceive the same penalties 1Jtion.~ dle bi~t·"problern we tne code)," Sansbui')' said. 
kir• the same violations," had w~ that people didn't think The Taskforce is seeking Waggy taid her boss volun-
teered her [Of the lock-up. ''It's a 
good· way to help the community 
and good(~ relatiqns) for the 
company as welL" 
~ Prlsinza.nosaid! the code was s trict enough, w inpu t from all JMU depart-
The professor and s tudent ~said. ments as Well as the honOr ad vi-
would be able 1o barter back and 1 The resolution proposes sory board. ' ·. • 
forth to determint the proper aHowing-a student to teeeive an AC:tnUn.istration members will 
penalty 1 for the violation, 'F in the dass of tbe vio&ation.. also review the l"askforce report 
J Prisiilzaho Said. • 1 't l arn really an fnor of the and add suggestions s~ any 
Mads Hansen, KA's liaiiOn to 
MDA, also spent the day at the 
fund railer. In re.spcll"$! to the Taskfo~'s current system and f.didn' t changes eventuaUy made an the 
report, an ad hoc committee of think tt was too strict au!l/' Sm. Honor Code will not g? mto 
SGA and Honor Council mem- Moira McCaffrey said. "But I effect u.nbl next year, Pdsinzano 
bers met April 13 to discuss tan tee where an 'F' ~the class added. 
"mle MDA is pur n.tional phi· 
lanthropy, so we try to do whatev· 
erwecan," he~. 
continued n-om pllf1e 1 
almost two-year-old daughter, Matali.ri Mary, to the maximum, so Carville dectded he had 
"Matty," has not yet pledged allegiance to to lighten the mood. He offered $100 to any-
any party, but he's CI'05Sing his fingers she1J one who would let him break three eggs over 
choose to play with the stuffed donkey and his or her head. 
not the elephant Some poor soul volunteered and Carville 
Lately though, CarVille said in an interview started cracking, to the delight of hJs co-work-
with Tht Brttzt, ers. After fhe sec-
Matty seems more ond egg, ·r stopped 
interested in Bar- and said I'm not 
ney. With that com- U. CLOSI AND goang to break a 
ment, the spirited NRSOIIAL third one," Carville 
52-year-old broke recalled with a 
out in the Barney WITII laugh. But the staff 
song, '"I love you, JAJIIS didn' t let him have 
you love me, we're the last laugh. They 
a happy family ... " CAitVILLI cracked the third 
Fa the f hood egg over his shiny, 
means a great deal * Chief strategist for the 1992 partiaJly bald head. 
to him. In fact, one Clinton/Gore campaign It's stories like 
of the things these that make 
Carville said he * Currendy serves as senior Carville such a 
admires most about political consultant to the delight to listen to, 
President Ointon is President and the Democratic which is why he 
his relationship National Committee was such a success 
with has daughter with Friday's audi-
Olelsea "You would * Authored two books, includi ence. 
not belteve how b II "There are very 
close they are," he New York Times estse er few political leaders 
said. "Clinton is a Right. They're Wrong: A Handbook who can energize a 
big man with a big for Spirited Progressives young crowd like 
heart." James Carville," 
But during the *Married to Bush's 1992 election Jamie Gregorian, 
heat of the 1992 manager, Mary Matalin president of the 
campaign season College Democrats 
Catville said hearts, said. '1 was thrilled 
including Clinton's, ANTHONYRJNGiamtn1rutingartiSI by what he had to 
weren' t always so say." 
big. "Campaigning is extremely stressful Gregorian wasn't the only one. At a recep-
from start to finish," Carville said . He said the tion attended by about SO College Democrats 
most tense period during the '92 campaign in Anthony-Seeger Hall following the speech, 
was the days lead ing up to the New freshman Carrie Breig uttered a "Wow!" as 
Hampshire primary "We thought we were she rushed off to get her picture taken with 
going to get wiped out of the whole thing," Carville. "He's so energizing," Breig said 
They didn' t, of course, so now it's easy for "He makes you want to go out and do some-
him to.recan the.Jw. ,II\Opnts on~ c~~Uro • thiJ\sabout.politics." 
J'Bl~ll'aili~~~~!•aywlC •~:..:~m,.. 1b&Jis~XRI:ly .wha Carville intended to do 
in . his speed\. Tliougf\ he ts a die-hard 
Democrat. he encouraged students of aU polit-
ical affiliations to get involved. 
"This is a great nation," he said in the 
speech. "It's worth your time. It's worth your 
effort to stand up for Whit you believe in." 
The level of political inactivity in the 
United States is scary, and Americans need to 
focus more on what politicians are doing right 
instead of negative headlines about things 
like sleep-overs in the Lincoln bedroom, 
Carville said. 
'1f you read the columns and listen to the 
pundits you'd think politic:ians never picked 
up a h istory book. You'd think the country 
was going to pieces." In fad, the economy is 
booming and oirne is down. 
He blamed the press partly for the negativ-
ity. He said the increasing number of media 
outlets and the fight for higher ratings is 
translating into "gotcha" mentality and a 
buming desire to dig up any kind of dirty 
laundry. 
In his interview <::aiville praised a few jour· 
nalists for admirably serving the public. "Tim 
Russert, Sam Donaldson and Colde Roberts, 
they're aU very good.'• He ~Uy singled 
out the work done by Ted Koppel and 
"Nightline" as a ,.supem example" of journal-
ism. 
"What Koppel's done with "'Nightline" is 
phenomenal," he said. "He cares about the 
public interest. You have to respect his 
integrity. He's above the riff-raff." 
When Carville isn't ~pped up in the ri~f­
raff of politics he likes to spend time at hlS 
home in Front Royal. "I like to sit on the 
porch with some red wine, watch the grass 
grow and wave at people as they go by," he 
said. 
As for his future in the political fray, 
CarviUe said he enjoys consulting and has no 
plans to run for any elected office. "It would 
take about 30 seconds for Republican 
researchers to dig up stuff oo me," he joked. 
fflf piiia~iz ~2'~.J ;i.dUq n· Jlrnnb 1!1 '19d1WIA 
Nurses discuss women's health issues 
Three speakers expand on topics of sexual abuse, breast cancer and alcoholism 
Three apeaken tarseted 
health ilsuee that affect women 
-subatance ._, ........ 
and the psycholop:»> effects of 
brtwt cancer- at W~s 
waneu'a hieUih iliuel b\an. 
About 30 atudenta, moat of 
them nursinglnllfoi'a, attended 
the forum at the Rockingham 
Memorial Hospital's Cancer 
Center. Th! p~ntation was 
open to the public. 
Hillary Wlng-LOtt, sexual 
...Wt education cOordinator' at 
JMU, ipORaboUt'lelnl&l -ult 
and domestic violence against 
women .nd aaid she would give 
a •comfortable, relaxed thumb-
nail sketch• of techniques and 
tips fm the nursing atudents to 
heJp thele wanen. 
·The first medical person 
abused women come in contact 
with is the nune and therefore, 
he or she ia the first person to •we need to change these a "sad fact,. because many 
bep\ the healing proce~~,• Wing- women's ways of thinking so women are hidden alcoholics. An 
ldt Mid. they don't let the abuse con tin- estimalled ~third ID one-half of 
1be nune has to look at this ue,•conaty-Buckaaid. all American alcoholics are 
perall\ as a victim without judg- MlldeUne 0\andJer, from the women. 
ing her in any way, Wing-Lott department of Outpatient Psych- .. As health professionals, we 
said. iltry at the University of Yuginia need to realize that women who 
Instead of just doing are alcoholics or abuse 
the nonna~·fix-it-up· way "As health pro. ,+essionals, ·other substances have 
of rnedkine, nurses must 'J • very low feelings of self-
empower their clients to we need to realize that wo- esteem so therefore, we 
realize tiUs (abuse) is not need to assess for strength 
acceptable and can no men who are alcoholics or (and) give positive rein-
longer ocxur. Nunes must forcement,,. Chandler 
have re.&pe\.'1 for and give b the ub * ha said the utmost support to their a USe 0 T S s,.anceS Ve Merle Mast, assistant 
dients.shesaid. very JowfieelingS o+ seJ+- professor in JMU's 
NW'Iing Hanoi' Society 'J ':1- department of nursing, 
President Susan Conaty- * " apoke about a study on 
Buck said she believes es,.eem • • • breast cancer survivors. 
Wing-Lott's advice about Ml•tiM On k She found a majority of 
empowering victims is Dept. of o.p.deal Plyc:IIIMry It UVL Medic8l Caller wcmen were not treated 
more important than just with the utmost respect 
physically turing the victim. Medical Center, a poke about wherlte'z rEd from the hospital 
Health profaeionala have been alcohaUaaL and wmnen and said Mut surveyed women and 
using thil method for yam, lhe only tine out ol 374 aJcoholilm found many of their doctors were 
8llid.. lbwllea focw an women, which la not very sensitive to patients' 
needs when dismissing them 
from hospitals following their 
surgery. 
Conaty-Buck believed Mast's 
presentation was important 
because "the inddence of breast 
cancer is rising due to advanced 
detf!ction 90 [nurses) will be see-
ing a lot more (breast cancer) 
cases." 
Junior Erin Schaeffer said, 
"Ther [the speakers) covered a 
lot o issues that are relevant to 
us. I found the presentation on 
sexual assault to be very informa-
tive. The fact that we will be the 
first people that these abused 
women wi1l oome in rontact with 
puts a lot of pressure on us.,. 
Senior Kendall Crigler, Nurs-
ing Honor Society program chair, 
said, "It was good to listen to a 
presentation that dealt with so 
many issues that touch women. 
All three of the topics are very 
relevant to us as future nurses 
and as college students.'' 
JMU adds new communication 
major; ·future job oudook bright 
"The university has offered its 
by Davey Ahearn full finanda1 support for the pro-
contributin writer grams, and the TSC Institute can 
JMU will offer a technical and anticipate full funding to support 
scientific communication major the new B.A., B.S., M.A. and M.S. 
next faU designed to prepare stu- programs," Hager said. 
dents for writing, editing or pro- The B.A. degree will consist of 
duction careers dealing with nine credit hours of TSC-affi.Jiat-
technology and science. • • ed core courses and 30 credit 
NThe TSC program is a cur- hours of corresponding electives. 
riculum not offered at any other For the B.S. degree, students 
Virginia state university, so of must take nine credit hours of 
course we are very exCited about TSC-affiliated core courses, 12 
the ~tial ol this p~ on a hours of advanced course work 
state and regional scale,"said in one or more areas wHh an 
Peter Hager, acting head of the applied science and 18 credit 
English department and motivat- hours of corresponding electives. 
ing force behind the new pro- The program will also offer M.A 
gram. "The program will be and MS. graduate degrees. 
entirely separate from the Current English majors with a 
English department," he said. technical writing concentration 
The State Council of Higher will be able to complete their 
Education for Virginia approved requirements by substituting TSC 
plans for the Institute in March. courses for their concentration. 
Hager cited several reasons English maJors who have not 
for the prc;>gram's attractiveness. declared a technical writing COilr 
"Employment predictions for centration would be best advised 
graduates ln TSC in Virginia and to talce a double major or minor 
the US. are very optimistic," 'he in TSC, according to Hager. 
said. The Virginia Commission of Approving the implementa-
Labor expec:ts ~ (in the field] to tion of the new program, SCHEV 
rise nearly 50 percent over the credited the program proposal's 
next 10 years, with the rise in "excellent use of existing faculty 
demand for majors holding in being able to offer four new 
steady at about 40 percent over degree programs with only one 
the same time pericxl, Hager said. new instructor hired," Hager said. 
David Jeffrey, associate A conglomeration of instruc-
provost of the College of Arts tors from both the English 
and Letters, requested Hager department attd the School of 
design and write a proposal for Media Arts and Design will teach 
for the Institute,. and submit it to the initial courses in the program. 
SCHEY. Courses will include current 
.. , ~i.undll:'g for the programJ ,EDglj&.b aod..sMAD courws as l 
W.hoU)\ univemty~,, 'i ~ll.M~fffiC-.fi)*ilicCO~- . 
To apply for the TSC pro-
gram, students must complete an 
application form, turn in a 
Record of Academic Progress 
and write a goal s tatement 
explaining how the degree 
would prepare them for their 
antidpated career. These require-
ments are not meant to steer stu-
dents away from the program, 
but to " make sure the student 
knows what they are getting into 
before they make a commitment 
to the program," Hager said. 
Anne Brown, a senior English 
major with a technical writing 
concentration, wishes the pro-
gram had come sooner. '1t looks 
great," she said. "Your resum~ 
after graduation from the pro-
gram will be unbelievable." 
Graduate student Kirk St. 
Amant wiU be a member of the 
inaugural class of TSC program. 
"I'm excited about the profes-
sional level this program will 
enable me to achieve in the tech-
nical riting field ," he said. "I 
also like the high employment 
rate of technical writers in recent 
years." 
Hager said, "All our gradu-
ates [from the technical writing 
concentration in the English 
major) have received jobs in tech-
nical or scientific communication 
pos1tions over the past six years. 
Few programs across the country 
can say the same." 
Stud~ts with questions about 
lht ntW program should Cll.U Hagu 
in tile English tkpartmtnt al x62Q2 . 
He encourages both cu"enl stwkrrts 
and incoming freshmen to apply. , 
,. 
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Retirement plan offers faculty an early exit 
FacultY members with mor:e than ti.O years at JMU eligible for new, tax-free program 
JMU wiU 1oee about 6.5 per-
cent of full-tlme facu lty to a 
revised early ntbanent plan the 
university pronaoted this semes-
ter . .,.. 
Thirty-etght of 559 full-time 
instructionat faculty members at 
JMU are takiftg part in the plan 
and retiring early; Twenty-one 
professors will retire effective 
July 1; the remaining 17 will stay 
on until July 1, 1998, said Doug 
Brown, associate vice president 
of academic enhancement. 
The university is pushing the 
early retirement plan to provide 
flexibility in hiring and instruc-
. tion to accommodate changing 
staffing needs as the curriculum 
evolves, Brown said. 
He said he d~'t think the 
1065 of faculty will, be a problem 
because the new f4tculty will be 
younger with "eq~al or tietter" 
credentials. "/ 
"We could be ~g people 
with different skiUs and concen-
trations," he sai_4· "~ost posi-
tions will be rep~ with peo-
ple with different kinds of train-
ing, and some will be replaced 
with comparable laculty." 
l 
This means new facultv with 
equivalent ~ will ~lace 
retiring faculty with doctoral 
degrees, althou~ some Will have 
new spedAlizatiOOs, he said. 
"For example, a molecular 
biologist could be replaced with 
an environmental biologist if this 
is what is needed," Brown laid. 
Liriwood Roae, executive vice 
president, said the change in fac-
ulty will not lower the quaHty of 
education at JMU. 
"There is no question that 
JMU will be Losing some very tal-
ented and capable scholarS from 
the faculty," he said. "However, 
JMU's outstanding academic rep-
utation and the university's over-
all excellent image should allow 
us to hire extft!lnely highly~­
fied new facUlty members." \ 
The new technical wr ting 
p~ the General Edu~tion . 
curriculum and majors ..fith 
increasing student interest 1are 
areas that will benefit the 
added flexibility resulting 
new inst ructors, Brown 
When asked which rtmj~~~ntt 
su ffer from too 
demand for the pre~ent 
handle, Brown would 
"many" departments suffer 
over-demand. 
' 
MEGAN PfLLAicOIIIribullnl ph<Ho1raphtr 
Preparing for takeoff 
Compettnc In the lonJ jump finals of the CAA Champ-
lonshlpe In Wllrnlncton, N.C., sophomore Kurt Brkf&e 
sprtnta down the runway Saturday. By placlnC MCOndln 
the event, Bridle qualified for the IC4A Ctuunplonshlpe, 
scheduled May 23-25 at George Mason University. 
~e are trying to make sure put in a number of years at JMU 
p~ams in high deman'd are and are veteran professors to 
But for this plan, JMU worked 
with the Internal Revenue Service 
to work out special provisions 
that will allow the money to go 
directly to an Individual Retire-
ment Account or a deferred 
annuity and not be taxed. 
•tfed better, which to us [the start a second career or just 
adlnirUstration] will improve the retire," he said. 
~ty. 01 edUcation at JMU," he The program will benefit stu-
said. dents because the university can 
Rose laid another purpose of reallocate positions to areas in 
th1s plan is to create an attractive greater need of staffing, Hager 
retiteirient package for long-time said. "While the retiring faculty 
faCUlty members. are excellent ... new faculty 
Faculty members retiring this doesn't mean less quality, it 
'"The program is quite innova-
tive and one of the most cost 
effective," he said. "Most institu-
tions have to pay out a lot of 
money in early retirement, but 
we will be paying out [the early 
retirement salary] over a five year 
period, and each position will be 
hired at a lower salary because 
the new faculty will have less 
[teaching) experience." 
year come from 15 departments, means equal or more quaUty," he 
while those retiring in 1998 repre- said. 
sent 13 departments. Any faculty member 50 yearS 
The names of the faculty retir- of age or older with 10 or more 
ing early and their departments years of full-time experience at 
are confidential because they are JMU is eligible to retire early. 
part of the faculty members' per- Participants will receive 150 per-
Associate Professor of English 
Cynthia Gilliatt has mixed feel-
ings about the retirement incen-
tive program. 
sonnel records, Brown said. cent of their final annual salary 
One-year temforary faculty paid in quarterly installments 
members will fit the initial 20 over a five-year period, according 
posit:ioos vacated by retiring fac- • to a Mard\26 memo from Rose. 
ulty members. Hiring temporary Faculty will also receive their 
facUlty alloWs JMU to look at the pension, which is provided by 
"I would hope down the line 
when I'm ready to retire some-
thing like this will be avail-
able,"she said. 
long-term needs of the uruversi- the state. Eligible faculty can sign 
ty, he said. . up until April 30 to participate in 
Peter Hager, acting head of the program and retire in 1998. 
the English department, said so Brown said the new early 
But Gilliatt regrets the pro-
gram will result in the loss of 
"quality people with expertise in 
our department." 
far, one English professor will retirement plan differs from pre-
leave as a rault of the retirement vious retirement plans that have 
inca\tive plan. been in place for more than a While no other university in . 
Hager sees the plan as a "win- decade at JMU. Money collected 
win"situation for retiring faculty through previous early retire-
and JMU. "It's an excellent ment plans was taxed by the fed-
opportunity for people who have eral government. 
Virginia has the same incentive 
plan JMU has, Brown believes 
other state institutions will follow 
JMU's lead. 
Gilmore's Christian money 
not kosher with Democrats 
Campaign contributions from cigarette manufacturers 
and Christian personalities seen as conflict of interest 
by AP/newsfinder 
newssuvict 
RIQ-IMOND - State Democrats charge that 
state Attorney General James Gilmore, the 
Republican candidate for governor, could have a 
conflict of interest after he accepted a $50,000 cam-
paign rontribution from Virginia Beach televange-
list Pat RObertson last month. 
Last August, Gilmore turned aside a request 
from a Democratic state senator to investigate the 
political activities of the Christian Coalition, found-
ed by Robertson. The attorney general's office said 
it would not act at that time because a case raising 
similar issues about another group was pending. 
1his adds to serious questions of confljct that 
already have been raised about Jim Gilmore's fund-
raising practices," said Bert Rohrer, spokesman for 
the Democratic Party of Virginia .... He ducked a 
legitimate opinion request that could have resulted 
in restrictions being placed on Mr. Robertson's 
political apparatus, and now he's accepted a total of 
$100,{XX} in contributions," including a sso;m gift 
in 1993. 
Mark Miner, spokesman for Gilmore, rejected 
the criticism as "extremely inaccurate" and called it 
an attempt to portray the GOP candidate as being 
out of the mainstream, even though he has the sup-
port of "a united Republican Party." 
"They're just dying to label Jim Gilmore as an 
extremist, but it's just not going to stick because he 
has support from a wide range of people," Miner 
said. 
Spokesman Gene Kapp said Robertson, host of 
television's "The 700 Club" and founder of the 
Chnstian Broadcast Network, was traveling and not 
available for comment. Greg Mueller, spokesman 
for the Christian Coalition, said Robertson did noth-
ing wrong by offering Gilmore the money. 
"Pat Bobertson is a longtime resident of the state 
of Virginia," Mueller said. ''His family dates back to 
when his father was a US. senator. His family has 
personally given money in support of good conser-
vative mainstream Republicans, and he has every 
right to do that" 
Campaign reports filed this week also showed 
tobacco companies and allied organizations con-
tributed about $45,000 to Gilmore between Jan. 1 
and March 31. As attorney general, Gilmore sup-
portEd a suit challenging new federal regulation of 
the industry. 
Gtlmore received $20,000 from Philip Morris 
Co., a cigarette maker, and an additional $7,000 
from company executives; $5,000 from R.J . 
Reynolds Tobacco Co.; $5,000 from U.S. Tobacco 
Co.; $3,500 from Dimon Inc., a Danville tobacco 
concern; $2,000 from Universal Leaf Tobacco Co.; 
$1,250 from Concerned Friends for Tobacco, a 
Southside Virginia growers group; and $1,(XX) from 
the Tobacco Institute. 
The Democratic candidate for governor, Lt Gov. 
Donald Beyer, received no tobacco company conbi-
butions. He received $25,000 from James Kimsey, a 
con:;ultant to America Online, an Internet-provider 
that Gilmore's office has criticized because of con-
sumer service complaints. Beyer also received 
$15,000 from Edward Bersoff, chairman of BTG Inc., 
a McLean dclcnse con~r, and $25,000 from joel 
West McCleary, a Hampton Roads builder. 
I 
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VoltJnteers Wanted 
Non-smoking volunteers needed ages 18-40 to 
participate m a Flu Study conducfed by the 
University of Virginia in Cnarlottesville, Virginia! 
Volunteers will be isolated in a Charlottesville motel 
from May 27·June 5 or June 11·June 20, 1997. 
For screening come to theJMU Health Center on 
April 23, between 8:3 AM and 2:00 PM. 
Qualified participants that complete the study will 
ve 
The 
College of Integrated Science and Technology 
is proud to announce our 
student and faculty award recieients 
for 1996-97 
Communication Sciences and Disorden 
Bambi K. Robinson, Dean's Scholar 1 
Jessica N. Dittmar, Senior Scholar 
Comppter Science 
Henry D. Herr, Dean's Scholar 
Wendy L. Kun:D~ Outstanding Graduate 
Social Work 
Charlotte M. Rudkin, Duln 's Scholar 
(Outstanding Senior Award to be announced at graduation) 
Distinguished Teacher 
Judith K. Holt, Nursing Department 
••••••••••• 
Madison Scholar 
Brenda M. Ryals, Communication Scieoces 
and Disorders 
I 
e '1.andfUl on lhe Quad," sponsored by EAR'JH, on the 
Quad, 8 a.m.-3 p.m. 
e American Criminal Justice Associatioo meeting, 
Taylor Hall, nn. 306, 6:15p.m. . 
e Science Fiction Fantasy Guild meeting, Taylor HalL 
rm. 4<M, 7 p.m. 
• f'hj au Theta executive meeting, Zane Showker Hall, 
rm. G-2, 7 p.m. 
e Students for Camp Heartland meeting, Taylor Hall, 
rm. 306, 7 p.m. Details: MiChelle, x6887. 
e Lenny Kohm presents "The Last Great Wilderness," 
Harrison Hall, rm. A-205, 7:30 p.m. 
e The Emptying, Taylor Down Under, 3-10 p.m. 
e Freshman class council meeting, Taylor Hall, nn. 400, 
8:30p.m. . 
e First Right meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 305, 9 p.m. 
iiUESDAY 
e Circle K meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 306, 6 p.m. 
e College Democrats meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 304, 
7 p.m. Details: Jamle, 433-2807. 
e AED National Premedical Society meeting, Harrison 
Hall, rm. A205, 7 p.m. 
e Psychology Club meeting, Maury Hall, rm. 101, 7 p.m. 
Details: Heather, x5942. 
e Pre-Law Society meeting, Maury Hall, rm. G-5, 7 p .m. 
e Bible study, sponsored by Episcopal Campus 
Ministry, Canterbury House, 7 p.m. 
e College RepubUcans meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 404, 
7:30p.m. Details: Gary, 433-4872.. 
e The Bluestone yearbook meeting, Anthony-Seeger 
Hall, nn. 217, 7:30 p.m. Details: Sonal, x6541. 
!WEDNESDAY l3l 
e Habitat for Humanity meeting, Taylor Halt rm. 404, 
5p.m. 
e Outing Club meeting, Keezell Hall, rm. 1Q5, 6:30p.m. 
e Harmony meeting, Taylor HaU, rm. 311, 7:30p.m. 
e Take Back the Night Coalition meeting, Taylor Hall, 
rm. 200, 8 p.m. Details: Ann, x3407. 
e Evening Prayer, CCM House, 9:30 p.m. 
!THURSDAY 141 
e EARTii meeting, Taylor Hall, nn. 302, 5 p .m. 
e Chess Oub meeting, Miller Hall, nn. 120, 5-7 p .m. 
Details: Quyen, x7782, or e-mail, quchau. 
e JMU Adult Degree Program meeting, PauJ Street 
House, 5:30p.m. Pre-registration: x6824. 
e Baptist Student Union Thursday Night Fellowship, 
Baptist Student Center, 5:30 p.m. 
e Fellowship dinner and New Life Singers, Wesley 
Foundation, 6 p.m. Details: Ben, 434-3490. 
e Madison Mediators meeting, Anthony-Seeger Hall 
lobby,6p.m 
e Gemini Entertainment meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 305, 
6p.m. 
'tl! CCM Folk Croup practice, CCM House, 7 p.m. 
til Mushm Coalition meeting, Taylor Hall, nn. 311, 
8 p.m. Details, Shabana or LaTaya, x7746. 
Charcoal-broiled burgers could make 
come back at Hardee's after 12 years 
CHAR.WITE, N.C. - Hardee•s, seeking to regain its 
footing in the competitive fast food market, is studying a 
return to the charcoal-broiled burger. 
The nation's fourth-largest hamburger chain served its 
last charcoal-broiled burger m 1985. And that was 11 
years after the last time Mama Cass Elliot sang the jingle: 
"Hurry on down to Hardee's, where the burgers are 
charcoal-broiled." 
Hardee's switched to fried , a move many believe 
marked the start of Hardee's downward slide. 
About 100 Hardee's stores in the Wilmington, N.C., 
Charleston, S.C., and Southeastern Virginia areas are test-
marketing a charcoal-broiled burger. 
"Customers like the taste, so I'd say we're encouraged," 
said Coleman Sullivan, spokesman for Rocky Mount-
based Hardee's. "It has been interesting how many 
people remember the old jingle." 
Hardee's ended charcoal-broiled cooking after a 
decision that the burgers should be thicker and juicier, 
Sullivan said. That made it tougher to cook the meat all 
the way through on the rotating chain broilers Hardee's 
used then. 
That was a mistake, said Charles Bernstein, chain 
editor of &staurants and Institutions magazine. 
'1'he charcoa1 b~r was their image, and then some 
genius came along and did away with it," he said. "Since 
then, their image haS beeri aU over the place." 
It may be the end of the year or later before Hardee's 
decides whether to offer charcoal-grilled burgers at all 
3,200 outlets. One factor: the equipment could cost as 
much $35,000 per store. 
-AP/newsfinder news service 
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Honor roll controversy brews In Prince 
William county elementary schools 
HA YMA.RKET - Amanda Baker watched her four 
older siblings make the honor roll year afte r year and 
waited eagerly for her chance. But when she got to 
kindergarten, the staff at Tyler Elementary School 
announced they had postponed the honor roU until first 
gra?e. When Aman~ got to first grade, they postponed it 
a gam. 
Finally, m third grade, she made the honor roll and 
was thrilled. Then, one day last fall, the Prince William 
fourth-grader came home from school and said, "Mom, 
you won't beltcve this. They don't have an honor roll." 
"[ said 'You must be mistaken,"' recalled her mother, 
Beverly Baker. "Well she wasn' tmistaken.'' 
Ms. Baker and other parents whose children attend 
Tyler stormed the school's next two parents meetings, 
demanding to know how such a thing could have 
happene<t 
School officials explained that after phasing out the 
awards in the earliest grades, they concluded that all 
elementary students were too young to be competing for 
the citations. 
Now, the county School Board has jumped in. · 
Concerned about the actions of Tyler's administrators, the 
board is considering making honor rolls mandatory at the 
county's 41 elementary schools. 
Board member John Harper Jr., a staunch supporter of 
the proposal, dismisses the idea that having young 
children compete for an academic award is unhealthy. At 
any age it's good incentive to get good grades, he said. 
"To me, competition is what America is all about," he 
said. 'The more they compete, the better they become." 
-AP/newsfinder news service 
I f o 
• News: Marching Royal Dukes performing in Monac 
•Sports: Bud Childers- new head coach of women's bas"''~;;.'·"' ... 
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From Russia without love • • • 
WASHINGTON, D.C. - American 
museum offida1s are at a loss to ~ 
why after yaan of planriing and hundreds 
of thousands of dollan spent to bring a 
historic collec:tlon of RUII8ian ~els and 
treasures on a U.S. tour Russian officials 
have suddenly mlled it off. 
'1t just doal't make eense," said Peter 
Marzio, dilec:tDr ol Houetm's Museum of 
Fine Art& The'DMIIUift was to &how the 
exhibit start1na May 1, U)d has spent more 
than $250,(ll) t6 pt It to the United StateS 
and publiciZe ll 
Ruaslan government spokesman Igor 
Shabdurasulov in Moscow told the ltar-
Tass news lei"Vice Saturday his govern-
ment had Instructed its officials in 
Washington to arrange for the treasures' 
earlieet return to MoscoW. 
After helplns Americans organize the 
tour, Russian Embassy officials announced 
last week they want the collection for djs.. 
play in commemoration of Moscow's 
850th anniversary this year. 
The $100 million in Russian loot is sit-
ting in a museum vault in a moving van 
just a few blocks from the· White House 
while U.S. leaders of the bilateral 
American-Russian Cultural Cooperation 
Foundation work to change their Russian 
counterparts' minds. 
"Our group has huddled to try to per-
s uade the Russian government to go for-
ward," -.aid James Symington, a former 
Missouri congressman who is chainnan of 
the foundation. 
Along with Houston, m~urns in San 
Diego and Memphis, Tenn. have contract-
ed with the Russian-American fOundation 
to show the exhibit this year and paid its 
~ 
Marzio in Houston said the Russian-
American foundation asked his museum 
ieverat months ago b $150,(0) needed to 
pay for insurance and the expeneea of the 
five RUJSian museums from which the 
~--cuDecL 
iOther American m•wna altO con-
tnbited to about $400,()Q(f~t to the 
RaMI.8ri gove~t',s ~t man on the 
ptoject. MikNW GUIIJmlft. 
"'They were not going to release the 
objects from Russia until they got thiS 
~," Maizio said. 
Symington said Americans involved 
are still waiting to receive official confir-
mation about how that money has been 
sent. · 
"We are hopeful that the money we 
sent on behalf the American museums 
either was delivered or will be delivered to 
the Russian museums," he saki. 
As the tour closed its first show at 
Washington's Corcoran Museum of Art 
last weekend and was being prepared fot 
its move to Houston, 'Marzio said 
Gussman asked him to annul his relation-
ship with the Russian-Ainerican founda-
tion - effectively cutting out American 
organizers- and work directly with the 
Russians. 
It was after Marzlo refused that the 
Russians moved to call off the tour. 
Gussman, who ls now in Washington, 
D.C., said Russians have felt they don't 
have enough control over the tour. 
"We're out of control of our national 
historic treasures," he said. 
However, Marzio said Gussman has 
been intimately involved in planning for 
the Houston show, at least, and Corcoran 
spokeswoman Jan Ro thschild said the 
Russians have " lived here" throughout the 
Washington show. 
"I've asked them what did they want 
- They immediately start slipping into 
money," Marzio said. 
The Houston museum hact. agreed to 
give about Sl of every ticket it sells to the 
Russian-American foundation. 
''We had no plans to make any kind of 
profit on this," maintains Gussman. "We 
prepared this exhibition with a very open 
heart and very good will" 
David C. Levy, president of the 
Corcoran, said the museum, leery of being 
caught in the middle of a breach of con-
tract lawsuit or international incident. will 
not release the colJection until it receives a 
court order or an agreement signed by 
both American and Russian organizers. 
Russian Ambassador Yuri Vorontsov 
said any legal and financial questions 
could be discus6ed only after his embassy 
has the coUectioo back. 
State Department officials met with 
both sides Friday night, spokeswoman 
Stephanie Eicher said. 
However, they had not received any 
official demands from the Russian govern~ 
ment and did not expect to get deeper 
involved unless that happened. 
"We have been in touch with all the 
parties involved with the dispute, which 
involves complicated issues including the 
sanctity of contracts as well as the rights of 
the Russian Federation," Eicher said. 
ENT 
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SCHOOl IN 
AUGUST! 
The Onlversity Program Board 
is offering two. sammer postions: 
• 
• 
• Qaallftcatlons: 
• Programming knowledge Is recommendcrcl, 
belt not reqairecl 
• Mast a desire to work in a leadership 
llatileln' 
from Monday. April 11 - Friday. flprll 25 
• Applications are doe Monday. flpril Zl by 
5:00pm 
For more Information call Chris Stap at x6Z17 
l 
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Harrisonbu£1: 
mm~mW~ 2675 S. Main St. Harrisonburg 433-1467 CJJ{O'S . 
MAKE YouR DAD PROUD 
fVew Ycrll Slyle Pfzsa, 
.. ~ ... , .. ,. & Mere 1 
~ Bef<>re you go home, make your Dad proud and get your Honda 
-~ _ _ _ _ _ _ serviced! For the monLh 
0 .1 Cl ~19 95 I of April only, Lake t .j l~nge . " .. r:; I • advantage of tl~esc 
A/C Ot Coohng Check $14.9D 1 special student pnces! 
7,500 mi le service $49.95 
1
1 
I' d 1 Price$ may vary •or some rno e s. 
15,000 m i )e service $79.95 I Taus nor included. Must present 
30,000 mile service $179.95 ! I his coupon al lime of service . 
I 
. · 
THINK 
ABOUT 
HOW 
MUCH 
YOU 
COULD 
HAVE 
SOLD 
-Adve1h~e 
In 
-r~e 
/3Teega 
If you've got half a brain, 
we want to talk to you. 
+ 
uti 
?61,61~1 I 
/;~' 1(/fM 
. 
Signature Staffing has many exclttng entry-level 
positions for the creative and liberal arts 
minded. ParHime, full-time, summer jobs and, 
for '97 grads. part-ttme positions that have the 
potential to turn Into full-t1me careers. 
So come on I Get your foot In the door .... Beef 
up your resume .... Eam good money .... Decide 
on a major. start your career with Signature 
staffing today. 
8~ 
n.c. 
Analytlcalleft-bralners with a knack for num-
bers will appreciate the many opportuntttes 
Don Richard Associates has to offer. Leam 
your Wctf around the Big Six or make summer 
contacts with future employers. Work on the 
cutting edge of technology or for a cause 
you believe ln. Get the experience, contacts 
and cash you need while enjoying a 
schedule that fits your lifestyle. 
Don Ri~ A~If .... 1), ~ Bthe n:~ reeze )7 JA ._.t: MAI) I S ON U NI\Il S IT' 
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What ' s going on 
, 1-f E 
Daily special w/JMO ID 
Be sure to check out our Game. Room: 
tables, 3 pinball machiMs, dart boards aDd fooaball \ALU .... .. 
"Block Heads" u,pstairs 
"Beatle Acoustic Review" in tbe Game Room 
w/ Dr. Kavorka 
Sun Dried O'Possum 
WEDNE SDAY Farewe~~ Party for 
Rob Conk~~n 
Dr. Kevorka T 
FRIDAY D.J. Oman _,. _-,--
Divas Show w/D.J. Dancing 
SATURDAY 
Blacks Run 
St. a.cro88 
to Touch The Earth. 
FiNANCIAL AID ALER·T 
FOR ALL RETURNING STUDENTS! 
' : ...... :t,•. .. . . . - . ' :... .. • C"! ';· ·~. . ,\.. . . t'l • ~~' -. ,' • '> ?-•-; •: .. ' • 1"_'1" .,· ••,"• I ,~, o 
~. ';'h·.l ( . ''i .... .' . ' . ' . ' I . . ' . , I.. -' . 4 I • I I ' ~ I . . ..... r-., .. : : .;, .. ·~· . . ·'· -·. :. . •• ,.;. .... _ ... ··~ . . ~-"·' ., l 0 • I ., 0 •, .. • l io ' • •( •' ~~ -~ .... ~ , .. - '.ll..-tl~;.... . ,,f, -'-·. ~·. "" .. -· • ~ ~•':Jo.~- _M, 
1. You will receive ~flew "L ,an Reque t Form" in your e,w.Jt ac~et, which is to be returned 
to the Financial ~id 
Note- and should\nake entir~ process quick~r an 
............ ~d Loan Application/Promissory 
/ 
2. . at your funds will be returned to yo ,(,e , if they are not 
·n ten (10) days from their arrival at J~es Madison University. 
~ 
NORE FUTURE NOTICES FROI\l F OR 
, 
/ 
1: · •( , , ,, ,,,I,, IA ~M•.,u,.,u..;Jll 
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Complete your Oral . 
Communication Liberal Studtes 
ReqUirement-- This Summer- 1997 
4015 SCOM 120 0402 IN 
29 SCOM 121 ~01 BASIC 
30 SCOM. 12l P'J()2 Ltiif!IJ"niJ11Hi'Ar».at'" 
2031 SCOM 121 0403 
2032 SCOM 121 0404 BASIC HUMA 
2033 SCOM 121 0405 BASIC HUMAN COMM 
2034 SCOM 121 0406 BASIC HUM.ANCOMM 
2035 SCOM 121 0407 BASIC HUMANCOMM 
2036 SCOM 121 0408 BASIC HUMAN COMM 
• 
I 
T 
432-9316 SleeP On lf 
Wily 
•lug 
It Fro .. 
IAnRESS9. 
UMIH 
FUTONS 
PLUS 
HolDe? 
2 pleco matb eu .sets starting at $99 
Futon_& at $99, waterbeds at $159 
James Madison University 
~¢1n~st~ tn ~~em 
Summer Session 1997 
Prog1·ant Dates: lvlay 19 to July 11, 1997 
Courses in London: 
ART 416 , Masterpieces of British Art 
ENG 458 -Shakespeare in England 
IDST 392L - The Transformation of 
England: 1760-1914. 
ILS 290L - London in Cultural Perspective 
MUS 200L - Music in General Culture 
THEA 303 -Contemporary Theatre 
THEA 449/ENG 232 -The London Theatre 
Independent Studies possible 
Note: ftmd course s~ltctlon pmdfng m•llmcr.: 
Summer 1997 Faculty in Residence: 
Dr. Tl1omas H. Arthur, Department of Theatre & Dance 
Limited spaces are still available. ~[p)rPJOW {Ji)cQ)\'J'Jg 
For more information: Professor Douglas Kehlenbrink 
~-- ..... 
Director, Semester in London 
(540) 568-6971/6419; kehlende®jmu.edu 
JMU Office of International Education 
Paul Street House, Harrisonburg, VA 22807 
(540) 568-6419; intl_ed@jmu.edu 
.. - v .......... .. ........ Ill • .,.., • 
--- . w 
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EDITORIAL 
WEU.., 'iw'~ Nor Q\)\£ c~rAtLE OF ~tJJ~ · 
~~~~ oF -n\{S ~m.Jt£- W~f2.t 
GoiNG . 10 LET HtM ~ CNZF" OF ,,... •. . 
~··· 
Sexual assault a complex issue 
At its Tuesday meeting, the Student These are very touchy subjects that should be Government Association proposed a non- reserved for the United StatesJ'udicial system, binding resolution to alter the structure of even though this system has di ficy1ties dealing 
the JMU Honor Code. Included in the proposed with sexual assault. How are we to trust the 
resolution was an amendment to broaden Honor University Judicial Council to make informed and 
Council's jurisdiction to include judicial cases such fair decisions about such sensitive topics when its 
as sexual assault and rape. members are not trained counselors, police offi-
The amendment failed, as cers, attorneys or judges on 
several Senators "questioned "Surely, the Judicial these subjects? 
whether or not the body was if If counciL members do not 
fully equipped with enough Council has the b'est 0 have exceptional knowledge of 
facts to handle debate" on the · t t · fi JMU · these issues like trained profes-
issue, according to the April17 zn en lOnS Or ln sionals do, they can't make 
Breeze. its dealings With SeXUal good decisions for those 
Those senators make a valid involved in the case or for the 
point - SGA is not "fully assault. However, the university. Their involvement 
equip~" to ha!"d~e ~e. issue Council is not equal to may harm people allegedly 
of changmg the JUnsdtction of , involved in sexual assault cases. 
Honor Council on this issue. a COUrt of law. Last year, Brown University's 
But more importantly, nor is University Disciplinary Council 
Honor Council "fully equipped" to tackle the sen- heard a rape case involving two students. The 
sitive nature of sexual assaUlt cases. C04Jlcil is equivalent to JMU's University Judicial 
But neither is the University Judicial Council. Council. The council found the male defendant 
Currently, the University Judicial Council handles guilty of sexual misconduct and expelled him, 
sexual assault cases reported to the university. The sparking great controversy over the UDC's ability 
council is made up of 32 members, 16 faculty and to make these judgments, dividing the campus. 
16 students. It is JMU's duty to take responsibility ]MU has seen enough uproars. Those involved in 
for sexual assault on its campus. However, we a sexual assault case could do without another . 
.must question the capability of the council to deal Surely, the Judicial Council has the best of inten-
effectively with the delicateness of sexual assault tions for JMU in its dealings with sexual assault. 
cases. However, the COWlcil is not equal to a court of law. 
The definition of se~al assault includes "rape, Let's leave this issue for the pros. 
attempted rape, sodomy ... or penetration . . . -----
without consent," according the JMU Student The hause editorial reflects the opinion of tile edUorial 
Handbook. Furthermore, the definition of the .board tvltich consists of the editor, managing editor and 
inability to give consent includes intoxication. opinion editor. 
Krisun ~ ..• ali&or ~~~ L. W~ ... ~''~'editor 
~J!ey M. ~~~ ... of>i»ion e4itor 
I 
A "thanks-for-the-warning" dan to the English 
department for not telling students of the changes 
made in technical writing courses for next semester. 
Sent in by a student who would have appreciated 
knowing she was going to have to talce very different 
classes. 
Pat ... 
A "you-rock" pat to Missy Weiss for getting the 
assistant Greek Coordinator position. 
Sent in bv the membtrs of Zeta Tau Alplul sorority 
who are proud of their Jersey girl. 
Dan ... ' 
A "totally-inconsiderate" dart to the JMU parking 
division for thinking a Food Services convention was 
more important than students being able to get to 
class at CISAT on time. 
Sent in by a student wbo would appreciate prior 
waming the next time they take away student parking 
i11 the Convo lot. 
Pat ... 
A "great-job" pat to Seth Lieberman for making a 
memorable Holocaust Remembrance Day. You did a 
magnificent job in your coordination of the events, 
despite many obstacles. 
Sent in by the Hillel Counselorship and everyone 
else who gained from your hard work. 
Dan ... 
A "we-deserve-some-credit" dart to the campus 
cadets' coordinator for not nominating any campust 
cadets for Student Employee of the Year. 
Sent in by a hard-working cadet who thinks 
someone should have been recognized. 
Pat ... 
l.ettl:N w ~editor thc;1Uid be M mbr~ than SQO ""-'rds, c.nlurlir"l)hoold he no nwu: A "you ·re-amazing" pat to the Outrigger Peer 
than 800wonb,in(bo:w.h will hepull~hcdona &Ncuvatlahle ~ ... They nMr he Educators for being such a wonderful group of 
dtllveredtu'Tht Brute l1y nocm Tueldavor 5 P m Friday people. You really shined at the Leadership Awards it 1\.t Bttm ~ the r\gbt..au utit f~ clanty and apace Banquet. 
~t"'sl~!=~~"t~~~ 91 &min by Olrr.oj)'IOtJSlb~tifaJt.twhtJaaspjrM to 
~----------------...;._-_..;....;.___...__,_--:-:--.-:::-"'--~----1 1tfJt/)fii'floJ)•hlir~lf1ftpl.f1)11tella~.oJ n.crfJ ~i!'Jrdnb='..Ji' I~n 
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Loss of focus maY cost JMU its repUtation 
'Who knows what's next? Maybe a bronze statue of Dr. Carrier will be built on the commons.' 
I want to awJaud Chris Kllmek't col- yeas and I have observed a lOt of thing599 Aowers and bells will not magically put umn "'Midfi. 1iubris and ... The JMU pen:ent of high IChool student tour grou~ JMU on the same academic playing field as Way?• in the April 3 bllue of Tilt BnDt never know unless they actually attend William & Mary and the University of istration continues to concentrate on petty things like shrubbery and an $18.2 million Temple of F'mancial Doom for our Student • 
Fees. Who knows what is next? Maybe a 
bronze statue of Or. Carrier will be built on 
the commons. Possibly a bowling alley 
will be put in the basement of Carrier 
t:ibrary. Although these are unlikely to 
occur, the bottom line still remains: the 
university can only maintain als good aca-
demic reputation through the quality of its 
students and professors . How much 
lon~r can the administration hold onto 
the great professors and students? How 
much time do we have until ]MU starts to 
loee the reputation it has built over the 
past 89 years? 
He said many things I beUeve te ~ JMU. Urifortunately, the tour groups do Virginia. I am convinced the quality of the 
depl't!llingly accurate tlbout the adminis- nol hear the truth abOut how JMU p~ students is pretty much the same, but 
tration's a~ 1101UI'l JMU as if it were a sors ue underpaid or how Carrier weak- other factors separate us from the Big Two 
"wannabe 1'9)' ~e Dilneyland." Too ened lhe integrity of the Honor Code last in the state. As one of the universities in 
much attention is given to JMU's brochure year wtien he aJ'P.'OWd an Honor CoundJ Virginia, I believe JMU should focus on 
image and not enough is given to the ruHns eXpelling a atudeitt, ~ allowed the keeping high quality professors by paying 
things that really matter. stUdent to graduate hom JMU an~. better salaries. 
Professors,.-----------------.. l.ns , the I invite you all to go to Carrier Library's 
the last time I _ administra- Perioclk.aJ Desk and ask for the salary and 
checked, are Guest Columnist lion's tight employment records for employees at 
the people who , •'r} control over JMU. After )c)o~Qng at~ public records, 
give lectures, 1 JMU's public I can hc:nestly say most profes9ors probl-
p e r f o r m -Jason Kennedy relations has bly stay heft because of the high quality ol 
research and the poor,~ students who attend JMU. I think the 
publish papers. , ' ' cent Student· mljority of JMU proleseors do really care Alhough it may be some time before 
professors and students start leaving JMU 
for other schools, the possibility alone 
should be enough to convince the adm.inis-
tration something needs to be done. 
Do you see anyone on the grounds crew Ambassadors telling groups fairly uselels \ about the students. However. the proie&-
explaining the laws of s'4Pply and demand information about th! Kilislng Rock and· sionally insulting salaries do not even 
or publishing a text book about th~ the Wlderground tunriell. \ come cJose to compensating JMU profes. 
Russian Revolution? I think the grounds
1 
These types_ of embarrassing antics l 8018' hard work and dedication to the uni-
/ 
crew does a great job, but our prioritiesq have not helped JMU, • the administra-1 ve:sity. 
JMU are not in the right order. tim has led • to belieYe, but rather, hurt The very near future for JMU is going 
I have been here for almost three the future reputation of our university. to look even more depressing iJ the admin-
Jason Kennedy is a junwr politiall science 
major. 
Professor views award &Jven by 
I 
students more valuable tt.1 my ott. 
To the &ltor: 
At the Panhellenic and Interfraternity CoundJ Awards 
Banquet April 7, I was given the DlstinguJshed Proleaeor 
Award for the College of Arts and ScienceS. I would like to 
thank all the fraternity and sorority members who voted 
for me and who paid fc. the engraved clock I received. 
Awards are rare in this world. I have only three. My 
first two awards of the Distinguished~ Crees and the 
Air Force Cross were received from the hands of a 
ll'\OnaJd\ in Buckingham Palace. But the third award ~ the 
best because it was voted on by the students whom I 
serve and, alas, give less than perlect grades to. -
I'm immensely grateful for the sincerity and genera;lty 
of the gift It justifies my life and my choice of profession, 
which I suppose was the intention. 
GwMay...., ..... 
peol111otol~ 
UPB demonstrates lack of sensitivity 
to Holocaust Remembrance events 
To the &~tor: 
UPB showed a great lack of sensitivity and respect by 
sponsoring amusement park·type entertainment not only 
on Holocaust Remembrance Day, but at the very same 
locatioo where students recited the names of the deceased. 
Perhaps this was intended as a distraction to the sad-
ness, because it is mo~ comfortable lor us to ignore 
unpk>asantness than to face it But we ?m19.l i~rc 1what 
has happened, and it seems incredibly callous to consider 
our f\D\ more important 
One day-just one day 
ber this hideous ai.me, but 
to be too inconvenient for 
the deaths of six millioo. 
had been ch05en to remem-
seems even one day proved 
Seth Lieberman, in letter to the editor, quoted 
Albert~ as saying, '1t only takes one generation to 
forget what it took mankin~ thousands of years to learn." 
Apparently, some members of this generation are aJready 
doing their best to forget. : 
1 MolyPoNIC 
\ I ~' hl8tory 
Fraternity erateful 1or chance to 
take part In Greek Week, prove Itself 
To the Editor. 
The members of Tau Kappa Epsilon would like to 
extend our appreciation to the entire Greek community, 
JMU President RonaJd Carrier and Greek We Coordinator 
Kristen Radcliffe for inviting us to take part in Greek 
Week. This~ an event we have not participated in since 
1982. Starting over again as a fraternity has been extremely 
challenging, and your hospitality was everything we 
could have asked for. 
Over the past fifteen years, we have not been involved 
in campus activities. Throughout those years, many 
rumors arose concerning our attitudes, judgments and 
morals. Some may be true, yet one thing is certain: we are 
not the so-called "ruffians" we were rumored to be. 
The TI<E of today boasts collegiate athletes, competi-
tive Greek grade point average, sound infrastructure, 
stroog national support and the distinction of being the 
first fraternity on this campus. We are also proud to be 
involved with the SpeciaJ Olympics, which will be at JMU 
April I/. 
These hardly sound like shameful clements of a frater-
nity. But when many think oiTI<E. aU that comes to mind 
are the dark rumors of events that OCCWTed when the cur-
rent brothers were in elementary school All we ask is for 
the faculty and students to keep this in mind when think-
ing ofTKE or any other fraternity. 
We are strivi~g to show our legitimacy at JMU. We 
want everyb,ody to know us, not the rumors about us. 
Greek Week was an excelle:nt opportunity to come out of 
the shadows and be proud of what we have recently 
achieved. Once again, thank you for that chance. 
If anybody would like more infonnation about TKE or 
the SpedaJ Olympics, please contact us. We are located at 
635 South Main Street or call us at 432-1515. 
SGA resolution only made suggestions 
on Honor Code, no actual changes 
To the Editor: 
This letter is in response to Thursday's artide in 'I'M 
Breeze titled "SGA resolves to alter severity of Honor 
Code." The information published may have been mis-
leading in causing the jMU community to believe SGA 
had actually changed the status of the Honor System. 
1he Honor System and Honor Code have not changed 
in any way. Currently, the task force appointed by Or. 
Bethany Oberst last semester has submitted a fmal p~ 
al to Or. Jerry Benson, who will review the suggestions of 
the task force. The goal of the review is to ensure our 
Hmor System is effective and incorporates the concerns ol 
the faculty and students while keeping the level of acade-
mic integrity at the highest level. 
The Honor Advisory Board has reviewed the task 
force's suggestions and will also submit its recommenda-
tions. SGA's resolution is simply an opinion of the SGA 
and in no way affects the Honor System. SGA has no juri&-
diction to change the Honor System in any way, and any 
amendments to the Honor System and Code cu.rrentJy 
have to be approved by the Honor Advisory Board. 
Several groups on campus have discussed the issues ol 
the Hoooc System, but as of now, only suggestions have 
been discussed. Any changes to the current Hm<r Systen 
will require extensive work and education, and changes 
are still a while away. The H<lln" System stands as it rads 
in the Student Handbook, and it will remain the same 
~ changes are made by the administration and the 
Honor Advisory Board. 
Ftease stop by the Honor Council Office in Taylor 228, 
or call at x6383 if you have suggestions or concems. '!be 
Honor Council Executive members are willlng to discu:sls 
this matter with you. 
Trii*RMid 
Honof Councl \1ce ..... l.ll 
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The debut release of .... 
~ .... m.. ., , 
Vlf'•'At 1 •••• 
CD Release Party 
Friday, April25 
THE SALT MINE 
100 WATERMAN DRIVE 
Doors open @ 8:00 
· call josh at 568-7726 for info. 
I 
We Want You· to 
Finish the Races ... 
That's why we've provided the following infor- • 
matibn to insure your race day enjoyment and 
safety. 
• You must be 21 years old to consume alcoholic 
beverages. 
' • Indecent exposure will result in arrest. This carries 
up to a $2500 fine, 12 months in jail, or both. 
(Public facilities are provided) 
• Stereos must be turned off while the 
races are in progress. 
• In the orange area, "21 Years Old Wrist 
Bands" must be obtained and worn in 
order to consume alcohol. Proper 10 
required to receive the wrist band. All 
persons consuming alcohol without it 
will be carded. 
The following offensive conduct 
will not be tolerated 
and will result in immediate 
eviction or arrest. 
• Public drunkenness 
• Disorderly conduct 
• The use of profanity and abusive con-
duct toward officials, private security, 
or police. 
• Destruction of property. 
Enjoy the races and · 
thank you for your consideration .• 
~ :; l.H. 1 l ',. -. . • 1 tf . J I I H 
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A year of va1tiable.learning outside the classroom 
Ttds Khool year, I learned about.,.. and tell you they miss you. lie relations crisb management, the I have also learned what it n!elly means fundamental techniques of news to be Gieek this year. Bems part of a soror-
writins; how to better appreciate ciUsical ity is so much more than being pretty, 
music and 14 verb tenses in Italian. I found pining status, always being on the party 
all ol this to be valuable information, and litis and getting drunk. ThrOugh iush and 
I'm glad lleirned theee thfnss. However, pledging,-l've Teamed sorority sisters are 
there is 10 .----------~ll!!l!!lllilll-11!!!!!!!!!!!~~~ people to talk 
much I &earned to, cry with, 
this year that laugt\·with, go 
had absolutely Faux Pas to 0-hau with. t 
nothing to do have learned 
with dunes the true mean-
First of all. I lng of sister-
learned a lot hood. 
about the value My sorority 
of friendship. sisters were a 
You reaDy do need to tab time to wen at big source of strength for me this year. 
keeping de&e friendships O£ they will fade There is nothing better than knowing you 
away faster than you ever realized they have more than 100 people you can count 
could. on. I love and admire all of In¥ sisters in 
I learned you can't expect people to different ways, and I'm glad they ate a 
always be ~ for you if you don't do the part of my life. 
same. Don't ever, ever take friends for I've also learned some especially 
granted. Just because people have always painful ksons where my friends Jim. Jack 
been there is no reason to believe they will and Morgan are concerned. I learned 
continue to be there without some effort falling off a stage hurts - really badly. I 
on your part learned Kool-Aid, while in college, is 
At the same time, [ learned it doesn't rarely just Kool-Aid. Don't let anyone tell 
take much to find out who your true you differently. Without disgracing myself 
friends are. They are the people who with detailed accounts, let me just say 
accept you as you are cmd love you any- moderation, or at least not reckless aban-
way. They give you a tigllt to go by when don, is the key. 
you feel like your world is dark. And ~ Unfortunately, I have not gained vatu-
are the people who, when you haven t able insight on the opposite sex this year 
seen them in a while, come to your room - except they are more complex and 
I 
make less sense than I originally thought. 
However, I did learn every guy on the 
planet is not a complete (expletive deleted) 
and is not working with fascist regimes to 
destroy women. There are a few men out 
there who are worth the time to make a 
project out of, and when you find one, 
keep him close. 
One of the more difficult lessons l 
learned this year is credit cards are a prod-
uct of a demonk: mind. You get this great 
shiny plastic card with your name on it 
and a letter that tells you, "Here's $1,000 
you can spend however the hell you want 
and it doesn't come out of your bank 
account" The tric.k is, once you've spent 
what you thought was free dough, they 
remind you on page two of the letter that 
you have to pay it back. Evil elements turk 
everywhere in the world, and they all 
answer to the name of VISA, so beware. 
This year, I teamed how na'ive I was 
thinking I was on a campus where every-
one respects and accepts one another just 
because they are people. The hanging of a 
noose on a Black Emphasis Month bulletin 
board made me realize my campus isn't 
color blind. It forced me to take a closer 
look at race relations at JMU, and I was sad 
to see how thick the color line is drawn. 
Let's remember all people are created 
equal. Anything that disrupts that equality 
is of our own doing and fully within our 
power-and responsibility - to change. 
I believe the hardest lesson I learned 
this year was how to deal with death. Until 
this year, I had never lost someone close to 
me. The death of my grandfather helped 
me to learn some very significant things. 
I learned how important it is to tell peo-
ple you love them while they' re here. I 
would have had a much more difficult 
time coping with my grandfather's death if 
I hadn't been sure he knew I loved him. 
I learned keeping grief inside on ly 
intensifies it. It's OK to cry when you need 
to, no matter when or where. I also learned 
it's OK to be happy and not feel guilty. 
Most importantly, I learned when people 
close to you die, you can't fill the void their 
absences leave. All you can do is keep 
your memories of them in your heart and 
never forget how much they meant to you. 
Overall, it' s been a good year. I've 
learned some meaningful lessons and had 
some very special people touch my life. 
And I've realized I don' t need anything 
more than my family, ftiends and 
McOonalds to be happy. Like anything 
else in life, this year has had it's had ups 
and downs. But this school year has been 
mostly ups, and I'll be sad when it's over. 
From the downs I've become stronger, 
teamed to make great proverbial lemon-
ade and realized it only takes little things 
to brighten the world. One of my sorority 
sisters once told me, "There has never been 
a day the sun didn' t shine. The problem' 
has been with our vision." 
Kellty M. Blassingame is a sopl10m0re mass 
communiaJtion mnjor and the opinion editor. 
It's the ideal time to take advantage of the best George Mason University 
has to offer. Whether you're continuing your academic studies, enhancing 
professional opportunities, or exercising your mind, we have a full complement 
of day and evening programming. 
< I < i \ < I I l l < I :~ ( · '-... For infonnation on classes and registering, call (703) 993-2343 or fax (703) 993-4373. Or check out our website at http://www.gmu.edu. 
·~·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·, 
Q New Etvotlee Q Return EnroHee 
Q Please send me a sunvner schetlJie of classes 
C~:. ________________ _ 
Home Phone:----------Otllce Phone:-----------
PLEASE FAX OA MAIL THIS COUPON TO: 
Geora- Maaon Unlvnty, SUmrMrTerm, MS 5D1, 
4400 Unlveralty Drive, Fairfax, VIrginia 22030-4444 
Phone: (703) 8~ Fn: ~ 883-4373 
Webahe: hnp:JIWww.!Jmu~u 
SUMMERTERM 1997 
·Day and evening classes 
• Flexible scheduling patterns 
• Register by telephone at (703) 993-4468 
• On-campus housJng, call (703) 993-2720 
SUMMER TERM DATES: 
Session 1: May 19..June 26 
Session II: June 2-July 24 
Session Ill : June 30-August 7 
Session IV: Variable dates and times 
announced by professor. 
opportunities • choices • growth • innovative programming 
(Jeorge Mason University 
I 
I 
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The JMU Honors Program Congratulates the 1997 Graduates with Distinction 
Dana CbristJna Helbig, Honors Scholar, An Atomic Legacy. Director: Ivy L. Pil.e, 
Ph.D., Anthropology 
Patrick Brendan Danaher, Honors Scholar, An lntrosMctivt Study of My Own 
AnisucApprooch and Aesthetic Theory, Director: Jack H. McCaslin. II. 
M F.A.. An nn An History 
KarlS. Baker, Caudal Mu.fclt Morphology Across Lift History Stages in Th"t 
Saltmumdtrs (Ambystoma jeffersonianum, Desmognathus ochrophaeus, 
and Hemidactylium scutatum), Director: Sharon K. Babcock, Ph.D .. Biology 
Joy Ferrante, Honors Scholar. Separation and Molecular Charocttrilation of 
Alpha·glucosulast Proteins in Arabidopsis thaliano, Director: Jonathan D. 
Monroe, Ph.D., Biology · 
Chrls1opher Gough, The DNA Seque11ce of an Arabidopsis a-Giucosidau, 
Director: Jonathan D. Monroe, Ph.D., Bioi p. 
Matthew Thornberry, Honors S 
Crow" Ether Ligaflds fi •01t1 
Transition Metal C0111r11t:.t-. 
Michelle M. Mil 
Dwltm. Dir 
Di\ONCI'J 
Pamela 4'-TOIIL Jionors S JJttropeutic EJ[ecti\'entss of the CA 
tm lnt reTn.•atmemApptotidl. ircctor: Charies Runyan, Ph D .. Communication 
Sc1encc ancl I'>Orders 
Wendy L. Kurtzak. HOClOI:' Scholar. Dt>••elopmg u Pmtotvpe of a Bt>ltC'I 'ahlt A c:rnt 
Uw•a rltr ANt'llt Netwo J. Ardtitt•ctull'. Director· Joseph H. Marchal, 
Ph D .. Computer Scieoce 
Stephen tlonc;on, Honors Scholar, Coca .\lorJ.~·t Dnwmu l' Si~tnifil'l/111 Ft·~·llf.\ 
lll&fJtiCtinRPrm ·, Upper 1/unlluNu \'ullr,\. Dm!cwr Bruce G Rrumon, 
Ph.D .. rcunomk' 
Dirk Phillips. SuhJCCt Aiea llonor .... fradl' Poltn multhr Gtwtt Dt'fll'l'\'.~iow A n 
I C(lltOIIItc Amtl\'.\1\ f'l{tht l:'!Jn tr of thl' Smoot 1-/awlr•y J'r.trtff Act till tltt• U.S 
Fcmromy, OircLtor: flruce G Brunton, Ph D .. Econom1cs 
l>inne S. Ferau'lon, Honor;; Scholar. Cindrrd/11' A Nt•ll Cnd inx to em Old 
l'rtult tffm. Director· Marl. A R. Facl.n111, Ph.D .. Engh'h 
Cameron A. hlipoor, SubJect Area Honor-., Tltt' Grt'ell.\, Dm:~.:tor MJrl. \ R 
Facl.mv, Ph.D .. Engh h 
Ton)'a-Marie Locke Ho"e. Honor' Scholar. WrttiiiJ: thr Ti•\1 F:'rr,flc /)mmiiW\ of 
u1.\\ a11d Dt.\irt• m thr Fi.thm tif JeaMII~ l~mte1 \011 D1rector; Marl. D 
Hawthorne, Ph D .. f:ngl"h 
Natalie Wlnd'>or Jo;;ef, SubJCLt Area Honor .... 1'11( Night HtjofP Slac J.rn a11d 
Femm/\1\ Go a F,,, R(ltuUI ... Orer Se.A, LteJ and 1M F ~mi. Director; 
Anneue R Fedenco, Ph D .• English 
Suzanne M. Llola, Honors Scholar, flmmgh a Gla.u, Light/. ·AM. 
Cluldrc11'.'> l.lteruture. Director· Joan Frederick, Ph D .. Engll 
Heather Suwnne Shroyer, Selected Sedimcmtnlogu· A.1pects of tlte June 1995 Floqd 
F••ent of Mlld i.1on Cmmt.t Virgima, D1rector: Gregory S. Springer, M.A., Geoloay 
Meredith Jamieson. Effects nf o Goal Setting Program 011 St!lected Peiformtmc:e 
SWI.1 m Tem1i1, Director: Joel Vedelli, Ed.D., Kinesiology 
Julie M. Lamb, Honors Scholar, Gend~r-Based Puceptions of Ft•nwle Leotlersllip 
CaJHirity m lnjluenced by Print Ad~·utising. Director: Charles C Turner, 
Ph D • Mass Commumc:~uon 
Jeffrey M. Lofgren, lfonor~ Scholar, To llt'lene und the £.\perirnce of Pmdunng 
u Studmt ~·Ideo, Dm:ctor: Robcn A. Starr. M.S .. Mass Commumcauon 
Shannon Corey Walter. Honors Scholar, Design Pt!ifomrance: Effecll\'f! 
Advertiswg 0 11 th~ World \Vide IV~b. D1rector· Dav1d H. Wendelken. Ph .D. 
Mas. Communi ation 
Koren S. Martinolich, Honors Scholar. Creating Clossmonu m Home~ and 
Sclwol~ as Commu11ities. An E.fploratory Stud): Director: Doris M. Martm, 
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Mary Ast~ll Taken Smously. Director: Michael J GaJaano, Ph.D .• History 
Toni.\ and Ttchmquts of Dotobo.sed Marlctting for tht 
. "'"''""- Provider, D1rector: Matthew J. Reilly, 
Technology 
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..,,ll .... !Lo D1rector Michael L. Deaton. Ph D .• 
an Chrlo;topherMcOavitt. CM~ of Suifuce Water Contaminmion m 
Crant'\' /\lam/ DrC'dgt•d Materwl Director· Andrew 
Eva1h. Jr .. Ph D. Integrated ~cience 
Lisa J , chulman. Jndu.\lria/11\ ~it•nt Af''""''''rl''" 
Samph•\ 1'.1 \n·a Smuplt•l', D.n:cwr Stc'wen P 71}'jl\~a-~~~~~ 
andTechnology 
QJIIdan M. Solomine. T/w. lmplcmrtttatiori 
llnlwnil)· Flel!t: A Feasibility Analvsis 
Director. Jumc~ J. Wmcbrul.i.'. Ph.D .• Integrated Science and Technology 
David M. Chll'ltala, HonQrll.$chular, Comkrlion 8ettWtn /!:ttpbit Sult!l ami Stod: 
PflcC', D~·tor, Mark . \.hry. J D .. lnternolio~ Busioea 
Amanda W. Davkboa. 77w 1-Jjt•ct\ nf Roll' Ambigultiy on dll -"''"''"''''•· 
Pm. cpttoll Qf Goal Ad11e•·rment and St~m/actioll with 
~~ Gn~. DiRCaor: ,ron· ~ Lovell, Ph.D., Psychology 
John H. Da.U. Hoacn S4holar, The Ejfut of a Wclim 
V1cfii1U ofStiwll Ah,ft'. D1rcctor Anne St Wid, Ph.D .. PMRl-onl 
Emily L. F .... Hoaon Scholar, Pamuing Situ~. 
Efft'C 011 Ron-l4rt6al ummt1111cawn Dunt'l Mo'~Mrr. 
DireC~Qr. JefrteJ N. l.en ... Ph D . P-.ych~ 
Pluy llflt W t.\ Rrlatwnship w Jennifer M.-t)' tifNum·erbal Cr~:~~=~~ 
P1ckens, .,. D, logy 
Chelsey L l:l8ntl. Dt FJJect.\ aj CD ROM Ve1:1111 w.-~11! 
R~ra/J and C~lt,.,ft0/1 m Ymmg Cltildrw.t. 
P1ckens. Ph.D., Plychqlogy 
Emily A. lmpeU, Hon~ Scholar, Perr:t!pliuns 'Q/~JtUa.fiJJ~WM~aJl'lt'·.Sex and 
Orhct..SU~ bJ U!sbiall.\, ll~ttro.\e). 
Hrtt'I'(J~xual M,., Director. A mold S 
Beth A. Judy, Rt•latimtrlup Betwfell Parcnt.r, Peers. Mora/if\: und Theft in an 
AtloleJcent Salllfl le, D1rector: Eileen S. Nelson Ed.LQ:. 
~L~Hooon~~ 
h,t:JtologiC'dllmplicatiMI, 
Christina A. Mikesell, Honors Scholars, PerceptiOII.of Patemt~l Behawor and 
College Womtn'.) StlfApprallal.s, Director Joann H. Grayson, Ph.D, 
Psychology 
Amy Rey. A~.\(',\Sing tlte Bl!lwwt~r.\ and Atliludes of Heterosexuals ToK·arrl 
Honwumals 111 a College Cnmmunuy, Director: P:~melo R Gibson, Ph.D., 
P~ychology 
Lorrie A.Verla_nder. Tile E,/!t•t·t of St"ss i.L\•e/ on lite Sleep Pau~rn.r (ifColleRe 
Student,\, D1recto1 Dav1d P Hanson, D.Ed., Psychology 
Courtney M. S~~rs. Subject Area I lonol'!l,lfGirls Were Suppo.vecl to Toucll 
Thetmdve.\' lltt•rc•, Tctmprms Wmtldn't llm·t Applicmnr:• Female 
Mmturhmumfor n~UIIt'll 's Uberation, Director· Sue E. Spivey, Ph.D., SOCIOlogy 
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FULL-TIME ASSISTANT WELLNESS 
CENTER COORDINATOR 
Requires a bachelor's degree in exercise physiology, 
adult fitness , or related field; experience in adult 
exercise prescription; computer skills; the ability to 
instruct land and aquatic based exercise classes. 
Experience in aquatics managment and/or older 
adult populations a plus. Current Red Cross CPR 
and lifeguard certification helpful or must be willing 
to become certified. 
PART-TIME WELLNESS CENTER 
POOL LIFEGUARD 
This position will offer flexible part-time hours. 
Requires Red Cross CPR and lifeguard certification. 
:.- I 
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Autocratic 
for the People 
Being a parking staff cadet is 
a dirty job, but somebody 's 
got to do it. Right? 
story by LISA FOX 
photos by JENNIFER BAKER 
A l 7:30 a.m. while most JMU students are struggling to get an extra 10 minutes of sleep, Kevin stands in the drizzling rain . He wipes the water 
from his face and waves to someone pass-
ing b} Wavmg the next person over, he 
star!!. a com·er--.1tJon 
"I am sorry, s1r, but you don't have the 
tags to park in this lot," Kevin inform-. the 
stranger The man nods hJs head and dri-
ves away, leaving Ke\ in to wait for the 
next car. 
Kevan, a sophomore, 15 one of 32 stu-
dents who work for JMU's parking divi-
sion. Today, he IS monitonng one of the 
many parking lots on campus. Tomorrow, 
he might give out hckets for parking viola-
tions instead. 
A parking cadet like Kevin does not 
receive much popularity for doing his job. 
Few of the 1,000 students who receive tick-
ets in an average week thank Kevin or his 
co-workers for a job well done. Instead 
they express their frustration with JMU's 
lack of parking spaces using angry, color-
ful language For example, one man who 
tried to enter Kevin's lot without tags 
responded to his wammg by screaming 
and "driving away psychotically," he 
remembers. 
The parking staff deals with all types of 
behavior from frustrated students and fac-
ulty. "People are so rude," Kevm says, 
sounding surprised. "A lot of times when 
you're ticketing, people will yell at you." 
While monitoring, or guarding a lot to 
keep out people who cannot park there 
legally, Kevin says people "lie to you and 
try to fake you out. They'll say ' l'm just 
gonna drop off something ' or 'I'm just 
p1cking somebody up' and then they'll 
park and go in [a buiJding)." 
Josh, a sophomore cadet, says, " I've 
been called some interesting things, like 
'Parking Nazi' or 'Oppressor of the peo-
ple"' 
Rob, another parxmg cadet, laughs 
about his first day on the job. He foUowed 
his supervisor, who was g!ving out tickets 
in a crowdL>O lot. When a ~'tudcnt saw the 
supervisor putting a ticket on her car, she 
" ran to her car, ~creaming obscenities at 
my supervisor." u1ter, the supervisor fiJcd 
a judicial report against the girl and Rob 
was required to be a witness. Rob, a polite, 
reserved junior, "didn't know what to 
expect" from his new job. A few weeks 
later, when he told a faculty member she 
couldn't park in a particular lot, Rob 
recalls she told him, '"If 1 ever get you in 
one of my cia~, J will fail you on the first 
day,' and she wasn' t kidding." 
Now, a lmost a year later, Rob's co-
workers refer to h1m as the hardest-work-
ing parking cadet. While most cadets work 
about 12 hours every week, Rob works an 
average of 16 hours. In his free time he 
plays the drums in the band for Campus 
Crusade for Christ's weekly meetings. 
Rob's hard-working nature is ev1dent in 
his music and in the way he handles his 
job. 
He remembers an instance in which a 
I 
Foe 
Just Folio 
A plethora of parking predicaments predicate punishment. (above) A ticket watts patiently 
only hazards of. parking In G-lot. (below right) The Bluestone Drive aervlce driveway beside 
student ran over his foot as he was moni- Some students' bitterness is increased by 
toring A-lot. "1 limped for a couple of by the fact that parking staff members are sent 
days, but r got over it," Rob says. " It was their fellow students. Michelle Benedict, a 
completely by accident," senior who has received about 10 parking 
In addition to threats and confronta- tickets during her time at JMU, expresses 
tions, parking cadets see another side of this sentiment. "I understand that they're 
some JMU students: complete desperation. doing their job, but I resent the fact that 
Some have offered money to the staff in another student is giving me a ticket for 
hopes of dodgmg a parking ticket. "There running in a building. I feel like they' re 
are some people who are willing to do betraying the students." 
anything," Rob says with amazement. Of Victor March, a junior, a lso says he 
course, the staff must graciously decline doesn't like the way the staff handles the 
any offers. parking problem at JMU. '1 feel that they 
Despite the rudeness of drivers and the know that there's a parking problem, but 
sometimes nasty weather parking cadets they don't want to do anything about 1t 
endure, many still enjoy the1r JObs. Kevin because they're making more money off of 
says he enjoys monitoring parking lots and it. With they money they are making off of 
sees it as "good time alone to think and it, they ought to invest in other parking 
pray." According to Drew, a senior, the facilities," he says. 
best part of his job is "the people T work Rob and George want to disprove the 
with, since we walk and give out tickets in misconception of parking cadets as sadistic 
pairs." jerks. George says," At first when I started 
The parking staff has become what Josh my job, I felt bad giving tickets, but after a 
calls "a tight-knit group," since the man- while, you get calloused to it. It's just a job. 
agers often hire workers through recom- People think it's mean of us to give tickets 
mendations from the current staff. when they break JMU rules. They think we 
Geor~e, a senior supervisor, says he have control over parking policy, but we 
finds it easier to hm~ someone he knows don't- we just enforce it." According to 
and trusts. George, a senior, balances hiS Parkmg Manager Tara Armentrout, the 
time between his job, his studies and his staff can only make recommendations for 
wife, whom he monied last summer. policy changes, which are then reviewed 
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From the Editor 
What do you get when you have a fea-
ture magazine production class with too 
many people in it? Simple - a class split 
into two publications. 
FOrtunately. what resulted was a rather 
convenient little relationship. One of tbe 
executive editors of Curio, Scott 
Graham, and I had often joked about 
turning the twenty-year-old magazine 
into an all-sports publication. With the 
large class situation, we didn't have to-
we could have our traditional Curio arid 
tion, the rest brought their talents tO 
newsprint The result is in your hands-
a broad loot at sports, recreatiOD and tbe 
persc;lnalities involved in tbe Shenandoah 
Valley. 
Oiven that all Iliff members are al&o 
JMU studeali. a lot of die stories cencer 
around the campus. Yet, the differcuce 
between these stories and the average 
sportS feature in The lmeu is bow tbe 
sports discussed leave campus and mfta. 
ence the area. 1be athletei featured ill 
"FCA presenting 'Challenae and 
I 
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ILBLAZIN 'Once again, thousands will . bring their bikes to the Valley 
Story by 
Brian Minter 
Photos by. 
Pe~r Haggarty 
I t seems like there are always more people around on Fourth of July 
weekend. This summer 
is no exception. As 
many as 10,000 people 
will arrive at 
Massanutten Ski Resort 
on July 6th for one of 
the biggest sporting ·---
events the Shenandoah riJ~IE~~~~~~ 
Valley has ever seea. ~ 
They're not coming ~~r;.r")CCi,. 
for football. They 're not ~~~ 
coming for basketball, 
either. 
They're coming for 
mountain biking. 
"There'll be any-
where from 3,000 to 
10,000 people here," 
Chris Scott, an employ-
ee at Massanutten and 
coordinator of the 
event, said. "It's defi-
nitely the Shenandoah 
Valley's biggest week 
for cycling." 
The event drawing 
spectators from all over 
the East Coast, as well 
as racers from all over 
the world, to the 
Harrisonburg area is the 
International World 
Cup Mountain Bike ZOOMI: SenJor Kim Shuford Is one of many JMU st udent.s who hits the trails on her mountain bike. Many also utJIIz.e the bikes for transportation . 
Downhill Race. The 
race is the only such World Cup event Mountain biking is a serious busi- problem in terms of trail use and trails and water penetration." 
in the United States this year. It will be ness both at JMU and in the communi- gelling closed down, metropolitan Nissley warned some bikes may 
covered by MTV, and some of the race ty. Although mountain bike sales have · areas especially, but around here look like mountain bikes but don't 
will be televised live on Eurosport, a not increased nationally for the past there's a lot more)and, more areas to actually have the same durability and 
prominent sports program in Europe. five years - in fact, they have build trails." toughness of mountain bikes. These 
Over 200 professional downhillers, decreased this year- Marie Nissley, Nissley says the Shenedoab Valley bikes (which generally sell for less 
both men and women, are expected to owner of Mark's Bike Shop in is ideal for serious mountain bikers. than $300) are fine for regular use, but 
compete for qualifying spots, accord- Harrisonburg, attributes that to the "We're in mountain biking heaven will not hold up under repeated rough 
ing to a page at Massanutten's website durability and longevity of the bikes, around here,'' he said. rides. 
dedicated to the event. and not to any lack of interest. A mountain bike is a distinct ani- The most popular place to ride, 
Although mere are no participants "Mountain bikes are the main thing mal. Although there are dozens of according to all sources. is nearby 
from the Shenandoah Valley io the we sell," Nissley said. "They·'re still styles and manufacturers, there are George Washington National Forest, 
World Cup event, accordjng to Scott, the most active use cattgory of all some common features that make a where 95% of nearby trails are located. 
there will be plenty in the Hoo Ha, bikes." mountain bike. "That's a huge recreational area," 
Massanutten's annual mountain bike Thomas Jenkins, an employee at "'~ere's a number of elements that Jenkins sajd. "They're realJy pushing 
race. The Hpo Ha, which is entering Blue Ridge CycleWorlcs in go into it," Nissley said. "The frame is mountain biking there." ' 
it's ninth year, is a cross-country race, . Harrisonburg and a foundjog member designed to handle much greater George Washington National 
unlike the World Cup race, which is of the year-old Shenandoah Mountain impacts, there are larger diameter Forest, a 1.8 million acre area main-
downhill . Years past have seen a num- Bike Club, agrees. "Mountain biking frame tubes and the tires are bigger. tained by the federal government, bas 
ber of JQf'L.ti~~- enter, ,. clfdi8fd~ a-kt~.g~finitely increased in populuity, Every. singlc; cpmponcat.::- . bandle- •.. o.v.er 100 tr.aiJs suitab.\e. fDr.mounlflin 
average OT'l~o·~ studen fr ~gespecially in the Shenandoah Vallpmrfr ~knf~l1Qak~:)fd~hi~rf~ arJi ld'*'lliD~u:angi~ lfm.lpJngracDrodd~ to 
each year. he said "Lots of places have a big designed to withstand impact and mud single-track dirt paths. Although t.tlere 
I 
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-are no paths especially designed or 
maintained for mountain biking. the 
sport is encouraged by forest service 
perllonnel. The forest has a reputation 
for having lots of good places to ride, 
with only a handful of trails being offi-
cially closed to bikers. 
"Mountain biking is" permitted, it's 
encouraged," said Nadine Pollock, a 
public relations representative for the 
National Forest Service. "If it 's dis-
couraged on certain trails for any rea-
son, it's the safety of the bikers." 
The Forest Service is about to pub-
lish an informational brochure specifi-
cally for mountain biking in the 
George Washington and Jefferson 
National Forests. The brochure con-
tains safety tips for riders as well as 
information on the thousands of miles 
of trails. "It takes years to learn an the 
trails there,'' Jenkins said. 
Mountain biking is a versatile sport. 
Part of its appeal comes from the num-
ber of different ways to ride. There are 
half a dozen kinds of races, including 
cross-country, downhill and dual 
slalom an event similar to slalom ski-
ing), and races take place all year long 
all over the country. Races are general-
ly sponsored by a club, but are some-
times sponsored by one of several 
nationally recognized mountain biking 
organizations, such as the National 
Off-Road Biking Association 
(NORBA), with which the 
Shenandoah Mountain Bike 
· Club is affili d. 
Another p()pular way to ride 
is in groups. Group rides are 
organized weekly during the 
summer in Harrisonburg. The 
groups usually meet at one of 
the several bike stores in town 
and ride trail s at George 
Washington National Forest. 
Group rides can include as 
many as 50 people at a time, 
according to Jenkins. 
"It can be hectic with that 
( 
many people, but its also a lot 
of fun," he said. 
Mountain biker and 
Harrisonburg resident Reese 
Carter is also a supporter of group 
rides, but for a different reason. 
" It 's Jess competitive that 
way.'' she said. "Too much com-
petitiveness can be overwhelm-
ing." 
So compeu ti ve that many 
first time nders. espec ially 
women entering what is very 
much a male-dommated sport. 
can be turned off. That's why 
Carter, along with her friend 
Kerry Carpenter, are trying to 
organ i1c weekly Women's 
Rides. Group ndes for women 
aren't a new idea - they ~ere 
;a~r~wl!itrblj:~~;~far~~~&k·s;~t¥>jr. la~t year oy empfo) ee ~9.~~-. 
Reise. pop 
"There 's so much potential for 
women to nde," Carter satd. "When 
women are together its a positive thing, 
there's no boundaries when women go 
riding together." The Women's Rides, 
which are sponsored by the 
Shenandoah Mountain Bike Club, of 
which Carter and Carpenter are mem-
bers, meet every Saturday at 2:30 p.m. 
at Blue Ridge Cycle Works. Then, like 
most groups, they head for George 
Washington National Forest. 
Carter thinks it's important for women 
to feel some sense of comraderie, but 
like most mountain bikers, she says the 
sport is ultimately a personal experi-
ence. 
.. Riding is an individual thing.'' she 
said. "Every person gets out of it what 
they want." · 
Jenkins agrees mountain biking is 
about individuals pushing their own 
' limits. "The main thing that attracts 
people to mountain biking is being out-
doors, being in theJ\voods," he said. 
"It's something you can do alone or in a 
group. 
"You're always setting new goals for 
yourself, making it over a certain rock 
or a rough log," he added. "It'& a per-
sonal challenge." 
Sophomore Gene Haffey carries hla bike 
over one of the lmpauable section& of 
the Rock Garden. 
I 
Spotawood ~ Club. looat.d Krou from the V~ Millin ............, prvwtdee • ciNIIIen&lnC 18-bole courM. The private club, which serves Its 470 membe,. and 
their au-ta, holta two outside tourn1ments • montlt and Ia the home courM for ...,.....but'l H.,_ School. 
Area g'J~ v~ui'~(J~ &ffBT vAa!!engind' A&!e~ f&T a(( 
ffayer~, pr&"' BXf&Tf~ f& a"'afeur~ 
! ~/,;'! fi t;/-even ·ruul 
f~~~~~ 'r ~Jwon! t, {3al:e, 
G olf is enjoying a level of popularity never seen before. Children are learning at a young age and older adults are taking up the game. Communities all around the country 
are joining the craze, and the Harrisonburg area is no 
exception. 
~fd.;wtJtJJ ?6unfly du6 
The closest golf course, Spotswood Country Club 
is located off Route 33 across from the Valley Mall. 
The tricky 18-hole layout proves quite challenging to 
both the experienced and novice golfer. 
The course opened in I 928 featuring only two 
holes. Since thea; the facility bas grown into a fully-
equipJ*.i counJlY luo •• 
In addition to the 18-tiole course, Spotswood 
Country Club features hard and soft-court tennis 
facilities, an Olympic-size pool, a restaurant and a 
fully-stocked pro shop. 
1be course, according to bead professional Gerald 
KJos, can be deceiving. ul can make it easy, hard or 
medjum," Klos said. ..It all depends on where I put 
the tees or the pins." 
1be course is also somewhat hilly. Errant drives 
can lead to some nasty fairway lies. 
.. You're going to find a lot of side-hill and 
downhill lies," Klos said. "There's a premium on 
accurate hitting because of all the close pine trees 
and apple trees." 
The trees frame a course that boasts healthy green 
grass. Both the fairway"s perennial rye grass and the 
1 green's bent grass form a combination that proves 
successful. 
.. Overall, the condition of our course is better (than 
other local courses]," Klos said. "It's in excellent 
condition." 
Spotswood Country Club is a private course, open 
only to its 470 members and their guests. It serves as 
the home course for Harrisonburg High School and it 
hosts approximately two outside tournaments a 
month. 
Since I 963, Lakeview Golf Course has been a 
popular attraction in the Harrisonburg community for 
residents and JMU students alike. 
Located off Route 689, just 4.3 miles from the 
JMU campus, Lakeview offers a challenging but 
forgiving 27-hole course. 
~ Spring 1?97 {96 
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"In terms of difficulty, it's the 
middle of the road," assistant pro-
fessional John Rogers said. "It's a fair 
test of golf!' 
The layout is structured around three 
nine-hole courses, each . of which 
possesses its own unique qualities. 
The Lake Nine, according to 
Rogers, is the least challenging. It's the 
shortest of the three courses, 
measuring 3,030 yards from the white 
tees, and its average-sized greens and 
wider fairways are easy to manage. 
The most difficult of the three is the 
Peak Nine. It features a much tighter 
layout with trees closely lining the 
airways. It also measures the 
longest at 3,123 yards. 
The Spring Nine is a combination of 
both. At times, it can look intimidating 
with several steep hills. But several 
shorter and more open holes create a 
balance of the two. 
Lakeside facilitates approximately 
60,000 rounds a year. Compared to the 
national average of 38,000, the course 
does phenomenal business. Rogers 
attributes this success to the lack of 
any other public course in 
Harrisonburg. 
"We have a local monopoly," 
Rogers said. ''The course stays in great 
shape and we like to offer a cour e 
where it's not so hard that you don't 
• 
enjoy the game." 
Lakeview also serves as a 
classroom. Each semester, the course 
facilitates the golf classes from JMU. 
Students of alJ abilities have a chance 
to play on a real course and experience 
a true round of golf. 
t;knv()IBB G~~ I< tu~rl-
Located in New Market, the 
Shenvalee Golf Resort is nestled in the 
heart of the Shenandoah Valley. It 
offers "everything you need for a 
relaxing, enjoyable golf vacation," 
according to Sue Donald, pro-shop 
manager. 
Besides featuring a motel, tennis 
Lakeview Golf Course, off Route 689 lit 
Harrisonburg, offers a 27-hole course. The 
course, which ls open to the public and 
holds JMU's golf clau, does phenomtnal 
buslneu, almost twice the national 
average. All three of these photos show 
the course and the hlllt that cover the 
fairways. 
courts, swimming pool, restaurant 
tavern, the Shenvalee's main !llttr~,.,.;,.. 
is its 27-hole golf course. 
The course's first nine holes 
in 1927. The back nine was added 
1963, and an additional nine was 
in 1992. 
"We offer a breathtaking ~"'""'.._ 
Donald said. " It's wide open 
challenging." 
With the Shenandoah , .... u••.un.cuall 
a backdrop, the course is 
Similar to Lakeside, its three n•n••-111 
course layout offers a dif~icult 
manageable test of the game. 
Miller nine, according to Donald, is 
most difficuU. There isn't a 
water, bat the lonaer fairways 
\ 
smaller greens prove to be a 
fonnidable combination for all types of 
golfers. 
uwe offer a fun course," Donald 
said, "but it's not unforgiving." 
The Shenvalee provides its golf-
loving guests an excellent opportunity 
to enjoy fine cuisine, plush rooms and 
a beautiful golf course - all in one 
package. 
The Shenvalee is a semi-private 
course, meaning it's open to the public 
but it also offers memberships. 
?tJunhy dub tJj ~1-Ciunl-tJn 
Perhaps the most difficult course in 
the area, the Country Club of Staunton 
offers I H challenging holes amidst the 
rolling hills of the Shenandoah Valley. 
.. This is the toughest golf course to 
• 
score on," Paul Gooden, head 
professional, said. 
Located only 20 minutes from the 
JMU campus, the Country Club of 
Staunton features a longer and tighter 
layout than other local courses. Trees 
closely line the majority of the 6,606 
yards. 
Gooden, head coach of the JMU 
men's golf team, has worked at the 
Country Club of Staunton for 22 years. 
·The course is the home of both the 
men's and women's teams from JMU. 
The most unique feature of this 
course is its greens. According to 
Gooden, they're the hardest aspect of 
the course. 
"There 's not a lot of water or 
bunkers," Gooden said, .. but 
the greens 
small 
.J 
,. .. ,. . . 
and it's hard to stop the ball on them. 
They're quick. It's hard to get up-and-
down." 
The Country Club of Staunton is 
located off 1-81 and it shares its land 
with the Holiday Inn. Being a private 
course, it's not open to the public. All 
of its customers are members of the 
club or guests of the hotel. 
"The beauty of being a private 
course is there's a lot less people," 
Gooden said. "We' re not as crowded. 
Members can come out and play 
whenever they want." 
Due to the lack of extended public 
use, the course remains in excellent 
shape. The picturesque background of 
the Shenandoah Mountains makes it an 
attraction to people from across the 
. state. In fact , the course frequently 
hosts tournaments like the Southern 
Spring 1997 
Chapter Championship ( 1991 , 1992), 
the Mid-Atlantic Professional Golf 
Association Championship (1988, 
1989) and the Virginia State Golf 
Association Junio r Championship 
( 1971, 1978, 1980, 1997). 
Whether it 's Lakeview, the 
Shenvalee, the Country Club of 
Staunton or Spotswood Country Club, 
local golfe rs should consider 
themselves fortunate . Each course 
boasts 1ts own unique approach to the 
game, and golfers - young and old -
flock to their faciJjties. W1th help from 
rising temperatures and rapidly-
spreading interest 1n the 'POrt. the 
upcoming season looks ro be an ideal 
oppqrtun ity for beg1nnen and 
experienced participants .tli~e to enjoy 
the sport of golf. 
•• 
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W hat makes it possible for a retail scuba shop to be a success in a town hundreds of miles away from the 
ocean? 
Undoubtedly, a love for diving. And 
that 's just what Kathy and Paul 
Clancey share - a 27 year m.arriage 
and 15 years of diving together. 
, Working with a spouse definitely can 
• have its ups-and-downs, but it seems to 
be working out well for Paul and 
Kathy. 
"He's a good friend," Kathy sajd 
about her husband. "We have trust and 
know what to expect from each other." 
Keeping lhis trust is what has enabled 
the couple to operate such a successful 
business together. 
This year marks the 14th for 
Kathy ' Scuba Shop, the only one of 
its kind in Harri sonburg. Kathy 's 
Scuba was recognized by the 
Professional Association of Diver 
lnslructors when It first opened. Then, 
due to the shop's commitment to quali-
ty service, it was recognized by PADI 
as a 5-star (out of five) dive center just 
a few years later. 
"[The statu s] lets the customer 
know what to expect," Paul said. 
"They know they're not just going to 
get the bare minimum." 
Kathy's Scuba serves the area to its 
fullest potential. From teaching classes 
and planning trips to selling and rent-
ing equ1pmcnt, Kathy's Scuba Shop 
fulfills every diver's need. "Equip-
ment, education and experience - it 
aJJ goes together," Kathy said. 
i 
PHOTOS COURTESY OF KATHY AND PAUL CLANCEY 
Kathy and Paul Clancey pause for an underwater photo whl'- on one of their tcuba vacations. They •napped the photo of their 
underwater aquatic friend (BELOW) 
Still, opportun ities in the 
Harrisonburg market can be minimal. 
"Scuba is the only kind of business 
where you have to create your own 
customers," Kathy said. "Everyone 
buys blue Jeans and shoes, but not 
everyone is going to buy diving equip-
ment.'' 
One way to create a market is to 
offer c lasses. Kathy and Paul 
instruct students at local colleges, 
such as JMU , Mary Baldwin 
College, Shenandoah Valley 
Academy and Massanutten 
Military Academy. 
While no one ever choos-
es these colleges for their 
scuba programs, the class is 
still one of the most popular lloo.Oflil~ 
kinesiology electives offered. 
"KIN 156 [Scuba Dtvmg] 
would definitely be one of the 
top five classes that I have 
taken at JM U," senior James 
Dyson said. 
One reason for tts popularity is 
the class's uniqueness. " In other 
courses, you're just tn c l as~ taking 
notes," Dyson said, "but in this class, 
you're underwater taking notes." 
This kind of challenge draws stu-
dents tO register for scuba diving. 
"With thts class, I'm working towards 
a goal," senior Shannon Pote, another 
diving student, said. 
"Once you' re certified, you're certi-
fied for life - and that's a real sense 
of accomplishment." 
For most students, learning to dive 
just doesn't stop at the end of the block 
Many go on to get cen1fied through 
Kathy's Scuba Shop. Just a few weeks 
ago, Kathy and five JMU students 
traveled to the Florida Springs for thetr 
certifications. 
But college srudents aren't the only 
ones learning to dive. Local residents 
can also practice the basics of diving in 
pools, local quarries or even the waters 
of the Caribbean. Depending on the 
motives of the student, class levels 
range from discovering scuba to 
advanced specialty training. "Some 
come in wanting to be dive masters 
while others just want to take pic-
tures under water," Paul said. 
When Paul and Kathy aren ' t 
teaching, they're organizing 
diving trips. The trips are 
just about as numerous as 
the classes they teach. A 
weekend in Paradise 
Springs, Aa., seven nights 
in Cozumel, Mex!co or a 
day trip to Virginia Beach 
are just a few of the diving 
expeditions they host. 
Organizing trips is Kathy's 
favorite part of her job. The 
only downfall is that Paul and 
Kathy seldom get to go places 
together because one of them 
always has to be at the shop. 
But Kathy says maybe it's this time 
apart that is the secret to their success 
as being both a couple and co-owners 
of a business. 
At the moment, Kathy and Paul are 
planning trips to the Bahainas for May 
and June. But no maner Where they go, 
as long as it is underwater, Kathy 
always has the same.thing to say. "It's 
the most wonderful place to go - no 
telephones, no televisions, no newspa-
pers, just lots of incredible things to 
see," she said. 
When it comes to giving back to the 
community, Kathy and Paul go above 
We've eot Mountains of 
Spec:ialized · Bi•es for 
~our t~pe of ridine! 
.Mountain BiJres storti,.. at $f 79.00 
. 
TJa• choice for treat value 8 frienlf1~ snviee for all 
~ur eyeline n•••· 
Plus we service and repair all brands of BiJr•s! 
440 N. Main St. DaNton 879·2011 
. Just Minutes from Campus! . 
and beyond, or 
perhaps one 
should say 
below and 
beyond. "We 
get a lot of 
strange calls/' 
Kathy said. 
"There are lots 
of different pos-
sibilities of 
what we can 
do." 
Kathy said the 
strangest call 
the shop has 
received was 
when they were 
asked to find a 
man's false 
teeth. "He must 
have been wait-
ing to catch a 
whopper at that 
pond of his ,'' 
Kathy ~aid. 
"Then he just 
sneezed and his 
teeth flew out!" 
Kathy 's and 
paul's son Michael, who was 16 at the 
time, had to feel around the muck at 
the bottom of the pond searching for 
the teeth. 
Hours: 
M..f 8 am -10 Pm 
Sat 9am -9 Pm 
Spring 1997 T1 
-"I don't know what was worse -
the muck or the teeth!" Paul said. 
The other services Kathy and Paul 
provide tend to be more common, but 
still are a littJe out of the ordinary. Last 
summer during one of the hurricane 
hits, Kathy and Paul were called to aid 
in the aftermath of the storm. Their 
diving capabilities were put to use 
when they removed cast iron patio fur-
niture from the deep end of a neigh-
bor's swimming pool. 
They've also found themselves in 
water storage tanks performing visual 
inspections. 
Harri sonburg looks to the 
Clanceys not only for their diving 
skills, but also for their equipment. 
Local rescue squads depend on 
borrowmg the equipment for con-
ducting searches. 
Las t February, Kathy and Paul 
loaned their gear for one of these 
unfortunate causes. Resque squads 
had to retrieve a body from a local 
river. Without a scuba shop, those 
efforts would have been delayed. 
While Harrisonburg may be 
tucked in the Valley hundreds of 
miles away from an ocean, it is. 
Kathy 's and Paul's service-driven 
personalities coupled with their 
loye for diving that support s a 
continued success for the shop. 
Phone: 
568-8123 
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SOCCERPOPU ON ·1 I IE RISE 
Adam Jackson (center) with teammate Ryan Gifford (r) tty to knock the ball away from an opponent. Jackson and Gifford, 
like many children their ace have enjoyed the Increase In soccer In the local community. 
Soccer is the world's most popular sport. Nobody really knows why, but soccer's global celebrity might lie in its essence as the great equalizer of the sports world. 
You don't have to have to be as big as Shaquille O'Neal to play. As long as you 
can learn to kick, control and pass a ball, even if you're a scrawny kid, you can 
play the game. 
"It's a great sport because even the worst player feels like they're a part of the 
team," Carolyn Frank, president of the Harrisonburg Soccer Association, said. "h 
makes the kids feel good because they really feel they'r~a pan oft~~· 
For the past ~0 years, soccer in the United States been relatively P-OPUlar 
THE 
WORLD'S 
MOST 
POPULAR 
SPORT 
FINALLY 
FINDS ITS 
WAY TO 
LOCAL 
SCHOOLS, 
OPENING A 
NEW DOOR 
FOR YOUNG 
ATHLETES 
STORY BY 
COURlNEY A. CROWLEY 
PHOTOS BY 
JAMES MORRIS 
way to the Valley. Ron Abernathy, ath-
letic director at Broadway High 
School, said, "Kids here don't really 
know about goccer and have been 
reluctant to play it because it's a new 
game." . 
But there's a revolution happening 
right under the Valley's collective 
nose: kids are shedding their reluc-
tance to explore sports ttiat aren't tradi-
tionally American. As a result, youth 
soccer participation in the Valley is 
exploding. 
"Up until five years ago, youth soc-
cer [in the Valley) was non-existent," 
Frank said. "Soccer really started here 
when [Eastern Mennonite University] 
ran the Shenandoah Valley Youth 
Soccer League." 
EMU's program operated in the 
spring and fall, teaching childreq as 
young as five to play soccer. But the 
league folded in Spring 1996. Usually 
programs shut down due to lack of 
participation, but EMU had the oppo-
site problem. 
"The league became so popular, they 
just ran out of field space," Glenn 
Hastedt, coach of the Blue Ridge 
Classic, a Harrisonburg-based under-
13 boys travel team, said. 
The absence of EMU's program cre-
ated a considerable void in the Valley's 
blossoming youth soccer program. 
Instead of allowing soccer in the 
Valley to become stagnant, though, 
Frank took it upon herself to find a 
way to allow kids in Harrisonburg to 
play the game. 
Frank had already founded the 
Harrisonburg Soccer Association 
before the EMU league folded . 
Following the EMU league's termina-
tion, though, Frank founded the 
Harrisonburg Soccer Club (HSC). 
In Spring 1996, HSC's first season, 
participation was small, but it has 
grown steadily since. "In our first sea-
son we had all coed teams," Frank 
said. "But this season, we'll be fielding 
all-girls teams for the first time." 
Having separate teams is only one 
sign soccer is growing. Another indica-
tion is the numbers themselves. HSC 
fields 10 travel teams and 36 hou~ 
league teams. This spring, Frank 
received 225 additional applications 
from kids who want to play soccer. 
"The word is getting around that 
people are having a good time," Franlc 
said. "We don't even have to advertise 
anymore." 
Hastedt said HSC used to level off 
with under-12 teams. "There was 
enough interest, so we had try outs and 
started an older team.'' he said. 
There's a lot more that goes into 
making a soccer program successful 
than just participation, though. Sure, 
programs lk.ed players in order to 
1 flourish, b •t the kids can't play with-
out referees, c hes, support and 
fa .. il'ties. For th ) v !l 
Frank has the first three concerns 
taken care of. "We've been holding 
referee clinics to get the referees 
trained and certified so they can start 
officiating games," she said. "We're up 
to about 40 referees now." 
Hastedt notices the improvement. 
"When I started, I had kids cherry 
picking [being in an off-sides position] 
all the time," he said. "Not having off-
sides was really a problem, but now 
[~ kids] are keeping within the con-
text of the rules now and it improves 
the games." 
Coaches in the HSC are all volun-
teers. Parents 
"JMU students carry my program -
they fill the aap with knowledge, ener-
gy and enthusiasm. They treat the kids 
special and often the kids relate better 
to the JMU students than they do to 
adult coaches." 
JMU's participation in soccer in the 
Harrisonburg community doesn' t stop 
with the students, though. JMU profes-
sors and coaches are involved with 
HSC as well. Hastedt is a professor of 
political science. Jack Gentile, associ-
ate professor of geography, coaches as 
well. 
JMU men's 
like Hastedt 
coach, but a 
good number 
of HSC 's 
coaches come 
from the 
mini-city off 
South Main 
Street known 
asJMU. 
"Soccer is just a 
wonderful and. exciting 
sport for the kids, it 
makes all the hours 
soccer coach Tom 
Martin sits on HSC's 
Board of Directors. 
His son plays on the 
Blue Ridge Classic. 
Frank said both 
Martin and JMU 
women's soccer 
coach Dave 
Lombardo put on 
annual clinics for 
local players. HSC 
kids are also featured 
at halftime of JMU 
worthwhile." 
Having col-
lege students 
from all over 
Carolyn Frank 
President, Harrisonburg Soccer Association 
the country residing in such a small 
area has helped HSC's growth because 
many students hail from areas that 
have rich soccer traditions. such as 
Northern Virginia, Richmond, New 
York and New Jersey. 
"I can't say enough as to how much 
JMU has meant to us," Frank said. 
home soccer games 
and can be ball boys or ball girls if 
they so choose. "JMU has been real 
supportive," she said. 
Martin said, "I'd like to think JMU 
had a hand in the increasing popularity 
of soccer in lHarr.isonburg) and its 
growth as well. 
"We're generating awareness and 
increasing interest because we want to 
be involved for the growth and good of 
the game," he said. "But the real 
growth is not because of JMU and the 
community; rather it's the result of 
concerned people who do a lot of the 
leg work. They love the game and 
want it to grow." 
Frank spends much of her free time 
running the HSC. "Soccer is just such 
a wonderful and exciting sport for the 
kids. it makes all the hours w~rth­
while," Frank said. 
Continued awareness is responsi~ 
for the growth also. ''Parents are now 
more educated about soccer," Hastedt 
said. "People are developing a soccer 
background as it is expanding." 
The one thorn in HSC's side, 
though, is a gross lack of facilities. 
Martin said, "Soccer is growmg so 
quickly in Harrisonburg, but it's limit-
ed because of the facilities. There are 
very few places around here that are 
flat 
"(The Jack of facilities] has stymied 
growth more than anything else;• he 
said. "We have the interest, but not the 
field space." 
Frank cites the lack of field space as 
a major problem also. At first, Frank 
had to overcome the football mentality 
embedded in the community. However, 
she said, the City Council a~ 
Department of Parks and Recreation 
are now committed to HSC. 
"We're in a real pickle because of 
I 
Two teams compete In a ,match at Wllbur Pence Middle School In Dayton. Until five yeat"' aco, IOCCef could not be found Ia the Valley. Today, thanks In part to the 
Shenandoah Valley Youth Soccer League voluntee,. and participants, aoccer Is on the rise. 
field space," Frank said. "The Parks 
and Recreation people have given 
equipment to the elementary schools 
I 
so the [physical education] teachers 
can teach kids how to play, but we 
really need a complex to play at." 
I 
r), comforts player Colin Wilson. 
Both Cohn and his brother. Chras (pictured on the cover) play for the team. 
~ - ~- . 
Both Frank and Martin think field "The team will be predominantly 
space can only be beneficial for the male, but girls can play if they want 
soccer movement in the Valley. Frank to," he said. "Finding teams to play 
hopes to have a complex built so HSC could be a problem. Not all schools 
can keep getting stronger, and eventu- have teams; Rockingham County is a 
ally have the ability to host tourna- little behind.'' 
mehts. High school soccer in Rockingham 
"If the fields are built, the economic County may be behind everyone else 
impact couJd be great," Martin said. "If in the Valley, but it is beginning to 
teams are able to come here for tourna- catch up. For now, though, catching up 
ments, they'll need a place to stay and means instituting high school boys' 
places to eat." Martin likened HSC's soccer teams only. 
need for fields to the famous quote, "If Where are the girls' teams? Well, 
you build it, they will come" in the about an hour down the road. 
movie "Field of Dreams." Harrisonburg High School 'doesn't 
"Once field availability is have a girls' team, and neither do any 
addressed," he said, "you're only of the other high schools that play in 
going to see the interest get greater." the Valley District. Last year, only two' 
While kids in .the Valley play the Valley District tellms, Western 
, game the same way any other kids in Albemarle and Charlottesville, fielded 
the world do, soccer in the Valley is girls soccer teams. 
rather peculiar because the interest "Last year we played only one 
varies in different pockets of the District game, against CharlottesviUe," 
region. Leslie Gorudet, Western Albemarle's 
It's popular in the City of girls' soccer coach, said. "We didn't 
Harrisonburg, but doesn't gamer much have a District Tournament because 
attention in other areas of'Rockingham thjt one game basically determined 
County and there aren't many oppo~- who won the. Djstrict.'' 
nities for kids to play soccer once they Western Albemarle ancl Charlottes-
get to high school. ville won' t have that problem tliis year, • 
Harrisonburg High School, for though. They're the new members of 
instance, has a boys' soccer team, but the Jefferson District. Their district 
Valley District rivals Turner-Ashby soccer competition now includes 
and Broadway high schools don't. Waynesboro and Stuarts Draft, among 
Abernathy said, "If the community other schools. 
comes up with the $7,500 we need to "Now we'll have more teams to play 
start a team, we could do it next year. against:' Gorudet said. "It's good that 
"But we really haven' t had any we switched [districts]." 
interest from students," he said. "And I Because girls' soccer teams aren't 
don't know if we'll even have enough common in the Valley, Gorudet said 
students to start:~ tean,." his team was forced to travel to 
Tumer-Ashb. wa • ·cld a team for Roanoke and Counlantlto lind compe-
the fir~t time nexl spring - .t coed tit ton " It was kind of :I •rd to tind good 
te<un. Turner-1\-.hby athletic llircctor :Jtnpcu ~ · t r th -a, ley leasue~ 
f " . ~'-CO~ .lid, .. \\'.: ha\ ' t~~n~-~~ll""'lC~~.:-rhcrc; wrrcn 1 1.: IJ1l\ nthct 
dou~ 1.1ppo1  ~I! hopt 'c t:an " · r :~in . thao Churlott~s' tile 1·· ;1-:. "<.I d. 
Stevens said there might be high Frank said, "I can't even imagine 
school teams for girls in the future, but soccer in the Valley in 10 years. We'U 
it probably won't be anytime soon. At have thousands of players playing. If 
this point, even boys high school teams we can only get a soccer complex. we 
in the Valley are scarce. can have teams come here to play in 
Martin said the best way to institute our tournaments." 
soccer in area high schools program is However, Martin is still rather cau-
to start at the bot- ~~----------- tious about the 
tom. "I'd like to " growth ... 1 want to 
see the middte I keep seeing the skill see [the soccer 
schools have soc- level im_ proving and the movement] con-
cer teams." he tinue to grow like 
said. "We need a athleticism COming it has," he said. 
strong feeder sys- "But I have fears 
tern so we can get through, and our soccer that it could stag-
kids playing [in • · , nate if we don 't 
high school}." IS getttng stronger. get the facili ties 
If the future of Glenn Hastedt we need." 
Valley soccer Blue Ridge Oassic head coach Since the soc-
rested solely in 
the hands of rhose dedicated volunteers 
at HSC. it would be incandescent. But 
soccer's growth is as dependent on 
community leaders who have control 
of the purse strings. 
" I keep seeing the ski II level 
improving and the athleticism coming 
through, and our soccer ts getting 
stronger," Hastedt said. 
"But the next level of [HSC] soccer 
requires field space, resources and edu-
cation of [Harrisonburg] leaders about 
what soccer is and how it can benefit 
the area." 
cer movement in 
the Valley is still young and experienc-
ing growing pains, there are many 
unanswered questions as to what the 
future holds for soccer in the Valley. 
But all the signs are pointing to contin-
ued growth and success, which excites 
tho_ e involved. 
"With the high schools now starting 
up teams in the county, I'll think It'll 
really take off from here," Hastedt 
said. '~The kids are realizing if you 
start playing early, you can then play in 
high schools and go on to the next 
level." 
.. ~ Summer Hours: 
~~a~~tblun..-n 
11 am- 9pin 
PIWa!J 
llam- 1pm 
-~~--~ I I ·. 
SituNag: 
12 noon - S prn 
QDiag: 
4pm-9pm 
Reading Day (April ZS): clo$e at 7pm 
2: close at 
. «upeondng ~ 
April II, Track Meet, 
1pm 
April IS, Swin\ 
Meet, 5:30 pm 
April IS, 'Working Without 
Equipment•, 1 pm 
April iS, •Senior Send- Off ~ 
Sweat•, 3 pm 
----· --· --·- . . f~ 
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Soccer organizers In the Valley hope eettlng kids like Andrew Hackett (pictured 
above) Involved with the sport at a young age will help soccer continue to grow. 
1832 South Main St. 
Harrisonburg, VA 
22801 
(540) 434-9978 
Harrisonburg's Source for Quality Camping 
and Outdoor Equipment 
"More Than Just A Gun Store" 
• _J:~J:l ~' ~l'j~j 
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FCA pt'ese~ti~g 'Challe~ge a~d Adve~ttAt'e' 
I 
miss ion state-
ment: "To pre-
sent to athletes 
and coaches, and 
all whom they 
influence, the 
challenge and 
adventure of 
receivi ng Jesus 
Christ as Savior 
and Lord, serv-
ing Him in their 
relationships and 
in the fellowship 
of the church.'' 
Athletes often 
share the typical 
image of people 
who enjoy good 
cha ll enges. 
Jun ior Heather 
Lodovico played 
on the women's 
soccer team her 
sophomore year 
and is now a 
team manager. 
She said it was 
while playing 
soccer that she 
was introduced 
to FCA and took 
on the challenge 
Brock Snyder claps his hands to one of the songs at one of the of building her 
weekly JMU Fellowship of Christian Athletes meetings. faith. ''FCA has a 
0 ne term used to describe out- special place in my heart," she said, ~tandang athletes i'i "team "because it is where I started in my player," and v.hile succeeding search for Chri,t." 
in Lhe sport may be their goal, the most Lodovico attends campus meetings 
important thing is to keep the team each week with anywhere from 15-20 
first. members from JMU sports teams and 
Another word for being an impor- others with a strong interest in athlet-
tant part of a team is fellowship - ics. The huddle they 
meeting together and sharing each oth- form is different than 
er's needs. It's this aspect of sports the what they are used to, 
Fellowship of Christian Athletes is as they gather in the 
built on. small circle sharing tes-
FCA is a nataonal Christian organi- timonies about their 
z'Uiou that targets jun10r high. high personal relationships 
school and college ath letes who not with God, sing worship 
only share a love of athle tics, but a songs and li sten to 
love for their God as well. speakers talk about the 
Regional Director Jean Oliver challenges of both 
oversees lhe organization at 50 junior sports and faith. The 
high schools, high schools and col- group breaks up into 
leges from Winchester to smaJler precepts Bible 
Charlottesville. She saad FCA is sue- studies throughout the 
cessful in reach ing out to students week. 
because it capitalizes on the powerful Junior Nelson 
inthlence popular athletes and coach- Garner is the punter and 
es have on younger age groups, mak- new place kicker for the 
ing them "a good target for a special- JMU football team and 
ized manistry." She said coaches and an active member of 
-.wned athletes are often 1he speak- FCA. He said the week-
ers at rCA meetings. ly meetings provade 
on during the week." He said the group 
helps Christian athletes to see "how we 
can use our faith to help us on the play-
ing field and to put all our trust in God 
for it." • 
Garner said many FCA members 
see their involvement as a "chance to 
use our sportS background as a witness 
Sto ... y by Mitzi O'Rea .. 
Photos by 3ames Mo .. ~s 
with these camps and said FCA creates 
a "non-threatening environment" for 
them. In addition to building athletic 
skills, she said the camps encourage 
on the playing 
field," and 
hope more 
athletes from 
JMU sports 
teams will 
join the group 
next year. 
"Once you play ball 
together, guards tend to 
youth to put 
their security in 
God, rather 
than sports. 
"There are so 
many athletes 
who find their 
identity in their 
sport, basing 
their happiness 
on wins and 
losses and 
everyone who 
Because of 
their sports 
background, 
Oliver said 
the students 
often enjoy 
playing 
games togeth-
drop and 
bonds are 
quickly 
formed." 
er outside of the weekly meetings. She 
said one of FCA's slogans is 
"Inspiration through Perspiration." 
"Sports are often a part of our activ-
ities," Oliver said. "Once you play ball 
together, guards tend to drop and 
bonds are quickly formed." 
Once the bonds are established, 
many members feel the need to reach 
out to the younger group,. They play a 
role in the lives of junior high and high 
school students by acting as their 
"huddlers'' and coaches at summer 
sports camps held throughout the area. 
Oliver said she hopes more high 
school students will go to camps this 
year, the closest of which is in 
Kutztown, PA. Lodovico has helped 
Jean Oliver knows Christ 
FCA Regional Director knows they 
will win in the 
end," Lodovico said. 
Sophomore Jodi Jacoby, a midfield-
er on the JMU women's soccer team, 
also said FCA has been a positive 
influence in her life. " It's neat to be 
able to share the two important things 
in my life." Jacoby said. "They [FCA] 
support me m sports , but first in my 
walk with God." 
There are local FCA grou ps at 
Spotswood Hi gh School, JMU , 
Virginia Tech and the University of 
Virginia, which has the largest huddle 
in the state. At all schools nationwide, 
FCA is fully supported by a team of 
intensive volunteers working as team 
players to reach their common goal of 
ministering to student athletes. 
OHYI.2l~Mh1bhooglfttlho grooJtl)rm tldl~ '¥Wl1 ftl "f.W8iltYn 
vidcs amnheDOll**iiKhrt:uUi~oflfWhono ~O~S~f<i.JMUe,Tif ~ 
field, the ministrt iSits·'main purpo~e I 'Can get together and . Roy Ghlm (wfth cuttar)'and Snyde\' lead the FC. group In ilnging at one oftttelr Rl meetl ~ ~aid FCA operates on a strong share what's been going SlnC}ng ~s just one part of the meetings, which have an average attendance of 1S.;~m:mbers.•· 
or freshman Kim Morgan, 
on the mat is where it's at. 
Representing the United 
States in international sport 
competition and emerging 
th a World Championship title is 
honor this JMU freshman can 
im. 
Morgan's scrapbook is nothing like 
average college students' . It is 
with newspaper articles from her 
metown of Harleysville, Pa., dis-
ng headlines like, "Morgan's nip 
s golden," United States team pho-
• letters of congratulations from 
Sen. Edwin G. Holl (R Pa.) and 
e National Karate-Do Federation 
ident and competitor passes to 
and international karate com-
Her long, successful road of local 
regional, then national and interna-
al karate competitions began when 
was just II years old. By the time 
e competed in the Junior World 
mpionships at age 18, she had 
y honed her competitor's edge 
earning four regional gold medals, 
national gold medals, one Junior 
gold medal and three golds in 
trial qualifying competition-s. 
that's not counting the seven sil-
and eight bronze medals she won. 
But Morgan hasn't always been so 
ous about karate. 
In fact, at first she had no interest in 
at all. It was her younger brother 
who wanted to start taking karate. 
was with ·him when he signed up 
lessons at Sushi Karate in Hatfield, 
t 10 minutes from her hometown. 
's attention was captured unex-
"I saw aU ttiese women fighting 
..a .._ins lbem. and 1 thought 
was neat, ·so I joined with my 
brother," sbe said. 
For six years prior to coming to col-
lege, Morgan worked out every day, 
year-round. During school seasonrshe 
trained for one~and-a-half to two hours 
each night. During the summer months 
and before major competitions, she 
would spend three to four hours every 
night doing fighting drills and · 
cardiovascular work at Sushi 
Karate. Training became a way 
of life. 
Morgan used her dedication 
and skill to fight her way to 
superstar status, with her great-
est accomplishmem coming last 
June when she competed in the 
Karate Junior World 
Championships in 
Johannesburg, South Africa -
and won. 
The event, where more than 
40 -countries were represented, 
was her first international com-
petition. Morgan walked away 
with a gold medal in kumite 
(fighting) in the 1 8-year-old, 
heavyweight ( 132 lbs. and 
over) division. 
"I dido 't know what to 
expect, but when I got there I 
won my first fight in less than 
30 seconds," Morgan said. 
"That got me pumped up, and 
then I knew I had a chance." 
Spring 1997 ~ ~ . 
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An aclual 
Wolid 
champion In 
Olh mldsl 
Slolfl bg 
8/raJIIIOif Ballm-tl 
Phalos bg 
]a11111s MD~Ws 
He said he was proud of me - and he 
doesn't say that too often." 
Sensei Byrnes is difficult to please. 
Even when Morgan wins big at compe-
titions, he focuses on any weaknesses 
or mistakes to bring to her attention, 
giving very l'ttle praise. So when he 
compliments her, Morgan knows it's a 
karate skills and forms) and a silver in 
kumite at the Atlantic League Regional 
USA Ka-rate Federation (USAKF) 
Championships in Akron, Ohio . 
Morgan repeated her gold and silver 
medal wins at the USAKF 
Competition the next year. -
1993 was her first year competing 
in the advanced division at 
the Championships, and she 
came home with no medals. 
Discouraged, Morgan took a 
year off to work on her skills, 
train hard with her team -
mates and regain her confi-
dence. 
It worked. 
The next year, Morgan 
won an advanced division 
goJd medal in kumite at the 
USAKF Eastern Regional 
Championships in Chicago, 
Ill. She was back in the game 
and again qualified for the 
National Championships in 
Akron. 
Morgan, who by now had. _ 
been dubbed "Karate Kim" 
or " Kung-Fu Kim" by her 
high school buddies, lived up 
to her nicknames at 
Nationals. Not only was she 
a gold medalist in the 17-
year-old advanced division of 
kumite, she was undefeated 
Mter three difficult matches, 
two of which were from the 
host country of South Africa, 
she emerged undefeated, and 
immediately called home to 
Morpn hM collected ....,.Y medals and awards over her 
alrudy lonC career. These patches are from vartou. National 
Competttlona. 
in the double-elimination 
tournament against her nine 
opponents (four of whom.,. • 
were black belts on the USA 
team). 
spread the news of her .World big deat. 
Championship victory. In order to have earned the high sta-
"After talking to my mom and dad, tus she has today, Morgan has experi-
thal'l when [winnin& a &old medal] cn"a ~ highs and lows. In 1991, 
reaDy siiDk in." lhl uid. ~ --- ----· WOil a 10ld medal in kata (pre-
really proud. Tilen I called my coach. arranged, rhythmic performance of 
Her victory qualified her for USA 
Team Trials in 1995 in Denver, Colo. 1111111 Despite only having seven-and-a-half 
years of training under her brown belt, 
no one was surprised when she won a 
gold in kata and a silver in kumite. 
·-
--- -.u-----~· 
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Morgan practices one of her ro~rtlnes In front of a mirror. The 19-year-old doea moat of her tn~lnlng at Buahl Karate In Hatfield, 
Pennaylvanla. 
It was quite a cdmeback year. 
Morgan qualified to compete in the 
Pan-American Junior Championships 
in Honduras later jn 1995, remained a 
member of the USA Junior NationaJ 
Team and was on Jier way to the World 
Championships at Johannesburg. 
Morgan has had to 
face an entirely different 
kind of challenge since 
coming to JMU - that of 
balancing both her educa-
tion and karate. She has 
passed up a few amazing 
opportunities for karate 
competitions to h ~ t the 
books. Among her r~grets 
,was turning down invita-
tion to the 1996 National 
Team Selection Training 
Camp in Colorado 
Springs, Colo., where the 
Adult World Karate 
Champion Team is select-
ed. "It's kind of like pick-
ing the best out of the 
best," she explains. 
Winning yet another 
gold medal at the USA 
National Karate-Do 
Federation's National 
Team Trials qualified her 
once again for the Junior 
Pan - American 
Championships - this 
time at Margarita Island, 
Venezuela. 
But college had to 
Morgan also missed the 1996 World 
Cup in Budapest, Hungary. "That 
would have been during finals week," 
Morgan says with a sigh. 
In the past six years this 19-year-old 
has accomplished what few can do in a 
lifetime through a deadJy combination 
of natural talent, hard work, challeng-
ing peers and strict teaching and lead-
ership. The foundation for her success 
is her second home, Bushi Karate, one 
of the largest and most respected 
karate training facilities in the country. 
Patrick Byrnes, founder, owner and 
head instructor, is Morgan's 
sensei. Also a member of the 
USAKF coaching staff. Byrnes 
sees his role as a teacher of 
karate and life values such as 
character, honor and self-
respect. Though he has at times 
pushed Morgan, her brother and 
teammates hard, he nad good 
reasons - about 18 good rea-
sons, to be exact. 
Eighteen students from 
Sushi Karate, including 
Morgan, qualified for National 
Champion-ships in 1995 alone. 
"We've always bad good peo-
ple, but now we have a group 
where almost every one of them 
could be an international com-
petitor," Byrnes said in an 
August article in the Souderton 
( Pa.) Independent. "l started 
team training with them espe-
cially to build spirit." 
The extra hours Sensei 
Byrnes requires of his pup~s as 
well as regular training anp the 
competitive, supportive atmos-
phere creates a special rel~tion­
ship among the young martial 
artists. "It's like my second 
family," says Morgan. "We're 
really, really close." 
Before Morgan left for college, 
the teammates took a rare break from 
their rigorous training for a fun trip to 
the seashore at Wildwood, N.J. 
uFifteen of us squeezed into a 'two- • 
room place with only one be~". she 
smiles. "We roughed it, totally. I~ was 
• I • 
come before karate again, Morlan (ftrat row, seCond from left) and..., •••ltee.t Buehl K..te PGM with their teacher, Senael Byrnes (•econd row, middle). Ttte 
and she was unable to go younc nwtlelartiSU dlsplay their medala and tJOPhlel Nmecl at National Competitions. ol nrl 
t." 
Morgan and her brother Matt 
shareo the challenges and ben-
its that come with the sport of 
arate. "My sensei always told me 
nd my brother he was going to 
ake us superstars," Morgan 
lains. Matt is well on his way to 
lfilling Byrne's prophecy like his 
ister. 
In 1991 at the age of nine, he 
a gold medal for kata and a sil-
er for kumite at the Atlantic 
ional USAKF Champion-ships. 
e qualified for Nationals with his 
ister in 1995, winning third in his 
group. 
Now IS years old, the younger 
tested for his black belt on 
21. After the traditional, rigor-
s testing and nerve-wracking 
iting period of a week-and-one-
alf, Matt Morgan received word 
that he had been granted black belt 
rank. 
Both siblings 
agree that the disci-
pline and work 
ethic that karate 
students learn 
translates to other 
aspec ts of their 
lives, such as con-
tributing to acade-
mic success. 
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B iotechnol{'lgy and she hopes to 
attend graduate school for geneuc 
engineering someday. 
When she isn't practicing her 
usual discipline in academics, 
Morgan is involled in her hall and 
tries to get others involved as well. 
Morgan was elected Vice President 
of Chandler Hall Council in the 
spring, and enjoys being pan of the 
team that plans ways to bring the 
coed mix of freshmen and upper-
classmen together. 
Morgan doesn't have time for 
karate training during college 
semesters, but she frequently works 
out at UREC. Cardiovascular exer-
cises such as stationary biking and 
running help Morgan keep in shape 
so she can continue to add to her 
collection of medals and titles when 
she returns t~ training and competi-
tion during school vacations and 
summers. 
For instance, when many college 
students were hitting the beaches or 
ski s lopes dunng Spring BreaJ. ... 
Morgan headed home to train for 
two hours each morning and night at 
Bushi Karate. 
This summer, Morgan will begin 
training intensely to secure her spot 
on the United States team at the 
National Team Trials in Colorado 
Springs in July and for competition 
at the National Championships in 
August. 
Karate Kim has already fulfilled 
her sensei's prophesy of being a 
superstar in her own right. But she 
has one more dream. 
"The level I would like to get to 
is to participate in the Olympics 
someday," she said ... Even if karate 
is an exhibition sport in 2000 in 
Sydney, Australia or in 2004, I 
would be at my prime age for com-
peting." 
-Much to Morgan's dismay, karate 
i!. one of the few sports left that has-
n't been mcluded 1n the Olympics. 
"There's just too much diversity," 
Morgan explains. "Too many orga-
nizations and different styles exist 
to incorporate martial arts into the 
Olympics without conflict or confu-
sion." However, she is hopeful that 
the USA National Karate-Do Feder-
ation, a member of the United States 
Olympic Commit-tee, wi 11 be re-
warded with a place in the 2000 
Olympics. :r 
If karate were going to be even an 
exhibition sport in the 2000 
Olympics, Morgan would take a 
year off school to tr.ain and travel to 
Sydney. Her family has discussed 
the possibility, and they agree that it 
would be an opportunity she could-
n't pass up. 
Now that would be an amazing 
chapter to add to her scrapbook. 
-
I 
"It has definitely 
[helped] me with 
other areas of my 
life," MQrgan's 
brother said in an 
August 1995 article 
of The Reporter 
(Lansdale , Pa.). "I 
am more disci-
plined. I pay atten-
tion more in 
school." Kim, 
meanwhile, would 
make sure to get 
7he Many Faces .. 
her homework done 
before going to 
karate, or bring it 
with her. 
Despite being 
the owner of 
numerous gold 
medals and a World 
Champion title, 
Kim Morgan gradu-
ated with a 4.47 
GPA and has 
become an average, 
though very ambi-
tious, college stu-
dent here at JMU. 
Morgan chose 
JMU over the other 
eight colleges she 
applied to because 
of the Integrated 
Sci~~~elbblm ,Milb 
Technology major. 
Her ISAT focus is 
of Karate Kim 
, ...... 
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Recruiting in the Nineties 
Money, pressures to win, now create sometimes dicey situations for student athletes 
For some college recruits, a full still should take precedent. Northwestern with no prior head infractions, the NCAA has taken pre-scholarship and the chance to Fonner JMU women 's head basket- coaching experience who recently cise steps to make sure the recruiting earn a degree are just prerequi- ball coach Shelia Moorman, who became the head guy at Maryland, will rules are clear. 
sites ro opening negotiations for other recently resigned after completing her earn a base salary of $130,000 and is In the 1996-'97 edition of the 
things. Call them free agents or just 15th season to take a position as facili- guaranteed another $80,000 to NCAA Manual, 43 pages are devoted 
label them as the typical "Nineties ty and spec1al events coordinator, SIOO,OQO from radio and television to the laws and guidelines for recruit-
~lete" - regardless, many colleges agrees. deals. Other incentives such as gradua- ing. Everything is covered, from how a 
·are tempted to accommodate increas- "At every level, yes, there are pres- Lion rates and bowl appearances could recruit can fly no better than coach 
ingly high student athlete demands due sures to win," Moorman said. "But allow Vanderlinden to earn in excess of class when making a visit, to what 
to the pressures to win and recruit the whether or not you even agree with the $300,000. According to Sports dates through the year are "dead" and 
blue-chip athlete. rules, there is still the responsibilities Information Director Gary Michael, "contact" times - times that let an 
"The pressures and demands to sue- of the coaches to follow them. It comes JMU head football coach Alex Wood institution like JMU know when it may 
ceed are enormously high," said down to one thing and that's whether made an estimated $85,000 when he and may not contact and visit recruits. 
ChaJiace McMillin, a JMU kinesiology or not you·have ethics." was first hired, showcasing a big dif- Because of these very specific enforce-
professor and fonner Dukes head foot- Perhaps the one huge factor ferential between division 1-A and 1- ments, many schools have an athletic 
ball coach ( 1972- • 84). McMillin accounting for all this pressure is AA. director of compliance to make sure 
I recruited current Dallas Cowboy star money. Whether it's TV contracts or Television contracts have also the respective programs understand all 
I -Qarles Haley into the JMU footbaJJ coaches' salaries, the dollar figures played a notable role. CBS paid $1.725 of the mandates. 
J program in 1981. ''There are things as associated with college sports are sky- billion for the rights to the NCAA bas- For JMU this role is served by Janet 
a society that we place such a high rocketing. Consider the fact that in ketball tournament until 2002. With Lucas. As JMU's (compliance] inter-
value on," the former coach said, "and 1965, the top college football coaches the potential profits involved, some preter, Lucas assists all JMU coaches 
winning is definitely one of them." made, with incentives, $62,000. programs have succumbed to bending who may need clarification concerning 
~cMillin added that the pressures to Today 's coaches make considerably the rules to ensure a bigger piece of the the guidelines. "Besides the manual, 
I succeed correlate with the pr4iSUleS.Jo., .. mare... c.yen tbq~ .wbo w~~Ji~e..Of ,JW .... pie ...... "' . ·" "' ' , ',) ...... ~~~·w•thuoJiB. thq~ews1 ~ia.~'ke ...qifi.-:ootDJSJtllt&es, but acquir- prior experieMJ.Jd !)utO~ JVt;rf u r{ Y <'nom· <A8Jpre8SUI1ettoaam andldieney ~JiraitmdJh~tb~t«ilAAlcpn ts, ing these athletes in an honest fashion Ron Vanderlinden, a top assistant at continued to attribute to recruiting and guides to some of the sport , " 
l 
uor: .. uzc.,.. .. ~ ........................ Spring.m!m 
Lucas said. noting there is a recruiting 
guide specifically published for foot-
ball and men's and women's basket-
ball. 
Many feel recruiting problems and 
paying college athletes center only 
around men's coOege basketball and 
football. There are numbers to indicate 
that may be true. 
In 1975, there were 375 teleVised 
college basketball games. Last year, 
there were over 1,800. That has 
increased the money value of the total 
product by gmat amounts. 
The same held true for football. 
While arguments for a coUege football 
playoff system have been thrown 
around, the payout per team in college 
football's bowl games can do wonders 
for a school. "I come from 
Pennsylvania and Penn State's football 
team is the biggest money-making rev-
enue source in the state," said Geoff 
Honeysett, a junior on the JMU men's 
soccer team. 
Indeed, after being deemed the 
number three bowl alliance selection, 
Penn State not only earned a trip to 
this past year's Fiesta Bowl, but in the 
. process took home $8.486 million. The 
same figure is the payout per team for 
the Orange Bowl. In addition, nine 
other bowls in 1997 equaled or exceed-
ed the $1 mi)\ion mark in payout, 
including the Sugar Bowl, which was 
the highest at $8.736 million. 
The area where more violations 
have occurred in recent years, no mat-
ter the sport involved, has been Article 
13, Section 2, of the NCAA Manual 
concerning Offers and Inducements. 
Article 13, Section 2, lists precisely 
what is prohibited: employment be losing sight as to what collegiate alb-
arrangement for a prospect's relatives; letics is all about and why they're here." 
gift of clothing or equipment, consign- Lemish and Michael both said JMU 
ing of loans; providing loans to a has never had a major athletic infraction. 
prospect's relatives or friends; cash or The only glitch on JMU's recruiting 
like items; any ---------------- record occurred 
tangible items, ''Given the amount of in 1978 when 
including mer- Jeff Bullis, 
chandise, free money involved, there is who was being 
or ~-cost heavily recruit-
services rentals an enormous ed for basket-
or purchases of f ball, ended up 
any type; free amount 0 c h 0 0 s i n g 
or reduced-cost t Georgetown 
housing; use of preSSure 0 University over 
anth1in~titutio?'s Win." JMU. Then a et1cs equ1p- head coach 
ment (like for a Lou Campa-
high-school all- Don Lemish nelli and assis-
star game) and JMU Athletic Director tant John 
sponsorship of Thurston re-
or arrangement for an awards banquet portedly told Bullis, who was white, 
for high-school, JftparalOry school or he'd just be the "token white" at 
two-year college athletes by an institu- Georgetown under head coach John 
tion, representatives of its athletics Thompson, whose teams were predom-
interests or its alumni groups or booster inately black. Campanelli and 
clubs. Thurston reportedly told Bullis that he 
JMU Athletic Director Don Lernish was a deceitful young man who had no 
feels the high priority to win because of guts. He reportedly told Bullis JMU 
the revenue amounts athletics can bring had spent a lot of money recruiting 
into a school are to blame for so many him. The incUlent, which was reported 
reports of illegal m:ruiting practices. in The Washington Post, gave JMU a 
"Given the amount of money negative image at the time. 
involv~ there is an enormous amount Incidents like the one surrounding 
of pressure to win," Lemisb said. "I Bullis have been a rarity at JMU . 
think we have made it difficult for the Many former and current Dukes have 
student athlete. I do feel that we should felt their recruiting experiences were 
give them additional earning power, rewarding. 
especially considering how many stu- Such was the case with redshirt 
dents don't come from an upper-middle freshman Rose Fox of the JMU worn-
or upper class background. But to pay en's basketball team. Fox felt her 
them as professionals, I think we would recruiting experience was great "I was 
Vote 01ay solve proble01 of paying athletes 
Wben news broke last fall that several members amount earned to what an athletic scholarship did 
of Boston College's football team had allegedly not cover. Administrators estimated that figure 
gambled on their own games, arguments resurfaced would be between $2,000 and $3,000. The vote was 
about pajinj college athletes. frowned upon by the NCAA Presidents 
This wu yet another example of bow some col- Commission, but applauded by the Student-Athlete 
lege players were tempted by tbe opportunities to Advisory Committee. In the eod, supporters of the 
earn extra caab Iince tbe NCAA prohibited college legislation felt the benefits to the athletes out-
llbletel from working during the scbool year. weighed the costs to the schools. Reaction from 
NCAA officials were becoming sympathetic to IMU athletes was mixed. 
those atbletea that, under the current limits, were "I felt it was a real good idea because in a lot of 
fon:ed to live in near-poverty and were tempted by situations, it can be hard for athletes like myself to 
UDetbical agents wbo had money and gifts to induce get money from my parents," Fred Boyd, a member 
them to sign before their college eligibility was up. of the JMU men's basketball team, said. The 6-foot-
All of this fell under NCAA violations, which is 7 sophomore hails from Lubbock, Texas. "But even 
why one proposal being discussed was to allow ath- if one's parents are close, some athletes just don't 
letes to work during the school year. have much money to begin with, so now we are 
"I think we have made it difficult for the student allowed to have some spending money that a schol-
athlete," JMU Athletic Director Don Lemish said. '1 arship cannot always cover." 
·-impressed with the coaches and just 
fell in love with the campus and the 
people," said the 5-foot-8 guard from 
Jansville, Wis. who was an all-state 
selection and Rock Valley Conference 
Player of the Year at Edgerton High 
School. .. It was perfect." 
Fox pointed out that not all athletes 
are so quick to break the rules or 
accept illegal favors. ''For one, there is 
a danger of losing your eligibility," 
Fox said. "I would never accept a car 
or money. I guess some athletes feel 
they' ll just be able to get away with it 
or maybe it's just something tlley 
never had before." 
Freshman Murray Douglas echoed 
Fox's feelings. The 6-foot-5, 230-
pound center from Hargrave Military 
Academy in Cary, N.O.. was one of 19 
new recruits for last year's JMU foot-
ball squad. 
"The simple fact is I just feel a 
scholarship is enough and is more than 
any money can offer," said Douglas, 
who chose JMU over Western Carolina 
University and Virginia Military 
Institute. "My opinion is that the ath-
letes who do accept gifts of some sort 
either just think on impulse or come 
from an environment that was not used 
to having those kinds of luxuries." 
Douglas, putting a different spin on 
the subject, felt recruiting can be a..2).9re 
enjoyable experience when it is lCept 
honest. "Maybe it's tougher for some 
athletes to tum down.'' he said, referring 
to items like cars, clothes and cash ... All 
I know is that I thought my 1'CCruiting 
experience was fun. I loved it There is 
no way I would ever accept anything 
else other than a scholarship." 
do feel that we should give them additional earning Dawn Jessen, a junior on the women's tennis 
power, especially considering how many students squad, was less optimistic than Boyd. "I dido ' t think 
don't come from an upper-middle or upper class it was a good idea because athletes face so many JMU toeeer forwM'd Geoff Honeysett movee the IMII 
background. But to pay them as professionals, I time constraints to begin with and by holding a job, upfleld. PHOTO COURTESY OF JMU SPORTS MEDIA. 
think we would be losing sight as to what collegiate that could take away from academics," she said. ers giving athletes fake jobs and a lot of cash;' 
athletics is all about and why they're here." JMU freshman wrestler, Rocky Pagnotta con- Pagnotta said. "For me, it wouldn't work well 
In a 169-150 vote at the NCAA Convention in curred with Jessen. "In some cases it could be good, because with practice and a job at the same time, !'iY-
;Jit · hn~ tJt•NCM--ePprovc<Lalk>wing athletes to but I also. think it.oould.a~~pmbJems,.at-nt>igsa u -4Jrade&.would.~o..do.wa.q ......... ·• oJIU<iJII V ... U .... oJoJ ...... .. 
• d 1~r.k.4Wi6g>tb~Jbut.iimitedAhe pm9iblhnll mllools:Jmlh:.a~OIA>f money tf you have some boiJst~n~q>::JlOt tq -ltUpJI.J JUd .~tiJIB~ q , ....,.,. 
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on a~ 
a ness 
Get a 12 .. 
Cheese Pizza with 
1 Topping for Only 
I 
433-3776 
5 pm- 10 pm 
For Carry-Out Only 
No Delivery! 
I 
CALL 433-3776 
415NMAINST 
HBG. VA. 11801 
HRS: 
11:00AM-1:00AM SUN-THUR 
11 :OOAM-J:OOAM FRI-SAT 
• IZ 
Ask for a College Special 
20" 4-Star General 
College Sp~cial $9.99 
16" 4-Star Large 
College Special $6.99 
14" 4-Star Medium 
College Special $5.00 
12" Submarine Sandwiches 
. Ham·& Cheese 
· Italian 
B.L.T. 
Pizza Sub 
Roast Bed & Cheese 
Steak & Cheese 
. Turkey & Cheese 
Classic Meatball 
Western Meatball 
Veggie Sub 
Cheese Sub 
• All Subs Include: 
Lettuce, Tomato, Onion, 
Cheese, Italian Dressing, 
Mayonnaise, Mustard • 
. $5.19 
Mushrooms & Extra Cheese ••• so 
Bacon & Extra Meat •••••• 1.00 
You could also enjoy 
our 'Wings of Fire' Hot Wings, 
Spaghetti & Meatball Dinr:~er, 
CheeseStixx, Breadstixx, 
:t~~~~r::n~~-:-~-·""' 
and Salads. 
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lllru'I.,..IMtf'l to ruin a car owner's day. (bottom left} Tickets are not the 
a frequent site of parking violations. 
Advisory Committee and 
l're!ilacm Ronald Carrier and 
President Linwocxl Rose. 
msists, "We don't have quo-
work on commission and we 
by student fees." Armentrout 
the parking cadets are paid 
funds, the number of tickets 
they write does not determine their salary. 
They are paid an amount regulated by the 
student employment office, which ranges 
.from $5.29 to $6.97, depending on the 
cadet's job level, she says. 
Parking cadets are not free to ticket 
whoever they please. "We monitor them," 
Armentrout says .. "The assistants and stu-
dent s upervisors go out and see what 
they're doing and follow them." George 
explams. "We do it to ensure that the cam-
pus is being ticketed correctly." 
But what do these cadets think of the 
parking situation on campus? Accordmg 
to .Kevin, "There's ample spots on campus, 
but you gotta be willing to walk and not 
expect the best spaces." Rob agrees, "There 
are enough spaces compared to the num-
ber of registered cars, but a lot of people 
have unregistered cars." Without a park-
ing sticker, he says students "think we'll 
think they are faculty and not ticket them 
and think they can park anywhere. The 
truth ts, [without a sticker] they can't park 
anywhere." He adds that vehicle registra-
tion is free at JMU. 
George recommends students simply 
read the rules. "One-third of the ticket~ 
could be avoided if students read the park-
mg guidelmes For instance, a lot of people 
will park in a loading zone, which is ille-
gal. But the parking division will gtve 
them a 30-minute loading pass to park 
there. It's in the guidelines." 
Armentrout adds the parking divtsion 
gives a copy of the guideJines to students 
and faculty when they 
register their vehicles. l 
M 
Guidelines arc available at the Parking 
Division of Student Affairs in Shenandoah 
Hall, or at the new public safety website 
(http:/ /www.jmu.edu/pubsafety / index.ht 
m). " W e 
try to get information out to people. This 
new website had helped a lot. We have 
seen an Increase in students coming in and 
getting loading permits," Armentrout 
says. 
The job of a parking cadet is "thank-
less," says Josh, and he should know. One 
day last fall, after finishing his 7:30 a.m. 
shift, Josh was asked to help police cadets 
montor a possibly dangerous bridge on 
campus It was in the middle of Hurricane 
Fran. "I stayed out there for 11 hours. It 
was a long day," Josh says, as he remem-
bers standing in the ramy winds to prevent 
students from crossing the bridge. 
Each morning, as Josh and h iS co-work-
ers stand in the rain, or cold shivering m 
their navy-blue Jackets, any appreciation 
students or faculty offer them would be 
welcome. But they certainly do not expect 
it. 
·-
-
I 
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IIELP! 
I need a quick nod 
effective way co 
reach the community 
about my business. 
Any suggestions? 
lislic ~loris/ 
XA M SURVtVAl KtT 
"BASkET Or GOodiES" 
.. J UNkFOod bASkET 
- rRUIT bASkE r 
SeNd yOU R FRIENdS, 
ROOMMATES OR STUd 
GROUp SOMETH ING 
SpLC IAll 
CUSTOM IZEd TO yOUR NCEdS 
- Add bAllOONS 
-ANY S 17E bASk 1 
I OCATEd ON THF CoRNER 01 EvelyN ByRd Avt . & 
• • UNIVERSITY Blvd. N£XT TO 011\d'c; M OTOR ( AR Co 
Call 433-3352 
Delivery Available!! 
Are you looking for a challenge, fun, hard work and the 
best summer of your life? Camp ~aster Seal in Virginia 
has job openings as camp counselor and program directors. 
Work with children and adults with physical disabilities or 
mental retardation in a beautiful outdoor setting. All majors 
welcome to apply. Great experience especially for 0. T., 
P. T. Speech or Recreation majors. College credit may be 
available. Work with dedicated, caring staff from across the 
U.S. and around the world. Room, board and salary provided. 
1-800-365-1656; Camp Easter Seal; P.O. Box 5496, Roanoke, 
VA 24012 for application and information . 
. 
Dummy. adven1se 
10 Til~ Bruu! 
h's reasonable and 
11 works! 
Juca call x6127 
Because today is 
.mystery meat daY. · 
I 
\'tJA l ' 8 A a,.r t·l'l"."' 
It's everywhere 
you want to be: 
1 r. .,J ~ • 
__ ...-... ------.-----.....11 s TYL El t- -----THE_ B_RE_ E_Z_E -M-o-nda_y._A_pri-1 2-1 ,_1 9-97_2_3~ 
Music 
Honors concert · a shining success 
The Honors Concert was the cumula-tion of a year's hard work for both the JMU symphony and the soloists 
who proudly displayed their talents in a 
fine perfonnance last Thursday night. Its 
purpose is to honor the graduating seniors 
of the music department, and to award the 
winners of the 1997 Coocert/ Aria competi-
tion the privilege of performing with the 
JMl! Symphony OrcheStra. 
){ I< \ I I< \ \' 
When marimba player Paul Erickson 
walked on the stage, you could feel m the 
applause the anticipation of a good perfor-
mance He played Ney Rosa uro's, 
"Concerto fo r Ma rimba and Orchestra 
(1986)," displaying imp ressive te<:hnical 
abihty throughout this stirring virtuosic 
pit>ce Its contemporary feel is surprisingly 
tonal within its continuous mixed meter, 
posing a cha llenge to keep time for both 
soloist and orchestra. 
Each of the four movements combine 
lyrical elements and musical colorations, 
marked by the change of mallets to pro-
duce a muted smoothing effect in the 
chord changes. Erickson's performance 
was only made· more memorable with his 
magnificent closing flou rish. While most 
prople call it showing-off, musicians just 
call it good music And why not? He was 
certainly capable. 
Music 
Nate Hess has been the talk of the 
School of Music as a piano player and 
accompanist extraordinaire. Once again, 
he got to show off his ski1ls at the key-
board after winning the concerto competi-
tion in 1995. His piece, Beethoven's "Piano 
Concerto No. 4 in G MaJOr" might not be 
as well known or frequently performed as 
Nos. 3 and 5, but Hess's natural musicality 
made it a pleasure to listen to. 
Hess has a certiin way of making a dif-
ficult piece look easy, and his charming 
performance was well received by the 
audience. A flashy cadenza near the end of 
the piece, reflective of Beethoven's diligent 
wizardry as a composer, was well played 
both technically and musically. Nate was 
aptly backed by the JMU symphon y, 
which played an important role in the 
overall atmosphere of the concerto. 
JMU Symphony Orchestra acts as "both 
a teaching orchestra and a performance 
orchestra, and we try to Introduce the 
many styles of music to students and the 
'JMU community," according to Robert 
McCashin, director of orchestras. 
Under his skillful and precise baton, the 
symphony performed a modem contem-
po rary work, 11 Midnight Fan tasy" by 
Oinos Constantinides. Acting as an inter-
FILE PHOTO BY JAMF.S MORRIS 
Robert McCashln directed the Honora Symphony Orchest ra last Thursday night. 
Alan Watts re•explores 
grooviness on 'Om: the 
sounds of Hinduisni' 
by Jim "Vegas" Terp 
style eaitor 
--------- -----------
lude between soloists, the programmatic 
piece conveys a delicate eeriness within Its 
thin texture, gradually building in tempo 
and intensity. 
The notorious brass section was intro-
duced in its entirety for the fiJ'St time dur-
ing the concert, known for its common 
goal to play "in you r face." The piece,,.. 
reminiscent of a Strauss tone-poem, was 
performed surprisingJy well, despite its 
obvious level of d ifficulty. .-
The fina l soloist of the evening w as 
pianist Elizabeth Poole, whose confidence 
and e legance was outdone only by her 
musicality. Prokofiev's "Piano Concerto 
No t U'\ 0 Aat Major," once perceived as 
avantt>-garde, is now a crowd pleaser with 
it!> th1ck texture and unrelenting energy. 
Poole's hands moved like a blur over the 
keys, pouring out the "sinful" melodies 
and lyrical themes which mark the com-
JX>!;Cr's style. 
With this absolutely riveting perfor-
mance came my only qualm that night: 
the orchestra needed more t>ncrgy. 
Whatev<.'r the cause, the result was the 
orchL'!;tra did not convey the true "revolu-
tionary" nature of the piece; the intensity 
of Poole's playing was not matched by the 
orchestra. 
The concert concluded with the cmo- • 
tion,,l 1\Jimrod Variation from Edward 
Elgar's "Enigma Variations," ded1cated to 
the graduating seniors of the music 
department. The stirring piece brought 
tears to the honored students and chills to 
the audience, marking this concert as on 
of the best JMU had to offer this year. 
Asitar- li ke instrument d rones in the back-ground . Suddenly a mel-
low voice with a sligh t British 
accent begins to speak. 
R 1·: \ . I I·: \\. 
nally released in 1967}, Watts 
continues to play the role of pop-
ularizer of Eastern thought. For 
much of the '50s and '60s, Watts, 
who d ied in 1973, w ro te and 
spoke abou t Zen, Buddhtsm, 
Hinduism and Taoism. His audio 
and wri tten legacy s how an 
attempt to reconcile the rift 
between the perspective of the 
West (oriented towards the indj-
vidual) and the East (oriented 
a voice drones "Om" (or" Aum"), 
one begUlS to realize this lS very 
much a period ptece. Making a 
recording like this seems to 
require a certain "grooviness;" a 
w il lful in nocence, whrch one 
finds little evidence for in popu-
lar culture today. 
Going beyond the presenta-
tion to the actual message, some 
may actually take offense at 
Watts' insinuations: 
PHOTOS COURTESY lNFINITE Zf;llO 
(above) Writer and philosopher Alan Watts explores Eastern 
thought on Om: T7N Sound of Hinduism (below). 
"Om, this word is the whole towards the community). 
universe/ It is explain ed tha t As with his written works, 
everything, past, present and such as The Way of Zm, Tllis IS It 
future is the sound of Om/and and Myth and Ritual in 
whatever is beyond these three Cltrislinnily, Watts' effectiveness 
divisions of time/ that also, as a communicator on Om: tl1e 
indeed is Om." Welcome fnends, Sound of Hinduism depends large-
to the wonderful world of Alan ly upon who's listening. 
Watts. Many will fmd Watts' p.rcsen-
bn thc....r.cccnLCD .rcissue..af_ t.ation of the matenal mildly 
Om: tile Sound of Hinduism (origi- amusing. Throughout the CD, as 
"This sound is you vibrating. 
And who are you? Don't give me 
your name, address and occupa-
tion. You know that's just a mask, 
a front, a big act. Who puts it · 
on?" 
These fru!>trating questions 
are not easi ly answered. To 
Watb' cr'->dit, he attempts to com-
municate his complicated mes-
sage as simply as possible 
through the use of metaphor and 
analogy. But Watts never does aU 
the work for a listener; he forces 
one to actively make connections 
for themselves. 
While the results of Om: may 
not be as immediately gratifying 
as say, an episode of "Friends," 
those who actively try to experi-
ence the mc:-.sagc expressed 
Watts' should lind the journey 
be its own reward. 
~OOKING FOR THE PERFECT SUMMER JOB? 
LEGENDS . ............. ... NEED SOM'E CAS.H? 
How does next Jriday sound? S P 0 R T I N G G 0 0 D ,.S 
· Hours you want, 
When you want. Valley Mall 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
(540) 432-1500 
:.. 
as 
433-9033 
~1.6'41AVS 
-tohel.i>SA~-bte 
eAP.'t\\ CAll. 
l~.Jt89-9887. 
- ·--· =--1 t 
NOW HIRING 
Apply In person 8-4pm M· Tl\ 8-1 pm F 
Drug Free Environment EOE . 
3030 S. MAIN 
'lransferring to ? 
You're in for a New Standard of 
Excellence in College Living! . 
is in a class of its own when it cotnes to an 
aparttnent hotne. Our spacious rootns have 
all the extras! Make the right choice. Cotne 
to College Park-Ashby Crossing, L.L.C. 
*Clubhouse 
*Pool 
*Hot Tub 
* Weight & Exercise Room 
* Student Services Center 
* Tennis, volleyball, and 
* basketball courts 
*and MORE! 
/ \ ( \ \ 
l \ . 
-- -- • ...! \ r • 
... -·---. . 
I -. • 
t·tllll't t' \1:... " -
I "'"'~ '"" . \ 
' 
.. 
College Park-Ashby Crossing· 
1235 F Devon Lane * Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
· ' ."'~ "ii~· •m•r·(~·At:'\ a J'I ?,.,-1001 ~'ltauwbo 
A 1t ~t't~i"ot ,nt nn """1\1\'ll:t •i~ ~tt:t , ~- I 
' \ 
I 
Saying· goodbye 
JMU instructor of music Rick Crawley says goodbye 
to university and School of Music in final concert 
from Bretu staff reports 
-Director Rick Crawley, instructor of music,. walks on to 
the Wilson Hall Auditorium tooight stage for the last 'time. 
Crawley, who has been both a student and teacher at 
JMU, departs May 3 to complete his Ph.D. Many students 
and staff will miss him. 
by JMU alumnus Steve Coonley which includes solos fea-
turing several band members. The band will feature 
another alumnus, trombonist Tom Mcl<enzie, on a chart 
a~ by the fowtder of JMU's jazz program, George 
West. Another piece, "Raisiri' the Roof," is a funky electric 
bass feature for student Eric Desiderio. 
Tht concert is tonight at 8 p.m. in tltt Wilson Hall 
.... . 
"Not only is he an outstanding teacher, but he's also a 
great friend to all his students, .. said sophomore Jay 
Morrison. "He helped me immeasurably through my 
~ experience, and his absence will be a great loss, 
not just ~y but to the tmiversity as well" 
Auditorium. Admission is fret. •) 
Students related his ability as a teacher to help them 
understand music in a new light 
"He was the first teacher who really made me look past 
the notes written on the page to find the music," freshman 
Franklin Newton said. 
Crawley, who attended JMU as a student during the 
70s, returned to the university during the '80s to teach. 
After he left for two years to pursue a doctorate in philoso-
phy of music education at Florida State, he returned to 
JMU in the Spring of 1995 to teach primarily in the area of 
jazz. 
This love of jazz is reflected in several areas of his life, 
according to Crawley. As a music student Crawley dedi-
cated time to studying saxophonist Cannonball Adderley, 
one of his biggest influences. In addition to writing a dis-
sertation on the jazz saxophonist, Crawley is entering 
more than 150 of Adderley's solos into a computer p~ 
gram - the first compilation of its kind. 
As a teacher, he says he aimed to get the jazz band to 
swing hatder and represent a wide diversity· of jazz styles. 
"As a result of Crawley's direction, the jazz band is 
playing difficult music this year at a high level of profi-
ciency," trombonist Shannon Pletcher said. 
Highlights for tonight's concert include a chart written 
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Shoot -Gallery Openings! 
-Sports! 
-Prominent Speakers! 
-Your Roommates! 
Plus you get paid! Photo meetings 
on Mon.& Fri@ 3:45 in Anthony 
Seeger Hall. Neato-keen! 
NOT WEARING A 
SAFETY BELT CAN COST 
YOUANARM&ALEG. 
lr's apinst the law. So iC )'00 cbl' want a ticket. buckJe up. 
Or, )'00 ooukl become bnllle in more ways than one. 
YOU COULD WRH A lDT FROM A DUMMY: 
IKKUrotll SAFmBB.t 
.• I , l' 7 [ I l I .. 'I" .•• 
PICTURE THIS: 
(Above) A crowd dances to the music of JMU 
alumni Everything as part of Alpha Kappa 
Lambda's second annual fundraising concert. All 
money raised went to Special Olympics and the 
Make-A-Wish Foundation. 
(Above right) Steve Van Dam, guitarist for 
Everything, peels off a riff for adoring fans. 
(Bottom right) Sophomore Brad Bradley goes up for 
a kill shot during the semi-finals of the Zeta Tau 
Alpha Spikefest. The sixth annual volleyball 
tournament raised money for the Susan G. Coleman 
Breast Cancer Foundation. 
(Bottom) 'Shorty,' the bongo drummer for the Pat 
McGee Band, pounds out a joyful rhythm. 
Lombardi Gras was a 10 hour rock-n-roll marathon 
featuring seven bands and a Beer Garden. 
~ !J" 
• f 
PHOTOS BY 
KYLE BUSS 
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The Foxfield Races 20th Anniversary Merchandise 
C01t011 twill beKball 
Clf' with embtoickred 
Follr~eld A11a1¥UJIIY 
lnao 1n (OfeSI/navy or 
scOMikhakl 
$16$ 
IS Ol a lass "ein 
w1th Foxfield 
Anmwrtary toao 
Ill JKCn/plnk 
sa.oo 
Boller 'horts wilh 
Fo.~~OchJ loao 
M. L. XL. X:<L. 
Roy~ Dlue « PurJtle 
$9 • .50 
p . ·-. 
~"'- .. 
I~ COIIOII polo ~hh 
cmbnllclcrcd r-o.r.eld 
201h A.nn1Yerswy toao 
in blucams or novy 
M.L.XL.XXL 
S2900 
White tee with 
f'Ox0dd Allni•c:nllfY 
multl-col«c:d 
Sllk·.crccn dos11n on 
blck. toao front 
M.L.XL.X.'<L 
$16.00 
"WayfarcrN 
st)'le sunatassts 
111 tonouc or 
black. wtlh ted 
(oa on.1nn 
saoo 
Limited Edition watereolor of the Foxfield Race$ 
by CharlottesviiJe artist Edith Arbaugh 
signed & numbered $75.00, unsigned $50.00 
Merchandise available at UVA Bookstore, Mincer's and Dominion 
Sadderly in Charlottesville Richmond Sadderly and 
For The Long Run in Keswick 
For mail order please calfFoxfield Races Merchandise at 
t 804-971-2943, MC, viSA, AMEX accepted 
I 
Il1 ~u t\IJ£R ijV SEE 
AD\1eQSEinE~ ~Be ~\JOO 
AGAJN ~m'd BEttER C(}IR£, 
flte a-S£~edU o l ~~EfleR 
Belo\!1£ IVS tlao ~· ~o u ~M oN£ 
tSSU£ UUU ~d WJeM ~ OVER! 
Knowledge 
Grows Here! 
Summer Session at Stony Brook 
Street/8oa No. 
Tenns start June 2 andjuly14 
260 courses in 40 subjects 
Day and evening classes 
Low NYS tuition 
AtU of 1ntert1t 
Ma1l coupon or cau 24 hOUrs l-8»-559-nl3. 
E -mall summerschooiOccmad.sunyst>.edu 
Or wnte · Summer Session Office, Dept CN, 
UniYetSity at Stony Brook, Stony Brool<, 
STATE UHMRSITY OF H£W 'lORI< NY 11794-3370 
... 
' ' 
And The Winner Is.-.. 
Ryan Frost'• 'Shllrp Sllenoe' WM Mleoted eut of 45 entrtee In a contest run 
by the Women's Resowce Center foi Cllebrltloft of Women'• Month. Runner's 
up Included Kendra nnc~e•a untttlecl work and Peter Hacprty'a 'Whirlwind.' 
,.. .. Arrworlc by jeremy Taylor and Travis Conner;" Zirkle House: 
Artworks Gallery- Monday#Saturday, free. Opening reception at 
7 p.m., Monday. 
,.. .. Color Photography by Joan Bennet;" Zirkle Hou~ The Other 
Gallery - Monday-Saturday, free. Opening reception 7 p.m., Monday. 
,.. .. JMU Undergraduate Exhiblrion;" Sawhill Gallery - Tuesday-
Sunday. 
,..Shake: Awful Arthur's-Tuesday, 433-9874. 
,..Sun Dried O'Possum: The Office - Tuesday, 433· 7627. 
,..Puddle Duck: Blue Foxx-Thursday, 432·3699 . 
.,..Box Turtle: Awful Arthur's-Thursday, 433-9874. 
,..O.J. Oman: The Office- Friday, 433-7627. 
,.. What If . .. ?: (CO release party, The Salt Mine - Friday, 8 p.m., $1, 
call Josh for details, x1726. 
,..Jan Band&. )au Ensemble: Wilson Hall Auditorium- Monday, 
8 p.m., free. 
,.. Brass Quintets: Anthony-~eger Auditorium- Tuesday, 8 p.m., free. 
,..Woodwind Ensembles: Anthony·&eger Auditorium - Wednesday, 
8 p.m., free. 
•JMU Student Compose,r's Recital: Anthony-Seeget AuditOrium -
Friday, 8 p.m., free. 
,..Grafton-Stovall Theaue: "Beavis and Bun-Head do America" 
Tuesday· Wednesday, "Welcome to the Dollhou~" Thursday: "The 
English Patient'' Friday-Saturday. All shows at 7 and 9:30p.m., $2 
unless otherwise noted. 
,..Regal Cinemas Valley Mall: ''Liar Liar," "The Saint," "Murder at 
1600,'' "Grosse Poinc Blank." Shows $4 before 6 p.m., $6 after. Call 
434-7107. 
,..Rc~l Harrisonburg l: "The Devil's Own," "That Old Feeling," 
"Scream," "Anaconda," $4lxfore 6 p.m., $6 afcer. Call433-1200. 
~~~(i'~E ,.. "L'Ebouer Sleeps Tonight": :tbeatre 11 - Wednesday;Saturday, -; 
8 p.m, Fnday midnight, $3 ~neml admassion. 
If 101.1 would bi<A: an ew:rtt femured in 'Scyle WteklJ .'drop off anform.tUion in ~ AnthonJ·Seeger Hall 
bolement cJo the Scyle secoon. 
Tile "'-'• 
..,., ... 
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432-0280 
744East Market St. 
~VA22ID1 
fiii!=~iiiiiiiii~~=-=~~====jiifiiijj VISIT US AT: 
'n.AA~A~A'? You can www. 
~ love yotr baby 
and yourself by giving it life, hope, access . 
. We are a childless couple longing to digex. 
become loving parents through private net I 
adoption. Together we can turn each Nspartan/ 
other's sorrow into joy, and share bQby. html 
ideas for your and your baby's o.. eon u. Just 
bright future. ....-:- n~~- To Talk. No 
Obligation. Y04r 
Privacy Strictly 
A&spcctcd. 
FRIENDS 
DON'T LET 
FRIENDS 
DRIVE 
DRUNK. 
ExamsGotY own? 
I 
va ......,. • .,.___ 
" 
~be ;§tilim~lpn Jfnn 
40 I West Mam Street 
Luray. Virginia 22835 
Parents Graduation Package 
Lodging for up to four people, 
including breakfast 
Friday and/or Saturday night 
Only $75.00 
_ Only 30 minutes from JMU 
In route· from Northern Vuginia 
' 
Local: J -540-743-5 J 05 
TolJ Free: 1-800-296-5105 
Fax: 1-540,743-2632 
Minr UtnJ,;/ 
)/~ Ail/,; ~ ~t,/lf6! 
r~IJT 6(~~1~ r~ ~dlfffll,;/ 
ake Olde Mill First On Y 
'¥1i!iir1 
HOMUYAND 
COIIITABLE 
~lrJin TMi~lrJnr W(J((#r~--w(J(( ~'fer! ruff hltfB MG,f ~ M(Jinkn(J~. 
f3w,; ~BTYi~e r~ ~dltffU~ ~ rAe M(J(f./ 
432-9502 
------------------------~~ ~J>()~lfS ~ --------T-~-B-R-EE_m __ M-ond-ay-,A-pri-12-1,1-99-7 -& 
Ehlers in JMU Hall of Fame 
Greater Madison Sports Banquet honors former JMU Athletic 
Director; Frost, Bates named male-female athletes of the year 
by Seth Burton 
nssistant sports editor 
The Convocation Center put 
on its party dress Friday night for 
the induction of former JMU ath-
letic director Dean Ehlers into the 
JMU Sports Hall of Fame. 
Following in the footsteps of JMU 
Hall of Fame members such as 
Charles Haley and Gary Clark, 
Ehlers was inducted at the Tenth 
Annual Greater Madison Sports 
Banquet. 
Ehlers started the football pro-
gram, improved and built the 
athletic facilities and affiliated the 
Dukes with the CAA conference, 
all while serving as basketball 
coach from 1971-'72 and men's 
cross country coach from 1972-
74. 
women who participated in the 
athletic program." 
Carrier, who introduced 
Ehlers, said, "All of this, came 
into being because of the steady 
leadership of Dean Ehlers. He 
did it with class, intensity, and 
honesty." 
The CAA, which Ehlers 
helped to found, has established 
the Dean Ehlers Leadership 
Award, which is given to male 
and fe male basketball players 
who exhibit leadership, integrity 
and sportsmanship. 
"It's a tremendous honor. I've 
been lucky." Ehlers said. "I've 
sort of lived a dream life. 
Everything I've wanted to do I 
had a chance to do." 
"AJJ those things I'm proud 
of," Ehlers said about his accom-
plishments. " But mostly l'm 
proud of the young men and 
Ehlers came to ]MU from the 
University of Memphis, where he 
compiled a 53-47 record as head 
basketball coach. 
"I'm honored and flattered," 
Ehlers said about his induction. 
"rt was a fun trip to take it [the 
athletic program] from nothing to 
what we have now and I'm very 
proud of it." · 
Also honored at the banquet 
were record breakins senior 
swimmer Ryan Frost was named 
the male athlete of the year, and 
track and fie ld sta r senior 
Samantha Bates who was the 
female athlete of the year. 
Senior footba ll player Dirk 
Phillips was honored as the male 
scholar-athlete of the year and 
senior gymnast Keri Erazmus 
was recognized as the female 
scholar-athlete of the year. 
Ehlers served as athletic direc-
tor for 22 years starting in 1971. 
When Ehlers, who was a college 
friend of JMU President Ronald 
Carrier, took over the athletic 
program, JMU had almost no 
dlhMic department. 
JENNIFER BAKER/pltotd edt tor 
JMU Predldent Ronald .Canter holds t he plaque slgnJfyfng the Induction of former JMU athletic director 
Dean Ehlert Into t he JMU Sports Hall of Fame Friday night. Ehlers was AD from 1971-1993. 
Brooks atid Pe,.,-y 
taken in NFL 
Draft's late rounds 
by Seth Bwton 
assistan~rts editor 
The JMU duo of Macey Brooks and Ed 
Peny can breathe a colJective sigh of relief. 
Both wa-e selected in yesterday's NFL Draft 
Brooks, a 6-foot-5 wide receiver, was 
drafted by the Dallas Cowboys as the 31st 
pick of the fourth round, the 127th overall 
pick. The four~~ letterman is the second 
highest draft cMice tO come out of JMU. A 
1985 graduate Charles Haley was also 
selected in the fourth round. He went on to 
...,tin two Super Bowls with the SanFrancisco 
49ers and three with Dallas. 
Peny was selecred two rounds later by 
the Miami Dolphins. The 6-foot-5 tight end 
was the 14th pick of that round and the 
17/th selection overan. He joins farner JMU 
standout Mike Cawley as a Duke to be 
selected iri the sixth round. Cawley was 
drafted by the'L'Ciianapolis Colts in 1996. 
Brooks 'eaves as JMU's career TO 
receiving leader, whc ·Perry is seventh. 
Childers to be announced 
·as new women's coach 
by Steven M. Trout 
sports editor 
It must be the seasort of hirings. 
One day after JMU announced Sherman 
Dillard's new men's basketball staff, the 
school hired the newest member of the wom-
en's basketball program. 
Bud Childers was named Friday as Shelia 
Moorman's replacement as the head women's 
basketball coach. He signed a five-year con-
tract with an annual salary of $90,000. 
"Obviously, I'm really excited about the 
new cha llenge," Childers said in Friday's 
press release. 
After hoping to name a new coach by the 
beginning of this week, the search commit-
tee's announcement came as somewhat of a 
surprise. 
Childers comes to JMU with an impres-
sive, and more importantly, win.nJ.ng resume. 
Most recently the women's head coach at the 
University of Louisville, ChjJders has a 16-
yearcoaching r-v-wJ of298-174 (.631), includ-
ing a 152-88 (.633) record in his eight seasons 
with tlle CardiJWs, 
He was named the.l99'1 COnferenc:e..~ 
Coach of the Year while his Cardinals finished 
in a three-way tie for first place in the confer-
nee and advanced to the NCAA Tournament. 
His squad has gone to the NCAA 
Tournament three of the past five years, 
receiving at-large bids in 1995 and 1997 and 
an automatic bid as the Metro Conference 
tournament champion in 1993. 
"Bud is by far the most qualified candidate 
that was in the applicant pool, including per-
sons who officially applied and those who 
were nominated for the position," Athletic 
Director Don Lemish said in Friday's press 
release. "His 16 years of experience as a wom-
en's basketball head coach, including 13 with 
major Division r programs, will enable him to 
step into this program, pick up where coach 
Moorman left off and continue to advance 
that program to a very high level nationaUy.u 
Childers, 41, is a native of Knox, Ind. He is 
a 1979 graduate of Charleston Southern 
University. He replaces Shelia Moorman, 
who resigned after 15 seasons to take a posi-
tion in athletics administration. 
A news conference to introduce Childers is 
ieheduled for 2 p.m. today in the President's 
Cabinet Room at the Convocation Center. 
Dillard fills 
out basketball 
coaching staff 
by Steven M. Trout 
sports editor __ 
The men's basketball office 
in the Convocation Center is 
now full. All members are 
accounted for. 
Prior to Thursday, head 
coach Sherman Dillard had not 
officially announced his staff. 
He has since completed his 
staff of assistants with the hir-
ing of Chris Theobald, Herb 
Krusen and Richard Morgan. 
"I'm very pleased to have 
completed my staff with three 
outstanding individuals," 
DiJlard said in Thursday's 
press release. ''1 feel good about 
the mix in terms of experience 
and backgrounds. I'm fortu-
nate to be able to to put togeth-
er such a good staff." 
Theobald coached under 
Dillard at Indiana State 
University for three seasons. 
He came to JMU with Dillard 
following"'illard's March 20 
hiring. Theobald is a 1986 grad-
uate of Southwest Sta te 
(Minnesota). He served as an 
assistant coach at Ma nkato 
State (Minnesota) for six years 
and coached for one season at 
Ball Sta te University" before 
joining Dillard's staff at ISU. 
Krusen graduated from East , 
Carolina University in 1980. He 
was a three-year starter for the 
Pirates and he scored a career 
total of 1.115 points. h\1981, he 
moved into a volunteer assis-
tant position at ECU. He was 
an assistant at Wake Forest 
University from 1982-'85 and 
as an assistant at Western 
Gtrolina University from 1985-
'87. He served as WCU's inter-
im head coach in 1987-'88. He 
had a six-year stint as a CAA 
assistant coach from 1988-'94 
when he served at George 
Mason University and Old 
Dominion University. Most 
recently, I<rusen has coached 
the last three seasons at Loyola 
College in Maryland. 
Morgan is a Virginia native 
who coached last season at 
Hampton University. A stand--
out player at the University of 
Virginia, Morgan was a mem-
ber of three NCAA 
Tournament teams (1986, 1987, 
1989) and was the top free 
throw percentage shooter in 
the Atlantic Coast Conference 
as a senior. He served as an 
assistant coach for four seasons 
at Salem High School before ' 
moving to Hampton. 
Theobald has 1::-een at JMU' 
since Dillard s hiru1g an i the 
other two assistants offL aally 
began last week. • 
·I~' -.i> ~t.i:i__'!\)"' '1 • •• 
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Graduates, 
weconunend 
' you. 
Congratulati OJ:tS. 
We wish you success 
in the future ... and 
look forward to 
. 
serVIng you. 
Teresa Wine Combs 
FIC, LUTCF 
District Manager 
117 N. High St. 
Harrisonburg, Va . 
(540) 434-1286 
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA ,. 
A FratmJal Life Insumnce Society 
HoME OmCE: uotlsr AVJ!NUF. Roa 15uND.Il.uNoo &1.201 
LIFE • ANNUITIES • IRA.s • FRATERNAL PROGRAMS , 
ason 
h 's the ideal time to take advantage of the best George Mason University 
has to offer. Whether you'recontinuing your academic studies, enhancing 
professional opportunities, or exercising your mind, we have a full complement 
of day and evening programming. 
(l ( i \ ' {l 11 t (1 g c s For information on classes and registering, call (703) 993-2343 or fax (703) 993-4373. Or check out our website at http://www.gmu.edu. 
0 New Enrollee 0 Return Enrollee 
0 Please send me a summer schedule of classes 
Name: __________________ _ 
Address: ________________ __:..._ 
City:. _________ State: _ ___ Zip: __ _ 
Home Phone:------OHice Phone:-------
PLEASE FAX OR MAIL THIS COUPON TO: 
~rge Mason University, Summer Term, MS 501, 
4400 Unlverelty Drive, Fairfax, VIrginia 22030-4444 
Phone: (703) 993-2343 Fax: {703) 993-4373 
W.balte: http:/Jwww.gmu.edu 
SUMMER TERM 1997 
• Day and evening classes 
• Flexible scheduling patterns 
• Aeglster by telephone at (703) 993-4468 
·On-campus housing, call (703} 993·2720 
SUMMER TERM OATES: 
Session 1: May 19-June 26 
Session II: June 2-July 24 
Session Ill: June 30-August 7 
Session IV: Variable dates and times 
announced by professor. 
opportunities • choices • growth • innovative prograMMing 
George Mason ~University 
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All-American Hinkleman sets sights on winning 
b Cluit LeoiW'CI y ...:a.. • ..: • 
contrweu•n ront.tr 
Every college athlete aims to be an All-
American in his or her sport. Many of 
them finish their careers never having real-
ized this goal. 
But not JMU an:her ~Y Hinldem.an. 
Last year, his first at JMU, Hihkleman 
took second at the indoor nationals. He 
then won the outdoor nationals to finish 
second in the country OVeralL 
While it would be easy to be satisfied 
with his early success, HinkJeman remains 
unjaded. 
"When I came here, I wanted to be a 
four-year All-American, that was my 
goal," Hinkleman said. "I knew that if I 
shot like I could, it would happen." 
The Williamsport, Pa., native chose 
JMU after visiting during the 1995 outdoor 
national tournament He watched the host-
Dukes take the national championship. 
From there, the decision was easy. 
Hinkleman's interest in archery grew 
from his teen years. 
'1 jUst always had an interest in hunt-
ing, and I started practicing and shooting 
at a couple local s tate tournaments,'' 
Hinkleman said. 
After placing second m the first state 
tournament he entered at the age of 15, 
Hi.nldeman was hooked. 
According to archery coach Bob Rider, 
Hinkleman's success comes from a combi-
nation of hard work and natural talent. 
"Some people have the gift to reach the 
higher levels and Randy is one of them," 
Rider said. "He's got a mental toughness 
that is rare." 
JENNIFER BAKER/photo td1tor 
JMU sophomore archer Randy Hlnkleman ftnlahed second In the country In 1996. He 
won the outdoor natlonalt and placed second at the Indoor nationals. 
The archery team practices in the fall, 
but the season does not start until 
February. The Dukes compete in several 
invitational tournaments and two national 
competitions during the season. The first 
national competition is an indoor national, 
held at four sites. Teams then travel to the 
closest region to their school, according to 
H.inkleman . 
In the indoor competition, archers 
shoot closer and at smaller bull's eyes than 
in the outdoor events. Competitors shoot 
60 arrows during the indoor competition, 
while they must shoot 144 arrows at the 
outdoor meel 
The outdoor nationals is the final com· 
petition of the year and is attended by 
teams from across the country. Hinklernan 
prefers the outdoor nationals to the Indoor 
because of the nature of the competition. 
"At the outdoors, you're shooting right 
next to the person, so there's a lot more 
pressure on you, H Hinkleman said. 
Hinkleman also enjoys team competi-
tion, which is a plus, according to fellow 
archer Brent Bauman. 
"He has a real knowledge of shooting 
that helps all of us," Bauman said. "He is 
always driven to win." That dnve and 
internal focus is important, Hinkleman 
added. 
"You JUSt hc1ve to shoot the best you 
can, and make somebody else beat you, 
rather than beating yourself." 
Jt's a philosophy that has paid off for 
Hink1eman, who is on his way to repeat-
ing as an All-American, having already 
won this year's indoor nationals. 
The All-American status is determined 
by th(' total scores of arch9rs throughout 
the season. After the outdoor nationals, the 
top 10 n..>curve shooters and top five com-
pound shooters arc named All-
Americans. 
As part of being honored as an All-
American, the archers attend a week·long 
archery ca tnp held a t the Olympic 
Traarung Center m Colorado. 
Hinklemari has aspirations of repre-
senting his country in the Olympics, but as 
JENNIFER BAKER/f'IIOIO editor 
Hlnkleman takes aim during practice on 
Tuesday. 
of now, archery in the Olympics is limited 
to the n..>curve bow shooting. 
Looking ahead to this y~ar's outdoor 
nationals, Hinkleman is eager to regain 
the nabonal htle. 
"We kind of have it in for Texas A&M 
since they beat us last year," Hlnkleman 
sa1d." And 1t's [outdoor nationals] at their 
school so it's gotng to be tough." 
The outdoor national tournament is 
May 15-18. 
simple Message to all you Hulk-a-mani---~ 
I consider myaelf a 'SpOrts fanatic. Football, baseball, 
basketball, golf, -tenniS , •• you name it, I watch them all. In 
fact, I recently founl;l ~watching those "I-can~w­
this·log-fas~y.ou"' shows on ESPN. Admittedly, 
that's a little~ and I was quite bored. But call me 
what you want.JI ifs f ~. I will follow it. 
The problem Ues with thoSe "sports" on the other side 
of the fence, JWMly professional wrestling. Two words 
for all you~- it's fake. It's not real. It's one 
b1g product'icn ll'a-.,'lpOrt.It's aU scripted. Is that it, or 
do you need rbiJft? 
I feel a need to ~ myself after weeks of listening 
to a good friend ~ his loyalty to this phenomenon. 
He watches it every nlghi he can, and on nights when he's 
busy - he tapes it.'lie frequently visits the World 
Olampionsrup W~ web site (it's one of his Netscape 
bookmarks, if that means anything to you surfers). He's 
dragged somebthets down with him. It's ahnost like 
epidemic, spreading &om soul to souJ. 
Consider this message a dose of reality. 
I can remember in elementary school, maybe sixth 
huddling around the television with my friends 
tching Wrestlemania I. We rooted for our favorite 
. We even ~cted our favorite moves. It was 
te a scene .. But it was sixth grade - we were 12 years 
~t~~rj4~tiony 
UJ}aSlcally~ple expected us 
to watch wrestling. It was OK All was good. 
That was then. 
My friend is 22 years old and graduating &om college 
in two weeks. He, too, huddles around the 1V watching 
the production. He also cheers for his favorite participant. 
I don't know, maybe he even practices some of the moves 
with his friends. He even has invited me to partake in his 
festivities on several occasions. But let's not forget- this 
is an individual who felt personally violated when the 
Hook, Line & Sinker 
. 
commentary by Steven M. Trout 
Honky Tonk Man refused an offer to join the WCW. 
Would you sit in an enclosed room and watch wrestling 
with him? 
The disturbing thing is he is not alone. The mere fact 
that a WCW web site exists startles me. There are actually 
people out there like my friend who sit and pray to the 
wrestling gods. One such site is the ProfesSional Wrestling 
On-line Musewn. A museum? A museum is a center of 
high-society, a place where the elite gather, a vault of aftis.. 
?ftqep~~- To re. re~tr?.Uc marketplace for overage 
maslled marau.~e , then dtJb if a museum is simply a 
tragedy. Why not call it freak central? 
The Worldwide Web is not the lone culprit Television 
sitcoms, once thought to be magical sou.rces of entertain· 
ment, are also contributing to this melee. The Jeff 
Foxworthy Show, for example, is scheduled to have a 
guest appearance by the New World Order, WCW's tag-
team alliance. 
You can bet 111 be glued to the tube for that one. . 
The Simpsons, perhaps the greatest 30 minutes on T.V., 
has disgraced its millions of fans by also hopping on the 
wrestling bandwagon. Brett Hart, a mainstay of profes-
sional wrestling for several years, appeared on last night's 
episode . 
This crosses the line. How dare the sweetest family in 
Springfield play hoot to a thug like Hart? I don't see Bart 
Simpson jumping in the ring with Randy "Macho Man" 
Savage. It has gone too far. When will it stop? 
Questions like this need to be answered. This epidemic 
must cease. Forget cnme and the war on drugs There are 
more important things we, as a nation, must address. It's 
time we shift our focus to the wrestling weirdos around 
the country. Call your congressman. Write your senators. 
Do what it takes to put a stop to these people. They are a 
danger to our children. They are a menace to society . 
m ~U!wfl M Troul is tile sports editor who n:tJillfirr,~ 
just o"ce - grve someont a flying t lbow jrolrl tJul:[M'llllll:......U 
.. 
,, 
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Dukes upset No.2 Loyola, 
claim first ever CAA Championship 
The JMU lacrosse team upset the no. 2 team in the 
nation yesterday, 9-8 to win their first conference lacr05Se 
title in 11 years. The eighth ranked Dukes defeated the 
defending CAA champion Loyola after falling behind 2-0 
early. 
The Greyhounds, who had three of the last four CAA 
Tournaments, could not respond to JMU's late game 
attack. The Dukes scored six unanswered goals Jn the last 
13 minutes to secure the victory over a team they had not 
defeated in eight straight tries since 1991. 
]MU junior attack Jess Kane tied the game with 3:29 
left in the game, scoring on a highly-<mtested breakaway 
shot. The Dukes won the following draw and Kane scored 
thl' game winner after receiving a pass from sophomore 
M~an Riley, who scored four goals on the afternoon. 
Loyola held onto a 4-3 ha1fttime lead and jumped out 
to ~n 8-3 lead with 13:36 left in the game. Three straight 
goals from Riley got the Dukes back into the game. 
In Saturday's semifinal, sophomore Rebecca Tweel 
gave the Dukes a 9-8 victory over Willlam &: Mary with 
her game-winning goal with 1:57 left in regulation. The 
Tribe never trailed until the final two minutes of the game. 
Freshman Jess Marion tied the game with 3·39 remaining, 
and Tweel's shot sealed the victory. 
ln Friday's quarterfinal, the Dukes, led by sophomore 
Jenn Ball's four goals drubbed the sixth seeded American 
University Eagles, 14-5. 
/ 
' 
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Dukes sweep Mason in 
Saturday doubleheader 
Led by two complete-game performances from junior 
Travis Harper and sophomore Aaron Sams, JMU swept 
Saturday's doubleheader, 1~, 4-2. 
The Dukes improved to 26-19, 9-7 in the CAA, while 
snapping the Patriots' seven-game winning streak. 1he 
Dukes doubleheader wins were the first time ]MU has 
swept the Patriots in Fairfax since 1988. 
Harper (7-1) struck out 10 Patriot batters in the first 
game, tying a season high. GMU was able to get to Harper 
(or eight hits, and the Dukes were faced with a 5.3 deficit 
in the bottom of the fourth. 
JMU Sophomore Kevin Razler hit a two-run homer in 
the fifth, and junior Greg Whi~ scored off of freshman 
Eric Bender's single later in the inning as the Dukes took 
the lead for good. 
In the second game, Sams allowed seven hits in seven 
innings while striking out four. ]MU freshman T Riley 
scored the winning run in the seventh off of junior Corey 
Hoch's single. 
Men finish fifth at CAA Tourney 
The Dukes men's golf team finished fifth out of nine 
teams at the CAA Oulmpionships April18-20. 
The Dukes tallied a three round srore of 904. The top 
JMU finisher was sophomore Faber Jamerson (217). 
Men's and women's teams 
compete at CAA Clwnpionships 
The JMlJ track teams competed in the CAA 
Tournament this past weekend in Wtlmingttn N.C. The 
weekend was succesful for the Dukes, as several team 
members met ECAC and IC4A qualifying times. 
Junior Zakiya Haley quali6ed for the ECAC meet in 
three events. She placed third in the 400 meter run with a 
time of 5652, which meets the ECAC quallfytng time. 
Haley was also a member of the 4x400 meter relay, 
which also qualified for ECAC's with the sixth fastest time 
in JMU history. Haley was joined on the relay team by 
Shaunah SaintCyr, Marie Abbott, and Tamana Stewart. 
The 4x400 meter relay team of Kendall Childress, 
Haley, Cyr and Stewart qualified for ECAC's with a time 
of3:51. 
Samantha Bates ran a personal best of 2:10 in the BOO-
meter run, which is the fourth fastest time in ]MU history. 
Bates met ECAC qualifying time in the 800 as well as in 
the 1,500-meter run. 
Bethany Eigel had a stellar weekend, recording person-
al bests in the 3,000-meter and 1,500-meter run. Eigel met 
ECAC qualifying standards in both events with a time of 
4:27 in the 1,500 and a time of 9:48 in the 3,(XX). Eigel fin-
ished first in the 3,000 and ran the fourth best time in JMU 
history. 
For the men, sophomore Kurt Bridge qualified for the 
IC4A championships in the long jump, while sophootore 
Paul Lewis qual#ied in the 400-meter race. Junior Bucky 
Lassiter finished strong in the 800-meters, placing fifth. 
Top 10 Reasons To Attend JMU: 
10) Elegant Dining Hall Atmosphere.· J 
9) A One Topping Medium-Pizza, Plus I Free Drinks Is Only $5.00 at Mr. Gatti's. 
8) lfs So Easy to Get Overrides for Popular Classes. 
7) A Three Topping Medium Pizza, Plus I Free Drinks is Only $6.00 at Mr. Gatti's. 
6) Students can Cruise the Strip. . 
~ 5) A One Topping Large Piz~ Plus 4 Free Drinks is Only $7.00 at Mr. Glld·s. 
4) Mr. Gatti's has Fast Free Del~ay. · 
3) A Three Topping Large "Pizza, Plus 4 Free Drinks is Only $8.00 at Mr. Gltti's. 
I) lfs Not UVA. 1 J •• ' 
1) Mr. Gatti's has the Best P~zza In Town ••• Honatl 
DELIVERY AVAILABLE: 
II AM ·I AM SUIIIMY • TNIIRSIMY 
II AM • 2 AM FRIIMY · SATURDAY 
l 
.. 
·_rc .._ 
1133-0606 
--------------·----~ c 0 MI c s ~----.-:•t" ,-~-~-~.¥-~.on•da•y:•A•pn-·12•1•, 1•99•7•35- ... 
[·· . ~ - -- -~- . ... 
• 
Assume Nothing\Amle Regan 
a · 
• 
. . r 
.XF PEOPL~ HAV~ BUNNY SU:. P.PERS ~ 
BUNNl:ES HAVe •. ~ .• 
Are You Tired of Overcrowded Dorm Rooms, · . 
Loud Music, and Total Lack of Privacy? · 
Leasing 
"OPEN HOUSE" 
Friday 12-6pm 
Saturday 10-4pm 
Come Enjoy 
the &eedom and 
privacy of living off-
___________ __. campus in a Foxhill'TQ.,..-. 
Now Leasing! 
. Hurry, only a few 
remain! 
432-5525 
Sales/Leasing office located: lower level of the 
Dairy Queen/Citgo Gas Station on Port Rd. 
\ 
\ 
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Nidtolufi E.<iJXJSilu, killttl Ot·l. t.J, 
J9li!J at 8.-fl5pm. 
Next time your friend insists 011 
driving drunk, do whutever it lakes to 
him. Bctause if h~ kills inn()(.'('lll 
e, how will you live with yow'Sclf? 
I 
I 
I 
I 
,; 
FleXible Financing 
for college students who graduated rn the last two 
years or will graduate in the next 6 months. 
Nlssan Sentra 
$500 Customer Cash Rebate* 
when you buy or lease any new Nissan· Sentra·, 20osx· or Truck. 
90-Day Delayed Payme 
Priced Affordably. 
Enjoy the ride. ~ 
Visit your local Nissan Store. 
bltpJ/www lliSSall-U$UOIII 1-800-NISSM-6 
Nlssan Molot Coqlol1llioll, u SA Smart people read lhlllnll)rlnt. And they lttn:fS wear 1/letr seat bells. 'limited lime oller lOt qualified buyers at pal1idpat1ng dealtiS. Siof1jflcant m1lttiolls 
apply AOii1CIIIO tlvough HMAC. Must show prool ollob ofltr and salaly wilh ~~ begm111Q within 90-dlys of contract date Must be a OQdUile 11om an actrtdited U S.lour-ya~ 
collol)e. two YQr colleQe or Ofllduale sctlool Within the laSt 24 montlls Gf PIO'Ildt ~IV eonfmnatloo ol upcoming gradu3bon wtthin sllc months lrom the contrar:l dale ~Regislct!d 
Nufses and students amenuy .. oiled In' prOQialll also~ Proof or insurance reqooed ··go day deletled paymenll)fogram M\Qble a1 pa!ltCipahng dellln through NMAC lor 
ret3ll cont1acts up 10 60 months .. NMAC etechl ratlllQ reqllf•ed. Down payment may vary depend•no on trtd1t rauno 90-day delrirtd inh!rest~a lddtd to the 
ton1t1a ..._and Is pey*t ovti the 90 Uy delenwd paym..a is not rtjfabli. on le- RETAIUR SHS 4CJUAl PRICES Sf£ R£lAILER fP-! DE~ 
Here On Planet Earth \Scou Trobaugh 
W£U., t fftciCEl> UP "II£ 
Al.JEN CoMMA~bER'~ 
~~~ NJ't> ~ ~·t:> 
11*"' 1b His ~JP. 
TOYOTA'S RE 
11 
••• The RAV4, Which Corners Better, Rides More Smoothly And Feels 
More Nimble Th~n Any SUV Made." -Auto Week, june '96 
-ihe RAV41s A fii..JIIklt's Dream Machi•.• -t:lr,And Driver, Apri/'!16 
f1NAu.~, ! G;dT' ~ 
}t\f ~~~~~ 
~ &10 1iWrf SQM€" 
~MoviE'S! 
-RKABLE RAV 4 
"Toyota's New RAV4 Seems To Bridge The Casr Chasm SelWeto Car And TruCk: This 
Lime Wagon With Big Wheels Is A Car And A Truck." -CAr Anti Drivtr. April '96 
"Rally-Car Performance, Camry-Like Quality" -Car And Driver, July '96 
r· '1 , 1· ' .ll ·• l 
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FOR RENT 
Ulltvenlt7 ..... - J -- ...... Furnished Of unfumlshed. Apple 
Reel Estate Inc. (540) 433-9576. 
UiiiMflltJ ..... - 38R. 2 bMha. 
completely furnished, ki tchen 
appllcancea, lull size washer, 
dryer. $225 share bath, $245 
private bath. Individual leases 
6/1/97 or 8/1/97, no pets. 
roommate plecement. 1·Yf leu. • 
4338822. 
l4lblet - 21Mb .......... Forest 
Hills. June thru Auaust. 
$150/neaotlable. Call Crel&. 
a7454 or Bo. x7425. 
Su-er M"-t - taR In ler&e 
4BR houle, 2 f\111 baths. W/0. etc. 
Also. 1BR ept .• very nice, rl&ht 
downtown, bath, May thru mid· 
Auaust. Questions? Call Jamie, 
433-7459. 
...._. NM.at - 1211 Madison 
Menor. 48Rs, 2 1/2 beths. W/0. 
S725 · 3 students. Call-434-9922. 
lilt towllteMee- Furnished, 
walktnc dlstence, SHIO· 
$230/mo.; 1 year lease (8/97· 
8/98); W/0; (703}450-5008. 
.... ~--An~ ... 
July 1. no pets, $375. 4J3.1!56a: 
..... UR ...... - GI'Nt locetlon, 
July 1. no pelt, $315. 433-15&9. 
.... ... .. ...... -Males, S240. 
all utilitieS, A&Cust 1. 433-1569 
SUO/MO. -OW. WI • ._ 
sublease, 2 RMs available. 
Howard, 433-1105. 
Su••er eultlet - Co••one. 
48Rs available. Rent fte&Otl8ble. 
Cal1433-1005. 
Fall '97 - 2RMe avalleMI fOf 
~&~Met. Call Cllrfle, 434-5772. 
Sublet - Medleon Manor, 
furnished . May-Auauat . rent 
~~. N~~. 434-1147 
Summer rental• - Room In 
furnished townhOuse, 3 blocks. 
434-3397/568-3206. 
Avellable F811 't7 - Seeklnl 
mature female to share fully 
loaded 2BR townhouse ln Squire 
Hill, $250/ mo. Please call Julie, 
433-7374. 
Sublet June; July - Cheap rent. 
38Rs available. Jody, 434-4934. 
Sublet bllby CroNIIIC- Ne'f'ly 
carpeted . private bathrootn, 
furn ished . Rent $150/ mo . or 
negotiable . Call Ml~hele , 434 
4788. 
Room - 1.420 Cmwfont. May 1st· 
August 20th. $175/ mo. Graduate 
student preferred. 434-2812 
lumlnel Miltn - Hunter'S Rlcl&e, 
2BR. May-July Rent negotiable. 
Call574-2733 
~ .-..beet -'"" CommoN. $200/ obo. Call sara. 432·2334 
' ~-------------------JMU ofkempus •tlldent houllftl 
- Nice Hunter's Ridge end-unit 
townhouse. $210/mo rental , 
l~fW rooms. furnished. can 
collect. (75 7)34().8993 for deta•la. 
Summer aublet In Aabby 
Croealnr - Call Hillary or Alii , 
434-4831. 
Su111•er eublet In Aehby 
~- Call Stacey or Dena, 
564-2816. 
Sultleaae oonenlent 21A 
Hunter's R;dio apt. tor June, July. 
Rent ne&QUable Call 433-2887 
• ...... - Hunter' • Rldle. Rent 
ni(Ot•able. Call Aaron, 433-9160. 
=
, .., ••t ill .... - .Av4ftriJbta 
15th. $235/mo, Melius. 
ao -
FunkhouHra 
AaeociMM Property 
~
434-5150 
NeMa ..... teiNIIPt,.., 
Cen't 1M .... ._.. ..... , ... , 
................ a ..... .. 
yo..e c.l ..... Pllllty • 4M-
1110or .... ., .. ......., •• 
.......... 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~,..,._ ... .,.. 
..........tora.UI7·W 
ICIIool ,_, WS/ ,.....; ... , 
....................... 
........ c.IK-.at 
Ft.nktln .. • a linn I ... ,, 414-
11101 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~-~......._ .... 
tux 11011-......,..,......._ 
......... for nut,... c.l 
htty. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
.............. 2 ......... 
..,.........., .. ae· n•,• 
.... ............ 
$1.000/-. c.~-., . 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2.1or41R.,..._. 
tuMiitl ................. 
,_,.._,_._MH .. 
$1,000/ - . Cal ...... 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
,. ................. .. 
UI7·'M .... ,..,. ... .. 
1700/ JM. c.l KIQ ..,. 
1.8R eniiiMe In 4IR - u. Place. 
Water Inc. S200/ mo. 574-2174 
Unlveratty 'fllce - Two top floor 
apts. left. cash bonus. 574· 
32651(800)398-7955. 
Ofcle MJJ IMI!MMf IUblet - Four 
rooms available for May, June, 
July. Fully furnished, rent 
negotlable. Cell 564-2732. 
Maclleon Meftor 
roomMate needecHo 2BR. 2 
bath. Pool, fireplace, tennis courts. 
May-June, S237 .50/mo. Call 
(540)433-6309. 
Subleaee Aebby - Available 
anytime now until Auaust 6 . 
Furnished/ unfurnished . Rent 
negotiable. Othef rooms 8V811able 
May, 434-8170 
2BR townhouae - May, June, 
July S440/ mo. obo. Dutch Mill 
Ct .. less than 1 mtle from campus. 
furnished. Scott or Trey, 57 4· 
2936. 
summer eu11tet - Ashby Crossing. 
Rent negotiable. Please call 433-
6586. 
2 s-.r IUblets - May.Au&ust, 
$175/ mo. neaottable. 574-3318, 
ask for Brad. 
Very wallcabfe - Semi-furnished 
sublet available May 1-Au&ust 1. 1 
block from Duke Flne Arts Bid&. 
Negotiable. Cell now. Scott. 432· 
0767 
SulniMr IUbtet -c......, 4IIR 
available Rent neaotlable. Cell 
Steve, 574-0357. 
$1SO/mo - Olcte Mill. Summer 
sublease. 2 RMs avalable. Bect<y, 
434-8051 
Hunter'• Rlctte tow•hov .. -
Avatlable for avmf!'8r leas,. For 
fnote Info. c:8n·Jbarl'la it d'490 01 • 
e-m!il Baller2J~mu.edu 
RM••ate fer 21R a,t. -
1210/••· Bl& room, walk-In 
closet, 4 blocks from campus. 
432~267. 
............ _ ..... _ 
In Harrlsonbura. Prefer non· 
amok«. Call434-7275. 
FOR SALE 
8reet ,rtc .. , New HltMIM. 
Harrlaontul Honda on lhl Net • 
HTTP:/ /HC)me.ricl.net/~1118 
ms 
Mcm..ct Donate your .-..rp~us to 
us! Gift & Thrift. 227 N. Mlln • 
HOUII, eew a•lt, quiet , 
brtclc/Yinyl, 3bd, 3bth, fwn rm, llv 
rm. stonee p~ore, double ,.,..., 
nice features, askirC $135,000. 
~·9537. 
Ill • ,._ ... - """" Hope. 
Uterature, Kealn& aystems. 52 
East Meftlet. 432-6?99. 
lei~•~ Cars fre• 1171. 
Porsches, Cadillecs, Chevys, 
BMWa, Corvettes. Also Jeepa, 
4WO.. YOAJt ,_ Tol AM 1-60(). 
218e000 Ext. A-3727 tot current 
~-
8ov' t forealoae~ II•••• from 
pennlea on $1. Delinquent tax. 
repoe, REO.. Y0111 .... Toll he, 
(800)218-9000 ext. H·3727 for 
~~-
Dlda ,._ - • _, your lVs, 
stereoa, VCRs. pne sylUems that 
are under 5 years old. We ,., 
.....174-4110. 
Laft A •111 0 "lor .. - t2S.. 
Call 434-4831. 
JVC lxl ,,_akers In lteaes -
MO/ Cibo. Cell Aaron, 433-9160. 
Doft't .......... Ole ... "**' 
We are buyrne useable used 
f\ltnJt\118. Cell 433-7148. 
._, Y8cMIIe,..,.. 
.... .._ .......... ....: 
\car :f:V allf4...., ..... .. 
..---..-..;~ ..... .. 
~&J*'¥¥'2 .... .. 
_..... ................... .., 
a-. ................ c:... 
..... ......., .. _ .......... Clll..,,... 
1110 Fonl FHtt¥1 - Excellent 
condition, automatic, $2750/obo. 
Jon. 433-3489. 
'IS VW Clolf - 2 dOor, 5 speed. 
$900/obo. 433-8661. 
$tiiNrO C••slllllte road wheels 
front and casette rear New. 
Tubular Very light we~Ctrt. S625. 
Sampson Road Crankaet. New. 
S175 Sampson Clipless Pedals. 
New, S 75 Pert a off of my new 
bilw. 574-2414. 
t.HO ~ o.aoo- Looks 
great. runs great. S2500/ obo. 
432·1842. 
HELP WANTED 
"" ............. JOU corlblct 
the Better IHIMM hre.u ott 
.. pi8CI4 lty .... _ ,.,... .. 
(800)US.5101. 
U,OOOe POISIILE READIN8 
BOOKS. Pan Time. At Home Toll 
Free 1~218-9000 Ext. R-.3727 
for listtf1&1. 
U,III:NI I InN& Pelt 
nrne. At Home. Toll free 1~ 
21&9000 &t T-.3727 for llstql. 
U,IOO ......, ; 11 M ' mellln& 
our circulars. For Info c.ll 
(301)4~1326. 
... ..., bl,..,_ellt - Need 
~ .,.,..uc '*'* tot 
packlnt end to.dl"' houaehofd 
&ooda. Lon& hour1, will train. 
Pullen McMnc ~. 15461 
F.-m Cntell Or., Woodbr ..... VA 
{703) 494-8100. 
VA F..-, ..... n d I ,C*IrW 
.,.,..n...., ........... ~ 
end OUIIdoorl. a... ..... Cell Galt: 
C8001891·166S._ 
E~~n~ ,... ...., 6 valuebte 
aetes/merkellnc eaperlence. 
Memollnk'a Me~~~obOerds are 
comlnc to JMUI We need one 
hiJhly motivated Individual to 
diNc:t our ..._ ......_ eonuct 
o.ld·~far­
...... 
...................... 
-Aoom6lloMIMour,_W. 
..,..,., In ..... far~ 
ol OAJI 4 .. 2 ,... Old lqL --
"" Ume for 2nd ... time to 
enjoy the .,._..J Cal TIM/UN, 
(•t•)2!55-042S. Retwencee • 
.,.,..,..~ ....... 
. ...................... ... 
enthualedc outlook on lh, our 
office has 5 openln&• for 
lncNduele Ju-t .. )IOU. We a8er 
pakl trelnlnl. Sertoua Inquiries 
onlyt Clll 5M«l8!5 ... 5 p.M. .. 
.-fora-a. 
... ,.... - Col.r!lly Inn In .. 
Shenandoltl v.-.y ta llelldn& • 
hlthiY ~ lndMdull. Very 
lOad~ ...... ... 
selety/commla.llon to the rilht 
person. F.-nHI8nty ...... Northam 
Vrr&lnla/OC area desirllble. Our 
property Is perfect for sm•ll 
overnl&ht business meetln&s, 
family reunions. cludl ,.... .. 
*Hdln&s. B•slc knowlectce of 
hotel/restaurant operations 
~- Cell (800)29&-5105.-
for General~ 
Aw. - C... 1$$ I ttl:*, fu!J. 
tlme or part·tJma. ~••UtM~ 
needed. Men or wrmen. We 
aupport our people. (800)826-
0U4. 
'"I Meea1ers - Northern 
Vtrclnla area, summer 
em~t, uceUent pay; , ... 
community poola, stron& 
IM(la&ertal suppoa.. pl .. se ceH-
(703)323-9334 far Info. 
....... Cem:l ................ 
with eacellent pay. We have 
various posltlona open In 
~ .. newest~ 
Come join the excitement. 
Acceptl~ applicettona et the s. 
Main toc.tron. 10 a m.· 7 p.m. 
1997-'91 
Gr8dulrte ~for 
UR£C 
~­Tec:fiRoloeY 
""'a I'W111:11-.....: 
•Database Application/ 
Development 
....... & SoftwanllnsUIIIatJon 
• Software TrairllrC end lnstNction 
• PC and Printer Troublelhooting 
•ProduCt Resean:h end 
Requls!Uons 
,__,, 5 ... 
. ..... .. 
.. 1!1 5 ... •• 
......... ,, ... ......... 
................... 
.... ........... 
II( 
._. llnetlaet1ra - Position 
av•llable for Fall or Summer • 
EJipertence preferTGd. Call 433-
7127 • 
......... Pelfl ......... -
Wut to work tn America'• 
.............. ,_ ...... 
,._ ...................... 
....... ?(~ 
Leern IMN tre. Outdoor 
lnfOMetlon Servloes. · Cell 
(2081171<1124 .... N532!i9. 
Leeal ............ ....... 
...,-aonnel tor June 1fWu A&CuiL 
~IN:UIII••sa •c.-,..,.,.... ...... ,..__.. 
...... ............ ..... 
,....,., ..... CM! ...... 
Cell 2108453 ... 5 p.m. 
Mel• ._._. - Local caterer 
needl full • pert-time ,.,... to 
wort! In .,..,.... --* lhoppe • 
..... """ ...-c:lal .-u. Food 
seMce ...,..a hefPUI, tledlle 
hours I Good •tmoaphere. 
(540):24&21.21. 
01' .......... __ 
M-f. some ..,.,.,... Call l.an. 
433-0785. 
SUMMER 
\\ORK 
512 
.., ... - · .. ,· 
......... ,/Pat ..... . 
•..._.EI$1 It n.-.M 
... 
•C...A ..... PI; ....... 
•llfl I P\ ~ 
Sellllt .. RIRIIai' .. _.J 
, .. )UD-7051 
Vlirlfillla..... (7..,....,...., 
Weet EMI Rllt'lc:l:t••n~c 
(104~1100 
"Weflll .................. 
......, JMe - Ctumott811vtlle, 
Northern Vlrclnt•. coneee 
students, work With peoj)Je yow 
own ace. Local & Jon& diStance 
ltMIICDate-...-ut7 movlna. $6.50.$9/hr. Treinrnt. 
(Summer £.mploymenC Possible) bonus. Student SeMcea Movq 
Stopend and TUIUOn WilNer Co., (800)766ai31. 
r-------------------~~' Position wrn ,.quire some JMU BOOKSTORE weekend and niCht hourS. :::-~.=t, •T:n"':: 
lnQUn • UR£C 568-8716 or SWim Rid' & G)'mnastk:s 
APPLY NOWitl email nettesmr. 11ta,Y. ~ave I •llow~n~C:, 
Now Hiring fiOr w:.l8oolcruah. room/boltrd. Tripp Lake Camp. 
st.te~plcatiDftAcc."'*'tad UIIIC ... ....,,,, • ..., Call now, (800)997-4347 or 
~~~ ,,,.. ~ ~.bom~/ 
L---~~~========~~ 
............ ._, ne•lble 
ttours.~bOnua.S& 
SI/IW • ....._.. In Herndon ... 
now nkifC., Caii4J3.1t20. 
..... .. ..,..In"" ..... 
............. &-12(llli*IWC) 
ttvu etern. Must be 18. ca11 
~75 • 
.... ., .. ,,,,., .. - wen 
cMdocn ... GIW ........ .eo. 
....,... .... 10,_ .... $ .. . 
I I JII.,.CII~ 
TEXTBOOK 
BUYBACK 
JMU 
BOOkS"Ji 
Aprll23- 24 
JMU 
8ciOkstofe 
Aprll25-
May2 
HIGHlANDS 
ROOM 
Warren Hall 
Aprll29-
May1 . 
MIStER CHIPS 
and 
Next to 
KEEZEUHALL 
BOOKSTORE 
BUY BACKS 
IN PR08RESS 
UNIVERSITY 
OUTPOST 
y BOOKSTORE' 
located .......... 
JM's Qrtl 
EXTENDED HOURS 
APR1l28-MAY 2 
10:00 A.M.-8~ P.M • 
KEEP USED BOOKS 
ON OUR CAMPUS-
RECYCLE 
YOUR BOOKS 
AT UNIVERSITY 
OUTPOST 
AniNTION AU 8TUOUITIIII 
Granta. sc:l\ol.,ahlpa .velleble 
from apoMCWSI No ~mentt. 
ewt1 SSS CMh fot Collete SSS. 
Fot Info: (800)2.t~2438. 
. 
. 
LAMnc~wiiMiatD 
................ W.Cto 
~ ................ 
..... c.lcolect 
....... .,..... 
lkyllwet 'reefell et Skydlve 
Oran&el lt'a • bleat! (5-40)iM2· 
3871. (701)7u.IM2. 
I • 
.,.... ,.. ........ to the ~lrity 
Foundation. Tilt deductible! 
Cherlty 'oundatlon, Inc. (540)432~53. • 
.,. ... ,_ - WW ..., your TVs, 
atereos. VCRs, aeme systems thet 
are under 5 years old. We pay 
..... 1744100. 
• 
LOST & FOUND 
I 
f40t cea" rawar• fer loet 
....,.. - If ~ found my amell 
areen journal by the phones In 
Warren Hall leat week, pleese 
return It ta the Warren Lost 6 
Found. Ho ???.. 
PERSONALS 
In Washington, DC & the . Virginia suburbs 
F.ull Time, Temporary & Perman~nt positions 
are now available for: Administrative~ssistants, 
Clerks, Customer Service Assistants, Data Entry 
ExpertS, Graphic Artists, Receptionists, 
Secretaries and Production Word Processors. 
Please call fo an immediate job interview 
703-914-91 00 
rEM-.. -·-· .. ~ .... ~,~~· iJ:·unH•=-a: •• 11" J' ...... -. __ ._. ....... ··-_, ·-~ 
us liD {B1ie fist 
noo Uttle River Turnpike, Suite 300 
• ~~ale,.yA.:PJI}3 
., 
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K..c. l.-ctl - WI LOVI YOUI 
\.ooie, ~ Ill: HniOf buddies, 
ADOPTION: 
y .... ~ ............. 
........................... 
......................... 
...._ ........ o.-ar-. 
,.., ••• ten,_..,--
_ ..... ., (lOI)US-MU. 
cMncleto ...... 
ctrnll'led ad Ill 7l'le.,... 
tilts ,.art 
Ple8$e come to T1Mt Breeze 
otrice In the basement of 
Anthony-Seeger Hall, 
weekdays from 
8 a.m.·S p.m. 
Classified ads cost $2.50 fOf 
the ftrst 10 words, and $2 fCH 
each addlti0nat10 words. 
Boxed ads lwe $10 per 
column lOch. 
o.tta ............... .. 
.. ............. ........ 
.... ..... ,.. .... a..: 
BMn Bodtlf. Scott c.neron. 
Susan couct'l, P lltt1Cil Oiel'll, 
Susan AllnOWitl, ~ Fithe, 
!<Ira FrancoiS, Mn Gatenby, 
AIICII Holer, Kalhefine HubC>ald, 
JeMifef Johnson, ~ l<ovacs, 
TIITIOthy U>zler, Tncl1 McGoldrick, 
011\ McNuft1, Mitt Miller. Khoa 
NCuyen, Ollild ~.Karl Rldtlla, 
Amber Rhodes. Seth Siciliano. Will 
Starl\le, Guaduana Terry, Susan 
Ulrich, Blair White, Bttan White 
WeloolwetlotM.,...... 
....... A....,..., -.u:n1 
St tmmer Courses 
for University Credit 
at 
Ct4 ' 7 ,.._ to t111e Pill...._. CIMe of $X8 
.... tl ........ fnMmtty • 
YoeliiYt all ltll 
....... ...,. 
Klrltlll 0... 
Cert 1-. 
c:t!M Nftl,eck 
........_ 
DollyMitdlel 
loft --.on 
Tonie......_ 
Ilea lltlfey 
LNMe Slm.,.on 
CQnCratulattonsl 
14111ec:ft!JUOM to .,..,. 
are available! 
For only $30 for third clan mail. 
or $75 for first cleu mell, 
you can reee!VI a full year of 
,.. .,._. Plene send your 
name, address & monay to: 
,.~. 
AnthonrSee(er Hall 
HaniJonburl. VA 22807 
. 
Piedmont Virginia Comn1unity College 
Charlottesville, Va. 
Sessions begin May 19 and June Z6 
Day and euentng classes 
In-stale tuition $47.65 per iL hour 
Registration beginning May 5 
For a contplete schedule caU 804-961 -5264 
If you have questions about specifk courses call 
Bobbie Potter; PVCC transfer counselor; at 804-961 -5430 
7. 
Bring a transcript if you wish to enroll in matli 
or english courses, or courses which haue a 
math or English prerequistt.e. 
PIEDMONT VIRGINit\ GOMMUNITY COLL£G[ 
;, "~Ql.,Ci{;dt.LtClrDtuvJ; ~~ .. ~I·AA~l:l g;vrutf-\'tR<~"lt7\ 2!2~)} u 
" ubo u tl3!168 lltlm"!l ,c.eet.!): _ 
• 
• 
40 Monday, April 2 1. 1997, T HE BREEZE 
• 
>6u N' e:etJ 7lJ Ger 
~ llPIJRT/YJ&11T IJT 
So IA.7JI t/.TCU{/1( U ST 
/J1cl 
Each Bedroom at SOuth View 
Has Its Own Bathroom 
Each furnished Luxury 
4 Bedroom 4 Bathroom 
Apartment comes with: 
· • Double Beds in each bedroom 
• Full size Washer & Dryer 
• Telephone & Cable hookups 
in each bedroom & living room 
• Oversized Closets 
• • Built-in microwave oven 
• Garbage disposal 
. • Full size Dishwasher 
· Stop by 
The Commons 
.. . 
. 
Rental Office, 
OFFICEHOURS Of call432•0600, 
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5:30p.m. 
Sat. 10 a.rn.-4 p.m. - ' and m·ake a 
and by appointment . 
869 B Port Republic Rd. 
,,r: ~~~'U31:JL._...;____m~e toJu~ury! 
